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ABSTRACT 

As intolerance against Mexican Americans and Mexican migrants persists in the United 

States-- apparent in the passage of Arizona State Bill 1070, Arizona House Bill 2281, and 

multiple English-only laws-- Chicanas and Mexicanas continue to resist by sustaining 

relationships and knowledge through storytelling. This dissertation employs a floating 

borderlands framework to explore how Chicanas and Mexicanas in the United States-Mexico 

borderlands use storytelling in oral and written traditions to keep cultural and regional 

knowledge. Floating borderlands is an interdisciplinary framework that reveals survivance, that 

is, survival as an act of resistance, through cultural maintenance, agency, and creativity in lived 

experiences. Drawing upon concepts and research from disciplines that include Mexican 

American Studies, American Indian Studies, Gender and Women’s Studies, and Education, 

floating borderlands reveals how storytelling helps Chicanas and Mexicanas maintain an 

understanding of home and homelands that facilitates resistance to obstacles such as racial and 

gender discrimination and challenges to their right to be in these spaces. This dissertation 

acknowledges multiple forms of knowledge keeping by Chicanas and Mexicanas throughout the 

last two centuries; recognizes intersectionality; and complicates or creates multiple layers in 

narratives of the U.S.-Mexico borderlands. This project is directly informed by narratives of 

Chicana and Mexicana life in the borderlands. It centers oral and written traditions, including my 

original poetry.  
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CHAPTER 1: BIRTH 

I did not swim into the world 

in a river of amniotic fluid 

but in a steady stream of stories 

sustained by mi abuelita, mi mama, y mis tias. 

They nourished me with their words, 

tales of grandmothers passed, 

places loved, 

and times gone by. 

 

On Sunday afternoons 

we crowded into Abuelita's room, 

where I curled in a dark corner, 

quiet 

while these women, my women, 

pulled memories 

from the old leather petaquilla. 

 

Each would take a corner 

 and together, unfold 

stories like quilts-- 

spread them out 

and shake them-- 

until the dust and wrinkles were gone. 

 

They laid them over me then, 

layered one memory upon another 

 until I lay under the blanket of our history, 

warm and content in its embrace. 

 

When the petaquilla was empty, 

the words spread about us 

like drifts and dunes near the sea. 

And it was these women 

who listened for my breathing 

and with great ease, 
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brought me to light.1 

 

A deep sense of belonging, and that awareness of belonging, is a consciousness that 

remains with a person regardless of how far they travel. The poem above captures how 

storytelling among the women in her Mexican family has contributed greatly to the poet’s 

consciousness. The stories of her female relatives anchors the poet to identity, community, and 

place. This dissertation employs an interdisciplinary lens to explore how and why Chicanas and 

Mexicanas have used storytelling in such oral and written traditions to maintain cultural and 

regional knowledge that helps to sustain them and their families as they move throughout the 

U.S.-Mexico borderlands.2 It explores ways they have forged relationships to places they 

perceive as homelands and sustained those relationships while resisting racial and gender 

discrimination. This study reveals how identities are sustained and how relationships facilitate 

survival and survivance. American Studies scholar Gerald Vizenor developed the term 

survivance and asserts that it suggests more than just being able to physically survive trauma or 

change, rather it is survival + resistance.3 Survivance means that culture and experience are not 

static or historic but living and changing processes that, particularly for colonized people, are 

grounded in resistance. This dissertation will investigate the notion that the “everyday” functions 

as a site of resistance and survivance for people who have relocated from their traditional 

homelands, and particularly for marginalized migrants.  

                                                           
1 All poetry is the original, copyrighted work of the author. 
2 I recognize the complexities of identifiers such as “Mexicana” and “Chicana” and the different layers of individual, 

family, community, regional, and political considerations that scaffold their definitions and use. In this dissertation, I 

will use Chicana and Mexicana interchangeably, as do the women with whom I speak, to refer to women of Mexican 

ancestry living in the U.S.-Mexico borderlands. 
3 Gerald Vizenor, Manifest Manners: Narratives on PostIndian Survivance (Omaha: University of Nebraska Press, 

2008). 
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In this dissertation I develop a floating borderlands framework to consider how living 

knowledge may move and be moved. I expand upon Lauro Flores’ term “floating borderlands” to 

explore issues of belonging and creating spaces of belonging.4 I build upon the concept by 

considering how floating borderlands may encompass living knowledge, how that knowledge 

may move and be moved, and how it may contribute to identity-building wherever Chicanas and 

Mexicanas may be physically located. As levels of violence against Mexican Americans rise in 

this country (e.g. SB1070, HB 2281, English-only, and “build the wall” movements) and become 

normalized within popular culture, Chicanas and Mexicanas floating borderlands can help to 

keep them tied to an understanding of belonging to a place, having rights there, and having 

foundational knowledge.  

This dissertation argues that the efforts of Mexicanas to maintain cultural and regional 

identity are forms of resistance to colonialism and, therefore, decolonial approaches because they 

function to decenter dominant narratives and efforts to assimilate or erase non-Western 

perspectives. I look to lived experiences and stories kept in oral and written traditions  by 

Chicanas and Mexicanas of the Tarango family and Chicana author Elena Diaz Björkquist  to 

complicate concepts such as knowledge, home, and consciousness, as well as definitions of 

identity, belonging, and social status.  

This is a project of undoing—undoing the efforts of colonialism, undoing the efforts of 

oppression, undoing the efforts to restrict and silence and devalue people and their stories. 

Consequently, the project has required an undoing of the traditional academic structures, for how 

can an account of undoing be told within a structure that would aim to confine the way it takes 

shape, unfolds, and emerges? The process of keeping knowledge is, in itself, a huge effort. It 

                                                           
4 Lauro Flores, The Floating Borderlands: Twenty-five Years of U.S. Hispanic Literature (Seattle: University of 

Washington Press, 1998). 
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requires many tools and draws upon many resources. This dissertation has done the same. It is 

interdisciplinary and, in many ways, untraditional. My participation in the process is represented 

here not as a historian, but as an academic, a storyteller, a poet, and a learner. My experiences 

and framework for understanding the knowledge shared is often present in my poetry. I call upon 

the resources of the academy to help me build this framework, but stories lead this dissertation 

and, as such, it is a living document documenting living experiences. It is has been a creative 

process during which floating borderlands has become a perspective for both understanding and 

participating in the process of knowledge-keeping in the borderlands. 

I ask the reader to accept the dynamic and fluid nature of this dissertation as a reflection 

of the content it holds. I assert that the process of knowledge keeping—of floating borderlands—

requires a new borderlands imaginary, one in which borders are unbordered and stories 

untethered. In this imaginary we can see that knowledge moves with us, because of us, and for 

us.  

 

Background 

Margarita Tercero Tarango Prieto was born in San Antonio del Bravo, a small village 

near the shores of el Rio Bravo, just outside of Ojinaga, Chihuahua, Mexico.5 Her family, the 

Tarangos, were from areas surrounding Satévo in the southeastern region of Chihuahua, Mexico, 

including Huehuetitlan and Babonoyaba. This part of Chihuahua was originally home for a 

number of Indigenous peoples, including the Rarámuri. Far from Mexico City, Chihuahua was in 

the northern region of New Spain and the conquistadors did not journey there until the late 

                                                           
5 Sp. abuelos:grandparents; abuelo/a: grandfather/mother; abuelito/a: dear grandfather/mother 
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1500s.6 They found silver and copper, timber, fertile land, and people to exploit for their own 

profit. Although they resisted, hundreds of Indigenous people were slaughtered and hundreds 

more enslaved to work in Spanish mines, fields, and haciendas. This is how so many Indigenous 

people survived, forced into labor and forced to become mestizo.7 Others fled to the mountains, 

going further and further into the hills as the Spanish continued to seek them out. Prieto would 

often explain that, “Pues, mis abuelos eran indios que bajó de la montaña” (my grandparents 

were Indians who came down from the mountain).8   

The Tarangos began to leave southeastern Chihuahua by the 1700s, moving north in the 

direction of el Rio Bravo/ Rio Grande. They journeyed toward places that were already home, 

places that were familiar and known because family and community members had moved 

through those spaces before. Movement within Mexico was part of the family history. Birth, 

marriage, and death certificates affirm family knowledge that Tarangos moved regularly between 

towns within Chihuahua during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries  Eventually, Tarangos 

came to the areas of what are now the U.S.-Mexico borderlands, making home in Texas, New 

Mexico, Arizona, and California during the twentieth century. Their migrations were motivated 

by numerous reasons. Like many Mexicano individuals and communities, the Tarangos were 

impacted by colonialism, political unrest, and direct assaults on Mexican and Indigenous people 

in particular. For example, Prieto’s daughter (and my mom), Alicia Tarango Prieto Hernández, 

recalls stories of violence experienced by family members at the hands of Texas Rangers in the 

                                                           
6 For further discussion regarding the migration of people northward through Mexico see Vicki L. Ruiz, From Out 

of the Shadows: Mexican Women in Twentieth-Century America (New York: Oxford University Press, 2008) 
7 Sp. mestizos: persons of mixed Spanish and Indigenous ancestry. Among the Rarámuri mestizo is used to refer to 

Rarámuri individuals who live among the colonizer. 
8 This statement and the translation are provided in notes written by Alicia Margarita Tarango Prieto Hernandez, 

taken during her conversations with her parents. I understand that the Spanish is not standard modern Spanish but 

more likely reflects an older form learned by the Tarangos and Prietos in their home spaces in Chihuahua, Mexico. 
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early 1900s and understanding those experiences to be a motivating factor for her family’s 

movement from the area.  

These types of knowledge persist through generations of the Tarango family because of 

conscious efforts to practice it. And although it has been informed by Western contact, it centers 

a non-Western identity. The Tarango family is diverse, informed by at least Español (Spanish), 

Tarahumara (Rarámuri) and Mexica/Azteca ancestry, and members of the family identify as 

indios mexicanos. We are people whose cultural ancestry is rooted in the borderlands. My 

understanding of who I am—my cultural identity—is formed by the Tarango narrative and its 

practice in daily life by my grandparents and relatives, parents, and myself.  

The Tarango narrative lives in oral traditions. This knowledge has been produced and 

reproduced in conversations, stories, songs, and practices for generations. Through the telling of 

stories and the practice of knowledge in daily life, the Tarango family narrative has persisted 

where the keepers and tellers of family knowledge have been primarily women. For example, 

Hernández teaches that when we want rain, the children of the family should go outside and, 

using a large knife or sharp stick, “cut the clouds.” Her mother taught her to do this as a child, 

and her mother learned from her mother before that, and on back through the generations of our 

family. This knowledge about the relationship between people and the environment is a concept 

that derives from an Indigenous worldview that has survived the journey and years separating us 

physically from our homelands in Chihuahua. In the 1970s and 1980s, Tarango women living in 

the U.S.-Mexico borderlands learned to use tape recorders and recorded their own testimonies of 

many details of their own lives, including knowledge such as this, as well as the genealogy and 

general history of the family, and knowledge about planting, harvesting, and healing that is 

specific to these homelands.  
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The Tarango narrative has also taken form in a written tradition via letters, transcriptions, 

creative non-fiction and poetry. And, again, it has been the women of the family that have 

preserved the knowledge. In 1997, my aunt, Elidia Tarango Prieto Luera entered her eighties and 

she began to write narratives that detailed her own life and knowledge about the family. Her 

entries were full of descriptions of skills like how prepare nixtamal and how to use traditional 

Mexican tools such as the metate. She said about her memories, “I went to bed and couldn’t 

sleep. I could see Candelaria the mountains the river and fields and the desert where I imagine 

the soldiers & Villistas & Carrancistas. The way Mama & Papa would describe and the way I 

remember when we lived there.” 9  

 

 

 

Elidia Tarango Prieto Luera to Anita Tarango Prieto McNiel, Selma, California, November 8, 1997. 

 

                                                           
9 Nixtamal (Nahuatl): corn soaking in preparation for grinding. Metate (Nahua): stone used to grind corn, among 

other food stuffs.   
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Elidia P. Luera and Margarita T. Prieto, Stanfield, Arizona, c 1970. 

 

She sent these writings to daughters, granddaughters, and nieces in the Tarango family. 

She has an eighth grade education, but utilized her writing skills as best as possible to record her 

knowledge for the women in the family. In many ways, Luera’s writing supplements and 

supports the oral tradition, serving as written record of knowledge that has already been 

transmitted orally and through practice. In her autobiography, for example, she reiterates the 

knowledge that Tarango ancestors were Tarahumara. 

  

Elidia Luera to Andrea Hernández Holm, Selma, California, 2008. 
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Sometimes, writing has been the only way to transmit knowledge because of distance and 

other circumstances that limit the ability to interact with one another. For example, in the 1980s 

Manuela “Nellie” Tarango Aguilar Moreno wrote extensive letters from her home in Yuma, 

Arizona to her family members in California, in which she would recount the family genealogy 

and various knowledges about their lived experiences. One 8-page letter was titled “El tema de 

hoy los Tarangos” and included a family tree that noted information, such as “Perfecto Tarango  

was Mexican Indian from Chihuahua, Mex.” 10  

 

Nellie Moreno to Alex Aguilar, Andy Aguilar Personal Collection, Tulare, California, February 9, 1982. 

 

Writing enabled women to continue the storytelling process that informs identity, even 

across distances. Perhaps it also reflects an awareness of the importance placed on written text 

                                                           
10 Nellie Moreno to Alex Aguilar, 9 February 1982, Andy Aguilar Personal Collection, Tulare, California.  
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and is an effort to create an archive by creating written record. In any case, the documented 

knowledge serves to support and complement the oral histories and traditions. I contend that 

applying a floating borderlands framework reveals that the Tarango narrative as it is contained in 

the oral and written traditions examined here functions to maintain an identity that supersedes 

limits defined by the dominant narrative and, consequently, serves as an active resistance to 

colonialism. 

In the Americas, the dominant narratives are those that originated with the English and 

Spanish colonizers (although other Western groups such as the French, Dutch, and Portuguese 

also colonized North, Central, and South America, it was the English and Spanish who 

established more expansive and permanent societies). In Mexico, a casta emerged, an elaborate 

system based on perceptions of race with which to identify members of society and designate 

their position in a social hierarchy.11 This system was a multi-tiered hierarchy with seemingly no 

fixed or consistent definitions. In theory, Indigenous-origin people were at the bottom of this 

hierarchy, following Africans and people who had both African and Indigenous ancestry. Tribal 

or community identities were replaced with Spanish classifications such as coyote, lobo, yndio, 

and mestizo, reinforced through archival records, and used to determine social, political, and 

legal rights. Many of the identifying terms used for non-Spanish peoples were the names of 

animals, likening those identities to non-human. All of these markers were determined not by 

self-identification but by the surmising of the recorder from (his) assumptions based on skin 

color, language, and region. Like the social hierarchies created in the English colonies, skin color 

and concepts of race were at the core of this system where “Whites” were privileged.12 In 

                                                           
11 Mark Burkholder with Suzanne Stiles, “An Empire Beyond Compare,” The Oxford History of Mexico, ed. by 

Michael C. Meyer and William H. Beezley (London: Oxford Press, 2000).  
12 Ronald Takaki, "The Tempest in the Wilderness: The Racialization of Savagery," The Journal 

 of American History 79, no. 3 (1992): 892-912. 
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Mexico, Whites were Spanish born in Spain or Mexico, but even this definition was not clear. 

During the early colonial period, intermarriages between Spanish men and Indigenous women 

were not uncommon, particularly in Mexico City, and Indigenous people did hold limited rights 

within the colonial legal system for some time. However, these rights and positions within 

Mexican society diminished as the Spanish governmental, legal, and social systems were 

established. The ensuing casta served to determine who had legal access to property and rights 

within the Mexican society and attempted to establish an order based on country of birth and 

race, or both. While the intent of the casta was to confine Indigenous and African-origin people 

to certain social categories, there was no way to assure that people adhered to the casta when 

identity markers involved typography based on physical appearance as well as socio-economic 

status and parentage, which were not static in the colonial society.  

The complexity of the casta system is apparent in early church records from Mexico. I 

have researched Spanish and Mexican archives for and located birth, baptismal, marriage, and 

death notices for members of the Tarango family dating back to the early 1700s. These records 

include names, dates, and places recorded by priests or other officials and include identifying 

terms like mulatta, mestizo/a, and yndio/a, as well as other information considered vital by the 

recorder. For example, in the 1791 marriage record for my five times great-grandmother in Santa 

Cruz de Rosales, Chihuahua, Mexico, Gertrudis Ferrales to Celio Victor, the priest recorded that 

Gertrudis was a mulatta libre and Celio Victor un indio apache.13  

                                                           
13 Marriage record of Celio Victor Tarango to Gertrudis Ferrales, Santa Cruz the Rosales, Chihuahua, Mexico, 1791. 

Family archives. Mulatta referred to Spanish-African mixed raced. Sp. literal translation of apache is Apache Indian 

but it was often a generalized term. See Veronica E. Tiller, Apache Indians, ABC-LIO Greenwood Press, 2010 for 

discussion about the colonial use of the term apache. 
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Marriage Record for Celio Victor Tarango and Gertrudis Ferrales, Chihuahua, Mexico, March 

7, 1791. Although his baptismal record does not name Celio Victor as Tarango, by the time of 

his marriage, he was given the last name of his godfather, Joseph Maria Tarango. It was 

common that Indigenous peoples were not given surnames, and were eventually given the names 

of their owners or “masters.”  

 

The record further documents how Gertrudis became available for marriage. Apparently, 

she had been the wife of a soldier killed in battle. Four Spanish men-- all dons- testified to this 

fact and her subsequent freedom.14 Her availability to marry had to be confirmed by the word of 

men with higher social ranking than she.  While these specific details did not survive the 

Tarango family’s oral tradition, the knowledge of her African heritage did.15 Prieto knew that 

                                                           
14 "México matrimonios, 1570-1950," database, FamilySearch (https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:JHR8-MTY: 

accessed 10 May 2016), Victor Tarango and Maria Gertrudis Mena Or Ferrales, 07 Mar 1791; citing Santa Cruz De 

Rosales, Chihuahua, Mexico, reference ; FHL microfilm 162,581. Gertrudis’ marriage to the soldier may have been 

recognized by the Catholic Church if they were both Catholic, but would probably not have been recognized by the 

government. The records do not indicate the ethnicity of the soldier. 
15 People of African heritage arrived in Mexico with the earliest Spanish colonizers, many as enslaved people. See 

Laura A. Lews, "Colonialism and its Contradictions: Indians, Blacks and Social Power in Sixteenth and 

Seventeenth-Century Mexico,” Journal of Historical Sociology 9, no. 4 (1996): 410–431 and Edgar L. Love, 

"Marriage Patterns of Persons of African Descent in a Colonial Mexico City Parish," Hispanic American Historical 

Review 51, no. 4 (1971): 79-91. 
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Gertrudis was called “Arabé,” perhaps because her appearance reflected what they knew to be a 

North African heritage. But her public identity was dictated by the position created for her in the 

dominant narrative. By the time her son’s baptisms were recorded in 1796, both she and her 

husband were identified as “yndios laborios” or Indian servants. 16  

 

Baptismal records for Jose Hermengildo Tiburcio, “yndio laborio”, son of Celio Victor and 

Gertudis Ferrales, Chihuahua, Mexico, April 17, 1796. 

 

Just a few years later, in the early 1800s, Mexican reformers began to call for the end of 

slavery and the federal government officially abolished it in 1824. Mulatta/os and yndia/os could 

no longer be legal slaves or owned by others, but the hierarchies established by the casta system 

persisted well beyond the colonial period.17 How Ferrales or Tarango identified themselves is not 

clear in the church records, but assumptions about their social positions are.  

In hundreds of records about Tarangos, only one directly acknowledges voices of the 

individuals being archived. In a late 19th century baptismal record for Maria Petra de Jesus, the 

priest noted that the child was the “natural daughter” of a Maria Ysabel Gomez. Petra Garcia 

                                                           
16 "México bautismos, 1560-1950," database, FamilySearch (https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:NV3R-N58 : 

accessed 10 May 2016), Jose Victor Tarango in entry for Jose Hemegildo Tiburrcio Tarango Verrales, 17 Apr 1796; 

citing, reference; FHL microfilm 162,576, 162,577, 162,578. 
17 Burkholder and Stiles, “An Empire Beyond Compare,” 125. 
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Cabazuela, the adoptive mother, insisted that the child she was committing to raise as her own 

was not her biological offspring, but that of her husband and another woman.18  

 

Baptismal record for Maria Petra, “hija natural de Maria Ysabel Gomes” and adopted daughter 

of Eziquio Cabezuela and Petra Garcia, Chihuahua, Mexico, June 18, 1899.  

 

This request that revealed resistance to social constructs for women and for indios 

mexicanos, is the only record of a Tarango opinion that I have found in Mexican archives. 

 Archival records put forth by the Western narrative as “truth” are generally produced 

from racially and socially biased positions and, therefore, underrepresent or fail to represent 

altogether the experiences of other individuals or communities as they are perceived by those 

very parties. The perspectives documented in these records become those perceived as historical 

truth. They create and define categories in which identities and people are placed by policy and 

by force. This is how the dominant narrative is constructed and it is this narrative that is 

                                                           
18 “Collection: Mexico, Chihuahua, Catholic Church Records, 1622-1958,” database, FamilySearch 

(https://familysearch.org: accessed 17 April 2009), Maria Petra de Jesus Garcia, 19 June 1899, Santa Cruz de 

Rosenda, Ojinaga, Chihuahua, Mexico.  

 

According to Ophelia Marquez and Lillian Ramos Navarro Wold. Compilation of Colonial Spanish Terms and 

Documented Related Phrases (2nd Edition)( Culver City, CA: SHHAR Press, 1998), the identifiers “natural” or 

“legitimo” were common in Church records and usually indicated that a child was born out of wedlock.  

https://familysearch.org/
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perpetuated through social and legal institutions. The insertion of new or previously silenced 

voices propels a narrative that recognizes multiple perspectives, thereby challenging hegemonic 

ideologies. In the development of Tribal Critical Race Theory (TribalCrit), American Indian 

scholar Bryan Brayboy argues that the revision of the dominant historical narrative can be 

accomplished through the acknowledgement of non-Western sources as producers of valid 

knowledge.19 This position challenges the idea that Western society is the only, or “right,” 

perspective of the world and promotes the recognition of non-Western perspectives as generating 

valid knowledge. Cabazuela’s assertion—and the priest’s choice to document it-- created a 

record that challenged standards set for her by the dominant narrative. During the late 19th/early 

20th centuries, in Mexican history women would have been expected to be subordinate to their 

spouses, and other males. Indigenous women and lower class women in particular would have 

had limited authority in most social decisions, even in the baptisms of their children. She did not 

quietly acquiesce to any expectation that she should be entirely passive in her acceptance of the 

indiscretions of her husband, nor did she completely fulfill the expectation that, as an india 

mexicana, she would allow her life story to be told only through the recorder’s words. 

Cabazuela’s actions, then, disrupted the social norms and the dominant narrative. She had an 

active role in the construction of her public identity and the representation of how she related to 

the world around her. This conscious effort to exercise agency over her own story is one similar 

to the efforts of many Tarango women.  

Is it possible that reconstruction of the dominant narrative can be achieved through the 

inclusion of multiple and varied truths? This requires that the dominant recognize other 

perspectives, and admit that those perspectives have a legitimate place in the historical narrative. 

                                                           
19 Bryan Brayboy, “Toward a tribal critical race theory in education,” The Urban Review 37, no.5 (2006): 425-466. 
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So, even if Cabazuela’s act was one of resistance against the dominant narrative and although a 

member of the dominant society acknowledged her voice, the addition of her directions in the 

archival record did not change the structure of her society nor did it immediately expand the 

historical narrative. However, the priest noted the circumstances per her description, and this 

perspective was documented for future generations. I argue that, by applying the floating 

borderlands, this act can be understood as resistance because she realized a way to the use the 

dominant structure to push back against forces that would document her life in one way. 

Although she was not seemingly in charge of the written tradition, she indeed found a way to 

control it by orally demanding her knowledge be recorded. Whether she could read or write, it 

seems clear that Cabazuela understood the significance of the written tradition in the dominant 

narrative of her particular social context and the importance of transferring her knowledge to it. 

The “truth” about the relationships between parties involved complicated the narrative that the 

baptismal record might otherwise have put forth and it is this story multilayered story that 

persisted.  

Maneuvering oral and written traditions, such as Cabazuela did, requires strategic 

understanding of both traditions and how they function within specific contexts. Beyond keeping 

family knowledge and facilitating resistance to dominant social narratives surrounding identity 

and status, oral traditions have important roles in resistance to institutionalized discrimination 

and oppression. Examples of the ways that oral traditions have been used by Chicanas and 

Mexicanas—both separately and in combination with written traditions-- are extensive.  

Researchers often point to the ways that they have kept knowledge through recipes, journals, and 

letters that supplement knowledge transmitted in story and song. Mexican American Studies 

scholar Raquel Rubio-Goldsmith explains that in her research, “I found that as the memory 
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awakened, other sources would emerge. Boxes of letters, photographs, and even manuscripts and 

diaries would appear. Long-standing assumptions of illiteracy were shattered and had to be re-

examined.”20 Information is maintained first in the oral traditions, but it is further supported in 

the written tradition. Rubio-Goldsmith asserts that despite the fact that these traditions of 

Chicanas and Mexicanas have been undermined or ignored by archivists and historians, they 

persist in practice. Many contemporary Chicana and Mexicana writers and researchers also 

acknowledge the importance of the relationship between the oral and written traditions and point 

to knowledge generated in oral practices as the source or springboard for their own writings.21 

Thus, both traditions continue to be used as ways that Chicanas and Mexicanas preserve and 

share knowledge, despite the limitations or obstacles imposed upon them.  

The treatment of oral traditions within the dominant structure is one example of the 

impact of colonization. Histories of Indigenous communities that area maintained through oral 

traditions have not been recognized by colonial societies as valid sources for scientific or 

historical information.22 While oral histories that emerge from Western cultures are given some 

level of credibility and status, those that arise from non-Western cultures are not. For example, 

The Odyssey, which is attributed to ancient Greek culture, is considered a “classic” piece of 

literature, fundamental to a solid education in the Humanities. However, The Popol Vuh—origin 

narratives of Mayan cultures of central Mexico-- is not.23 To ignore the validity of oral traditions 

effectively invalidates the knowledge produced there, alienating members of those communities 

                                                           
20 Raquel Rubio-Goldsmith, “Oral history: Considerations and Problems for its use in History,” in Between Borders: 

Essays on Mexicana/Chicana History edited by Adelaida R. Del Castillo, (Austin: Floricanto Press, 1990), 164. 
21 See Karen Rosa Ikas, Chicana Ways: Conversations with Ten Chicana Writers, (Reno: University of Nevada 

Press, 2002) and Tey Diana Rebolledo, Women Singing in the Snow, (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1995). In 

addition, several Chicana writers speak extensively on this issue, including Sandra Cisneros, Denise Chavez, Ana 

Castillo, and Demetria Martinez.  
22 Rubio-Goldsmith, “Oral history.”  
23 Both of these texts, preserved in written traditions in their original cultures and proceeding ones, originated as oral 

history. 
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in social, educational, and legal contexts. Therefore, the preservation of knowledge through the 

oral tradition can be an act of resistance, one that allows the keepers of the tradition great agency 

and control. In this way, stories are living entities that survive by the breath and effort of their 

tellers. As such, knowledge maintained by the oral tradition is always in a fragile state. English 

and American Indian Studies scholar N. Scott Momaday explains that oral traditions, in which he 

includes oral histories, literatures, stories, myths, legends, art, and folklore, are produced through 

the creative process of imagining. He links oral language with creation/imagining and defines 

writing as its record. Momaday says, “We are what we imagine. Our very existence consists in 

our imagination of ourselves. Our best destiny is to imagine, at least, completely, who and what, 

and that we are. The greatest tragedy that can befall us is to go unimagined.” 24 Through the 

imagining, Momaday says, “[man] invests and preserves himself in the context of ideas. Man 

tells stories in order to understand his experience, whatever it may be. The possibilities of 

storytelling are precisely those of understanding the human experience.”25 Power and 

responsibility accompany this process of imagining. Oral traditions afford participants from 

within the community social value that they are often not permitted in the written traditions of 

the dominant society. There, perspectives are often hidden, discarded, or ignored. Those that are 

preserved in written record are most often the perspectives of the dominant group, the colonizer. 

While the written record as it is maintained in such a context may limit the participation of other 

groups in the historical records, the oral tradition continues to be utilized to sustain just such 

knowledge and ensure its survival for at least one more generation. The oral tradition, manifested 

                                                           
24 N. Scott Momaday, “The Man Made of Words.” In The Remembered Earth (Albuquerque: University of New 

Mexico Press, 1979), 167.  
25 Ibid., 168. 
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through stories, historias, poetry, song, and other forms of expression that exist beyond the page, 

can be a powerful tool for persistence of knowledge and identity.  

Consequently, the practice of non-Western oral traditions in Western societies encounters 

numerous obstacles, from historical attacks on practiced language and culture—both written and 

spoken-- to present-day social discrimination and legalized attacks against language.26 

Educational scholar George Sanchez explains that Mexican heritage and Spanish-speaking skills 

have long been perceived as deficits in the U.S. 27 He suggests that academic performance for 

Mexican Americans has been impacted by the inability to assimilate to American school culture, 

a process in which speaking Spanish plays a significant role. Sanchez argues that Spanish has 

served as a tool to isolate Spanish-speakers in the U.S., consequently limiting their contact with 

the dominant culture and their ability to integrate into it. Although Sanchez claims that the 

maintenance of Spanish has been circumstantial and not intentional by Spanish-speakers, it has 

allowed for the persistence of a narrative that thrives outside the dominant discourse. 

In the Tarango family, the loss of language has been extensive. Family members in the 

U.S. no longer speak Indigenous languages of Rarámuri or Nahua, though some words and 

phrases have remained in vocabulary, particularly those associated with daily practices like 

cooking, cleaning, and plant knowledge. Indigenous languages were replaced with Spanish, but 

once some Tarangos entered the U.S., that language came under attack too. As will be described 

in Chapter 6 of this dissertation, when she began school in Texas in the late 1940s, Hernández 

was punished for speaking Spanish.28 The family moved to Arizona while she was still in school 

                                                           
26 A historical legacy that includes the burning of hundreds of Maya and Nahua texts by Spanish colonizing priests 

to the corporal punishment of Native children for speaking traditional languages in American schools evidence this 

resistance to Indigenous knowledges. 
27 George Sanchez, "History, Culture, and Education," La Raza: Forgotten Americans (1966): 1-26. 
28 Alicia Margarita Tarango Prieto Hernandez, interview by author, Maricopa, Arizona, April 2010.  
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and, again, she was expected to assimilate to English and an American identity in school, where 

Spanish was forbidden and her Spanish name, Alicia, was substituted with the anglicized 

version, Alice. She did retain Spanish as her home language, as Sanchez explains so many 

Mexican Americans living in the borderlands did, but this duplicity did not yield a “pachuco” 

identity for her. 29 She continued to speak it fluently with her family and she explains that it was 

in her home context that her identity was formed and validated.  

 The loss of any language is accompanied by a loss of knowledge and, therefore, can 

influence major changes in the ability and willingness to self-identify. As has been the case with 

many Chican@s and Mexicanas/os, my parents did not actively encourage me to continue 

speaking Spanish once I entered school in Arizona during the 1980s. Consequently, my Spanish-

speaking skills are limited. Now, English is my primary language for communicating within the 

immediate and extended Tarango family. When I asked my mom about this once, she replied that 

it didn’t really matter—Spanish and English were both colonial languages that had replaced our 

original one. In the U.S. in particular, there are daily efforts to create a standard American 

identity and language is a key factor in this process. Consequently, there is a strong English-only 

movement in the U.S. that often operates side by side with efforts to homogenize the historical 

narrative.30 Again, Arizona’s policies serve as good examples of efforts to discriminate and 

oppress narratives, identities, and-- in this case-- languages, that originate in non-Western 

cultures.  

Through the floating borderlands framework, it becomes apparent that the continued 

practice of oral traditions that preserve knowledge that might otherwise lie outside of the 

                                                           
29 Sanchez, “History, Culture, and Education,” 12. 
30 Mary Carol Combs, “Everything on Its Head: How Arizona’s Structured English Immersion Policy Reinvents 

Theory and Practice (Implementing Educational Language Policy in Arizona),” (Bristol: Multilingual Matters, 

2012), 59-85. 
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dominant narrative may be an act of resistance. According to educational scholars, Daniel G. 

Solorzano and Dolores Delgado Bernal, at the center of resistance is participation in an oral 

tradition. In their exploration of transformational resistance among student activists, they 

determined that it is in the oral tradition that resistance develops. They considered the 

development of a resistance narrative among young Chicanas who participated in the 1968 walk-

outs in Los Angeles and determined that they maintained and transmitted knowledge and 

analysis of their experiences through oral traditions.31 For these Chicana students, oral traditions 

functioned as spaces where stories could be generated in opposition to the dominant narrative. 

Their narrative of resistance to oppressive policies of social institutions was maintained and 

shared via oral traditions. Solorzano and Bernal explain that the rich oral history of resistance to 

educational inequities in East Los Angeles schools informed the resistance narrative created by 

the students, providing them with information and experiences to support the development of 

their own activism toward social justice. Solórzano and Yosso characterize such resistance 

narratives as “counterstories.”  

We define the counter-story as a method of telling the stories of those people whose 

experiences are not often told (i.e., those on the margins of society). The counter-story is 

a tool for exposing, analyzing, and challenging the majoritarian stories of racial privilege. 

Counter-stories can shatter complacency, challenge the dominant discourse on race, and 

further the Strule for racial reforms. Yet, counter-stories need not be created only as a 

direct response. […] Indeed, within the histories and lives of people of color, there are 

numerous unheard counter-stories. Storytelling and counter-storytelling these experiences 

can help strengthen traditions of social, political, and cultural survival and resistance. 32 

 

Counterstories challenge the dominant narrative by inserting an alternative perspective. 

However, Western dogma rarely legitimizes counter-narratives, evidenced by their exclusion 

                                                           
31 Daniel G. Solozarno and Dolores Delgado Bernal. "Examining Transformational Resistance through a Critical 

Race and Latcrit Theory Framework: Chicana and Chicano Students in an Urban Context," Urban Education 36 

(2001): 321. 
32 Daniel G. Solórzano and Tara J. Yosso, “Critical Race Methodology: Counter-Storytelling as an Analytical 

Framework for Education Research,” Qualitative Inquiry 8, no. 1 (2002): 32. 
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from educational, social, and legal discourse. For example, in the U.S. there continues to be a 

determined effort to exclude Mexican American perspectives from the historical narrative, as 

evidenced by on-going efforts to remove or mitigate Mexican American Studies from school 

curricula, such as Arizona’s HB 2281, which will be addressed in this dissertation. I highlight 

how the banning of Ethnic Studies programs in Arizona and the erasure of Mexican American 

experiences from Texas textbooks evidence the on-going resistance to so-called counterstories; 

and analyze the experience of Elena Diaz Björkquist, a Chicana author whose book was banned 

from the Mexican American Studies program of the Tucson Unified School District.  

However, I hesitate to identify Chicana and Mexicana narratives as counterstories.   

Counternarrative or counterstory implies an intentional act of resistance, or response to 

something that exists. 33 Is the knowledge that emerges from these Chicana and Mexicana 

narratives counter to existing knowledge, or does a lens that assigns that value already center 

Western paradigms as the narrative against which all others are measured? Does floating the 

borderlands decenter colonial Western paradigms, including patriarchy? Understanding these 

definitions in this context is important because it may help us gain a clearer understanding of 

what makes it possible for Chicanas and Mexicanas to continue feeling a sense of belonging and 

strength in the face of acts to destabilize their relationships to the world around them.  

The Tarango narrative, for example, has not functioned in opposition to the dominant 

narrative or within a definition constructed by the dominant narrative. Rather, it has functioned 

as an ideological truth and while it has been informed by the dominant society, it has not been 

defined by it. It resists the pressures of the dominant society to accommodate a hegemonic 

                                                           
33 Solozarno and Bernal, “Examining Transformational Resistance,” 308-342. Solozarno and Bernal discuss 

tranformational resistance as a counternarrative to the Western paradigms that inform master narratives in  U.S. 

educational contexts.  
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ideology that is not its primary function and has operated as a valid source of knowledge 

maintained in both oral and written traditions, one that defines relationships within the family, 

with the environment, and with surrounding societies. Although impacted by social and political 

events, their narratives were not created in response to them and should not be identified as such.  

According to the Tarango narrative, by the end of the 1800s, the Tarangos had been to the 

north side of the Rio Bravo, into south Texas. 34  They moved from San Antonio del Bravo in 

Chihuahua to Candelaria, Texas with the crops and the animals, as the seasons dictated. 35  

   

W.D. Smithers, Candelaria, Texas, 1919. Available at Presidio County Texas Pictures From The Past.  
 

When Texas became a part of the U.S. and the Tarangos moved there more permanently, 

their identities were redefined by the U.S. dominant society. Where Mexican society and 

government had acknowledged Tarango family members as at least “part” Indigenous, in the 

U.S., their identity was defined as Mexican American, Spanish, Latin, or White in written 

                                                           
34 The river’s identity has also been redefined—it is known as the Rio Grande in the U.S. 
35 W.D. Smithers, Candelaria, Texas, 1919. Available at Presidio County Texas Pictures From The Past. 

http://www.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~txpresid/candelariatx.jpg 
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record.36  For example, the 1930 Texas death certificate for Ruperta Tarango (Mora), recorded 

her race as White.37 Mexican baptismal records support the family knowledge that she was india 

mexicana, the granddaughter of Celio Victor and Gertrudis Ferrales.38  However, the U.S. 

government did not acknowledge this identity or make room for it in the archival records.  

 

 

Texas Certificate of Death for Ruperta Tarango, granddaughter of Hermengildo Ferrales 

Tarango, El Paso, Texas, May 15, 1930.  

 

                                                           
36 Mestizaje was a concept promoted by the 19th century Mexican government. It proposed that all Mexican people 

shared a Spanish-Indigenous ancestry and supposed a homogenous mestizo identity. Rather than embracing tribal 

identities, however, policy supported mestizaje by forcing assimilation of Indigenous people into the Spanish-

centered Mexican society. See Jose Vasconcelos.  
37 "Texas Deaths, 1890-1976," database with images, FamilySearch (https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:K335-

HGJ : accessed 16 May 2016), Ruperta Tarango, 15 May 1930; citing certificate number 23552, State Registrar 

Office, Austin; FHL microfilm 2,135,324. 
38 "México bautismos, 1560-1950," database, FamilySearch (https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:NVW2-KZZ : 

accessed 11 May 2016), Je. De Jesus Tarango Tarango, 02 Jan 1847; citing EL 

SAGRARIO,CHIHUAHUA,CHIHUAHUA,MEXICO, reference ; FHL microfilm 162,668. 
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During Mora’s lifetime, she witnessed American colonization of lands that had been part 

of Tarango family history for as long as they could remember. Although the Treaty of Guadalupe 

Hildago was supposed to ensure the recognition of Mexican American’s rights to Texas 

properties, because the Tarangos did not have documented record of their right to ancestral lands, 

they were opened to American colonization.39 The experiences of the family have been 

historicized by the Tarango women in both oral and written narratives. The narrative and the 

repercussions of colonization experienced by them are shared by many within Chican@ and 

Mexican@ communities in the U.S.-Mexico borderlands and elsewhere. Colonization in both the 

U.S. and Mexico worked to redefine individual and community identities and destabilize 

relationships between people and place.  

It is unquestionable that contact with non-Western cultures and the insertion of their 

narratives into the Tarango narrative have influenced the course of stories and the development 

of identities. Members of the family acknowledge this and it is even a part of the narrative. 

Family members now talk about colonization of Mexico and the U.S. and how these events have 

impacted knowledge.40 Often, the effect has been an interruption in practice. The displacement 

from ancestral lands and the loss of heritage language as well as the pressure to accept 

Christianity and assimilate into Western cultures have made their mark on lived experiences of 

women in the borderlands. In regards to the Tarangos, loss of Indigenous and Spanish languages 

means a loss of knowledge about place and experiences. Despite these losses, Tarango women 

continue to find ways to sustain and record knowledge. And, ultimately, most Tarangos 

understand identity to be grounded in a non-Western paradigm. We define ourselves by the 

                                                           
39 David Montejano, Anglos and Mexicans in The Making of Texas, 1836-1986 (Austin: University of Texas Press, 

1987). 
40 Alicia Margarita Tarango Prieto Hernandez, interview by author, Maricopa, Arizona, April 2010. 
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knowledge of our ancestry and by ceremonies, rituals, and actions we perform in our daily lives. 

Like Gloria Anzaldúa, my identity is “grounded in the Indian woman’s history of resistance.” 41 

The survival of this narrative has been directly linked to the women of the family. They have 

consciously acted to reproduce knowledge that is a reflection of Indigenous heritage and centers 

a non-Western worldview. While the Tarango narrative persists despite colonialization, it 

continues to be challenged on a daily basis and we have to employ creative ways to reproduce it 

because it is important, but also because it proves itself to be an ideology that inserts values of 

respect and balance between people and the environment in its worldview, values that are not 

prioritized in a Western paradigm.  

Chicana scholar Cherríe Moraga argues that there must be a recognition that the Western 

colonial paradigm has been ineffective in providing for the health and well-being of people, the 

environment, and the future, evident in the problems that plague contemporary society. Problems 

such as violence, environmental degradation, and social injustices are born from heterosexist 

values that center inequity through social hierarchies. She further argues that Chicano 

nationalism has adopted these heterosexist narratives of colonialism, adhering to 

heteronormative concepts of identity and roles—which as failed to meet the needs of nuanced 

and dynamic Chican@ communities. She calls for dismantling of the sociopolitical current 

structures and an acceptance of an Indigenous paradigm within the larger society and Chican@ 

communities.42 She imagines that this paradigm centers matriarchal-based ideologies that 

prioritize relationships and recognize all living beings as equal. This structure would support an 

ideology that promotes balance for people and environment alike. The Tarango narrative already 

acknowledges multiple perspectives and experiences and promotes a worldview that is 

                                                           
41 Gloria Anzaldúa, Borderlands/La Frontera (San Francisco: Aunt Lute/Spinster Press, 1987), 21. 
42 Cherrie Moraga, Xicana Codex (Durham: Duke University Press, 2010).  
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fundamentally non-Western. It asserts a history that existed before colonization. It derives from 

the contexts in which the family has lived, from Chihuahua to Arizona and is, therefore, specific 

to the family. But elements of it are shared with members of larger communities, and are similar 

to the experiences of groups with like histories. The Tarango narrative, and others like it, serve to 

support non-Western identity through the conscious decision to participate in it and to recognize 

it as a legitimate source of valid knowledge. We turn to family knowledge for guidance in the 

ways we relate to the world and in ways to cope with the world. We make ways to allow 

ancestral knowledge to persist not in opposition to the dominant narrative, but alongside it or 

maybe even regardless of what it is doing.  

I acknowledge that academia does not fully appreciate the knowledge circulated within 

families or turn to them as sources of valid historical knowledge. But what if it did? What can 

the knowledge kept within families, and particularly by women, reveal? What can be learned 

from the knowledge kept by Chicanas and Mexicanas in the borderlands? I look to the Tarango 

family and their lived experiences in the U.S.-Mexico borderlands since the 17th century after 

centuries of movements brought the family to Arizona from central Chihuahua, Mexico. I 

explore the ways that Chicanas and Mexicanas in the family identify as Mexicana and as 

Indigenous (Tarahumara/Rarámuri). I ask, how do women preserve an understanding of place 

when they are removed from it? How does the knowledge they keep help to orient them to the 

obstacles they encounter? Personal interviews and written documents, as well as experiences 

within the family, will inform answers to these questions. I also interview Chicana/Mexicana 

artist and author Elena Diaz Björkquist as an example of an individual Mexicana’s experience of 

struggling to assert identity and relationship to a place that no longer physically exists due to 

environmental destruction. Björkquist’s story demonstrates how narratives work when identity is 
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challenged by the state, in particular the educational system of Arizona and the decision to ban 

Mexican American Studies from school curricula.  

In the tradition of Anzaldúa’s seminal work in Borderlands/La Frontera, this dissertation 

combines prose, poetry, and academic analysis. Anzaldúa uses a form of testimonio or 

autohistoria as a framework for the theorization of the New Mestiza Consciousness. Testimonio 

is a form of testimony in which an individual relates their first-hand experience of a distressing 

event. In Latin American countries, for example, testimonios of Indigenous peoples have been 

utilized to establish a history of genocidal tactics enacted against them. 43  Autohistoria or mi 

historia is a personal history. Anzaldúa’s autohistoria incorporates poetry, observation, and 

analysis of personal experience to develop her discussion of what mestizaje and a mestiza 

consciousness “look” like. In addition, she uses Spanish, English, and Nahautl to illustrate how 

multiple cultural knowledges are a part of (her) mestiza identity. In interviews with Hernández 

and Björkquist, I rely upon a testimonio structure. This framework enables both to have agency 

over the content and direction of their narratives.  

This dissertation takes shape as a narrative generated in a new borderland imaginary. 

Within this new borderland imaginary, identities are shaped relationships to knowledge that is 

born from lived experiences. Alicia Schmidt Camacho suggests that migrant experiences can be 

redefined or better clarified to encompass an imaginary, that is, “a symbolic field in which 

people come to understand and describe their social being.” 44  Through the floating borderlands 

                                                           
43 John Beverley, “Testimonio, Subalternaty and Narrative Authority,” in A Companion to Latin American 

Literature and Culture. Sara Castro-Klaren Editor (DOI 10.1002/9780470696446.ch33); Kalina Brabeck, 

“Testimonio: A Strategy for Collective Resistance, Cultural Survival, and Building Solidarity,” Feminism & 

Psychology, 13, no. 2 (2003); Dolores Delgado Bernal, C. Alejandra Elenes, Francisa E. Godinez, and Sofia 

Villenas, Editors, Chicana/Latina Education in Everyday Life: Feminista Perspectives on Pedagogy and 

Epistemology (New York: State University of New York Press, 2006); Kimberly A. Nance, Trauma Narrative and 

Social Action in Latin American Testimonio (Nashville: Vanderbilt University Press, 2006).  
44 Alicia Schmidt Camacho, Migrant Imaginaries: Latino Cultural Politics in the U.S.- Mexico Borderlands (New 

York: New York University Press, 2008), 5. 
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frame, we see that the lived experiences of the Chicanas and Mexicanas of this project are storied 

into identities and relationships that allow them to remain connected to places and to build strong 

understandings of self and community. 

Storying lived experiences is not for the individual alone. It is a process that involves 

reaching both into the past and the future. Chicana writer Cherríe Moraga asserts that writing is 

an extension of the act of remembering and the two inform and are formed by one another. It is 

an act of re-centering ancestral memory in conscious knowledge. Moraga explains,  

I need my ancestors of courage: storytellers who understand that their work is not wholly 

theirs, but that at its best, it is divinely inspired by history and mythic memory. Through 

(w) riting, ancestors do come to visit and become our informants for a literature of 

transformation. […] the most transgressive storytelling, like the traditional myths of our 

pueblos, are passed down to us through rites of remembering.45  

 

From Moraga, writing can be understood then not as confined to the experience of the individual 

writer but as inclusive of those energies that affect her, especially ancestral energies; to 

remember is a rite, to remember is to story; to write is to remember beyond one’s self. 46 

Similarly, Anzaldúa argued that the writer holds a “shamanistic” power, a ritual power to both 

heal and destroy.47 Through writing, people become storied—part of the ancestral story that 

informs collective knowledge.  

Likewise, poetry is also a form of story and has been significant for Chicana writers in 

the process of asserting place in both literature and academia. J. Michael Martinez and Jordan 

Windholz explain,  

And though Chicana/o identity is, in many ways, a question—even “up for grabs”—the 

culture and society in which the Chicana/o lives, works, and breathes, too easily  

solidifies and essentializes that identity by denying the Chicana/o a voice. Expression 

matters in the current social and political climate for the Chicano. To say—to express— 

                                                           
45 Moraga, Xicana Codex, 97. 
46 Ibid., 98. 
47 Anzaldúa, Borderlands/La Frontera, 66. 
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matters.48  

 

In this light, Chicana/o poetry can be seen as responsive to colonialism and understood as 

decolonial. Poetry can have multiple functions. Indigenous scholar Marilou Awiakta asserts in 

"Daydreaming Primal Space: Cherokee Aesthetics as Habits of Being" ways in which poetry 

serves as a spiritual element for Native poets. She examines how authors utilize Indigenous 

knowledge to embody values and beliefs. 49 Similarly, in Carter Revard's essay "Herbs of 

Healing: American Values in American Indian Literature," he argues that poetry by Native 

writers has the power to heal.50 Poetry serves a powerful purpose of bringing members of a 

community together toward a common goal/need, particularly healing from the impacts of 

colonialism. Poetry both contributes to my ancestral story and serves as a process by which I 

synthesize knowledge and understanding. Those purposes work together to provide a healing 

experience for myself as the poet and, perhaps, for audience members. Therefore, I assert that it 

has a place within this dissertation project and I will incorporate a number of original poems into 

the body of the text.  

 As I work to understand floating borderlands and the way that Chicanas and Mexicanas 

sustain knowledge and identity in resistance to oppressive forces, this dissertation itself “floats 

the borderlands.” It is brings together knowledge, frameworks, and matrixes for understanding 

from across academic disciplines and lived experiences. What is home? What is the borderlands? 

How do Chicanas and Mexicanas maintain knowledge of place? Why?  

                                                           
48 J. Michael Martinez & Jordan Windholz, “A Poetics of Suspicion: Chican@ Poetry and the New,” 

www.puertodelsol.org. 
49 Marilou Awiakta, “Daydreaming Primal Space,” Speak to Me Words: Essays on Contemporary American Indian 

Poetry (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 2003).   
50 Carter Revard, “Herbs of Healing: American Indian Values in American Indian Literature,” Speak to Me Words: 

Essays on Contemporary Indian Poetry (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 2003).  
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Organization 

Chapter 2: Braiding Knowledge explores an interdisciplinary body of literature in order 

to better understand concepts of home, homelands, borders, identity, knowledge, and the roles of 

women in knowledge keeping. I look at works from Chican@ studies, women and queer studies, 

American Indian studies, and cultural anthropology to complicate issues of agency, identity, and 

movement in the borderlands. 

In Chapter 3: Ways of Unbordering Borders I describe the use of oral and written 

histories collected from women in the Tarango family and the author I interviewed, Elena Diaz 

Björkquist, to illustrate how knowledge relating to place, community, and family is intentionally 

preserved. I explore how such knowledges function for them as individuals and for the larger 

family and community in the processes of migration, relocation, and maneuvering social 

boundaries and borders in the U.S.-Mexico borderlands. The importance of creative writing (i.e. 

fiction and poetry) in this process is also discussed in order to substantiate why fiction writing by 

Chican@ and Mexican@ authors is regarded as a site of resistance, and why I include poetry in 

this document.51 

Chapter 4: Storying Landscapes considers ideas of home, homelands, and borderlands in 

relation to concepts of cultural landscapes. I explore literature surrounding these concepts in 

order to understand how they are imagined in Chican@ thought. Drawing upon theories that 

Chicana and Mexicana literature is a site of exploration and resistance, I use examples from 

                                                           
51 Gender and Women’s Studies scholar Sandra K. Soto, Reading Chican@ Like a Queer: The De-Mastery of 

Desire (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2011); explains that “’Chican@’ signals a conscientious departure from 

certainty, mastery, and wholeness, while still announcing a politicized collectivity. Certainly when people handwrite 

or keystroke the symbol for “at” as the final character in Chican@, they are expressing a certain fatigue with the 

clunky post-1980s gender inclusive formulations: ‘Chicana or Chicano,’‘Chicana and Chicano,’ or ’Chican@.’ But I 

want my ’Chican@’ to be more capacious than shorthand. I mean for it to catch our attention with its blend of letters 

from the alphabet on the one hand and a curly symbol on the other hand, a rasquachismo that at first sight looks 

perhaps like a typo and seems unpronounceable.” I use Chican@ when speaking of all genders, but Mexicana and 

Chicana when speaking about women-identifying people in particular.  
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relevant literature, to establish a definition of these terms for the development of floating 

borderlands perspective. This chapter explores floating borderlands as examples of the 

innovativeness of some Chicanas and Mexicanas to preserve identity and will consider the 

question of their authority to do so.  

In Chapter 5: Remembering the Rain I expand upon the previously published article 

entitled “Recovering the Rain.” It considers how knowledge about region-specific natural cycles 

exemplifies the ability to adapt and apply that knowledge to new places, facilitating relationship-

building with new locations while preserving a world view generated elsewhere. This chapter 

centers the ways that Indigenous knowledge in particular continues to inform identity in the 

Tarango family and how that identity is transmitted between generations primarily by women, 

and via storytelling and oral traditions.  

In Chapter 6: Knowledge Banned in the Borderlands I explore how floating borderlands 

can act as sources of resiliency and resistance for Mexican American women and their 

communities. As levels of violence against Mexican Americans rises in this country (SB1070, 

HB 2281, English-only, etc.) and become normalized within popular culture, storying can help 

keep Mexicanas and Chicanas tied to an understanding of belonging to place and having rights 

there. This chapter will explore the experiences of Chicana author Elena Diaz Björkquist, her 

relationship to the knowledge that informs her writing, and the impact of the removal of her book 

Suffer Smoke from the Mexican American Studies curriculum in the Tucson Unified School 

District.  

Chapter 7: Living the Borderlands considers the borderland experiences of Mexicana 

Alicia Margarita Tarango Prieto Hernández, my mother. Examining her historia through a 

floating borderlands perspective reveals the significant relationships she has to ancestral and 
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community knowledge and place. She is storied in that knowledge and, in turn, it informs the 

way that she positions herself in her world context.  

Finally, in Chapter 8: This is What I Learn I reflect what floating borderlands means and 

how it has been significant in this examination of Chicana and Mexicana experiences in the U.S.-

Mexico borderlands. I argue that the multi-disciplinary nature of this perspective affords it the 

ability to recognize intersections between individuals and communities and sheds light on the 

ways that story has been or can be used to support identity-making in order to facilitate 

survivance. Survivance can be applied to the active resistance expressed by Chicanas and 

Mexicanas I assert that this process can be understood as decolonial because it decenters 

dominant narratives; therefore, the innovative ways that floating borderlands promotes 

relationships to knowledge and place through storytelling are acts of decolonialism. 
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CHAPTER 2: BRAIDING KNOWLEDGE 

 

Homelands 

My ancestors knew the earth there 

       Mexico 

Where I will probably never go 

       Chihuahua 

Because like a child 

I am afraid  

That the hills and deserts  

Where they grew 

Juarez, Ojinaga, San Carlos, San Antonio 

del Bravo, Batopilas, Satevo, Coyame 

Harbor death and hatred now.  

       The news reports    

       The cartels, the army, the shootings,  

the drugs, the loss, the anguish, the end. 

       

    

I am afraid       

       To go where we belonged 

That the earth may not recognize in my voice 

The prayer songs of mis abuelos    

Where they cared for her with love 

Or know the gentleness of my heart. 

       Where my abuelita’s ombligo waits 

       For her return.  

I am afraid  

That that the earth will tremble 

With dread at my approach    

And cling tightly to the bones she has collected. 

 

I am afraid  

That she and I will remain  

Divided. 

Our wholeness severed.  
        

As a child, I knew the importance of the storytelling and I would gravitate toward the 

room where the elders gathered. They often sat in the cool kitchen of my grandparents’ home, a 

tape recorder resting on the table, and Abuelita would quietly call the stories from the past into 

the present. I remember sitting under that table, leaning against the metal legs and watching feet 
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shift, swing lightly, tap slowly, as the soft gentle spatter of Spanish words landed on the air 

above. I listened attentively, internalized these stories, and became a part of the history. This 

lived experience provided me a better understanding of concepts important to questions 

surrounding identity, borderlands, home, and resistance. But what are scholars saying about these 

same issues? What is the knowledge being generated in that context? In this chapter, I will 

explore the academic discourse around these concepts in relation to Chicana and Mexicana 

borderlands identity; particularly definitions of home and what its function is in reference to the 

development or maintenance of a sense of belonging to a place.  

What is home? 

   Many Chican@s and Mexicanas/os in the Americas have a long-standing relationship 

with the U.S. area. 52 Those who identify as Hispanic-origin point to the presence of Mexican 

nationals in North America long before the Treaty of Guadalupe Hildago in 1848 and earlier than 

the arrival of the English, French, Dutch, or others in the Western Hemisphere in the 1600s. 

Those who identify with Indigeneity claim an ancestral connection to the Americas that stretches 

back several thousands of years. These claims have undergirded the foundation of multiple social 

justice movements in the U.S. and are central to assertions of immigration rights as well. Slogans 

such as “This is our home” and “We didn’t cross the border, the border crossed us” are common 

responses to anti-immigrant demands that Mexicans go “home.”  Even for people who trace their 

ancestry to places in geographical Mexico, there appears to be a clear sense of a deeply rooted 

relationship between themselves and land across the continent. For many Chicanas and 

Mexicanas, the American continents constitute home because Mexican-origin people are also 

                                                           
52 “What are you?” is a familiar question for Chican@s and Mexicanas/os and related to issues of belonging. We ask 

ourselves and one another this question as often as we are asked it by people outside of our communities. Our 

responses may change depending on our personal experiences, contexts, and even politics. 
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Indigenous-descended and, therefore, “native” to this space. This sense of an Indigenous 

relationship to the land is shared by the Tarango family, who identify as Rarámuri-descended. 

Although they moved from Chihuahua north into Texas and eventually Arizona over the course 

of several decades, a strong sentiment of belonging to all of those places persists even today in 

generations that have never set foot in one or more of the other regions. However, this concept of 

belonging extends beyond feelings generated by ownership or mere presence in a place. 

Rarámuri scholar Enrique Salmón explains that, for the Rarámuri, the relationship between 

people and the environment is a kinship, based on an understanding of being related to earth and 

all its elements.53 I explore how understandings of home relate to this sense of belonging and 

why it persists for some Chicanas and Mexicanas people. In most traditions, “home” implies the 

domestic space occupied by a family unit. What comprises this space differs between regions, 

cultures, eras, and families. “Home” can include single individuals, families, extended families, 

and multiple other combinations. It can be a physical space, often connected to perceptions of 

house or housing, but its definition can be expanded to consider other home-spaces (e.g. the 

environment, a land base) and conceptual places. Through such a lens, what are some 

understandings of home and how does it function in relation to identity and belonging for 

Mexicanas and Chicanas?   

In discussing the relationship to land and homelands, Gloria Anzaldúa explains in her 

own experience as a self-identified mestiza the recognition of feeling rooted in the land, 

specifically the region along the U.S.-Mexico border. 54 A deep sense of belonging to a place, 

and that awareness of belonging is a consciousness that remains with a person no matter where 

                                                           
53 Salmon, Enrique, "Indigenous Perceptions of the Human-Nature Relationship." Ecological Applications 

 10, no. 5 (October 2000): 1327-1332. 
54 Anzaldúa, Borderlands/La Frontera.  
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they may be. Anzaldúa says, “I am a turtle, wherever I go I carry ‘home’ on my back.” 55 While 

home is, on the one hand, a tangible, physical space, Anzaldúa suggests that she herself 

embodies home and its elements. Her sense of belonging to a place is not limited to the 

experience of being in that place. Her assertion is useful to understanding the development of 

relationships to place as an element of identity and how it is formed or transformed with 

movement. In this way, home functions as a center of production of identity, sense of belonging, 

and understanding of relationships between self and others. It is a living, creative site that 

Anzaldúa may note as the “fulcrum” point. 56 This dissertation considers home to be an element 

essential to the active creation identity. As discussed in later chapters, in both the Tarango and 

Björkquist narratives, the concept of home is significant. Within these narratives, home is 

multiple landscapes, locations, and even structures. But home is also an understanding of 

belonging and a sense of “who I am.”  

Is home a place where identity originates?  American Indian Studies scholars Holm, 

Pierson, and Chavis argue that homelands, ceremony, story, and language are complementary 

components of identity.57 They propose the “peoplehood matrix,” a conceptual framework 

through which scholars and researchers can begin to better understand the dynamics of 

Indigenous communities. They explain,  

Understanding the interrelationship of the four aspects of peoplehood is essential. No 

single factor is more important than the others and all necessarily support each other as 

well as a particular group’s larger sense of identity.[…] Some of the elements of 

peoplehood can be symbolic of identity, as in the case of a group’s holy land that is no 

longer its homeland. But in the final analysis, the factors of peoplehood make up a 

complete system that accounts for particular social, cultural, political, economic, and 

                                                           
55 Ibid., 47. 
56 Ibid., 42-47. 
57 Tom Holm, J. Diane Pearson, and Ben Chavis, "Peoplehood: A model for the extension of sovereignty 

in American Indian Studies," WicazoSa Review (Spring 2003): 7-24. 
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ecological behaviors exhibited by groups of people indigenous to particular territories. 

The elements of the peoplehood matrix function beyond their use as symbols.58 

 

These elements define who people are and how they are oriented to the world, especially in 

relation to land and homelands. The process of these elements working together can also be 

recognized as a site, perhaps a place that can be called home. Here, stories, ceremonies, 

knowledge, memories, dreams, emotions, and others are in motion, in the process of creation.  

This imagining of home as both a location and a process for creation is reflected in 

Mexican American Studies scholar Patrisia Gonzales’ work around birth. According to 

Gonzales, birth and home may be tied together as site of creation and power.59 Home, like the 

womb, is a place for creating, nurturing, and building an individual: “The womb is our first 

orientation on earth. […] for Indigenous people, the child in the womb is exposed to the songs, 

prayers, and everyday talk that occur around his or her mother and within his or her culture.” 60 

The understanding of the womb as a space that is imbued with ceremonial processes that relate 

people directly to the earth, is a component of Indigenous consciousness. It also provides support 

to the possibility that “home” may be a mental or spiritual space as much as it is a physical space 

and that connection to it can persist through practice. Gonzales evidences that elements of 

Indigenous consciousness, such as cermonialization of birth, remain in practice among 

Chican@s and Mexicanas/os. If this creative, generative space is the home that Anzaldúa speaks 

of as always on her back, how is the knowledge created there maintained when the connections 

to particular spaces and the processes of creation are interrupted? What is the knowledge that is 

being kept and created? Is it a national, cultural, or regional identity? Does it center Indigenous 

                                                           
58 Holm, Pearson, and Chavis, “Peoplehood: A Model for the Extension,” 12. 
59 Patrisia Gonzales, Red Medicine (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 2012), 49.  
60 Gonzales, Red Medicine, 47-48. 
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Consciousness? Do Chicanas and Mexicanas work to heal those connections and, if so, why? 

Particularly in socio-political contexts in which abandonment of those elements of home might 

facilitate social progress, why do they strive to keep home alive?  

According to Guillermo Bonfil Batalla in Mexico Profundo, the reproduction of 

knowledge occurs largely within domestic spaces and, more specifically within women’s spaces. 

He argues that home, coupled with the role of women as primary caretakers of children and 

community, facilitates the transmission of Indigenous cultural knowledge and, therefore, helps 

assure its maintenance from generation to generation. Within the domicile, Indigenous 

languages, traditions, and values continue to be reproduced through daily practices such as 

cooking and child-rearing, things that are facilitated primarily through oral traditions. He argues 

that,  

The family unit, occupant of the domestic space, is the most secure place for reproducing 

the culture of the Indian community. The woman’s role is basic. It is her job to rear the 

children and pass on to her daughters all the cultural elements that will allow them to 

perform adequately as women. To a large extent, she is the primary link for the continuity 

of the language itself, and repository of norms and values that are vital within the 

Mesoamerican matrix. Her role is recognized socially and within the family. In the 

communities that have preserved their own cultures to the largest degree, the woman 

participates more actively and on an equal footing with men, not only in domestic affairs 

but also in decisions affecting the community.61  

 

In addition, Bonfil Batalla argues that Indigenous knowledge continues to be performed within 

the larger community through several components of the social life, including language, foods, 

relationship to landmarks and environment. 62 With the idea of profundo, he puts forth an 

understanding of Mexican society and land base as saturated with Indigenous knowledge. 

Although not all Mexicans may identify with Indigenous knowledge as a marker of Indigeneity, 

                                                           
61 Guillermo Bonfil Batalla, Mexico Profundo: Reclaiming Civilization. Translated by Philip A. Dennis. 

(Austin: University of Texas Press, 1996), 29-30. 
62 Ibid., 53-58. 
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Bonfil Batalla points out that Indigeneity is, nonetheless, present and infusing the social context. 

It can be found in the names of structures and landscapes; in meals, music, and clothing; and in 

vocabulary and folklore. Whether the residents are actively conscious of it or not, Indigenous 

knowledge permeates the home spaces of Mexico and, therefore, is continuously informing 

community and individual understanding of the world around them. Because it is lived and 

practiced daily, it is already a component of Mexican identity. This Indigeneity persists in 

Mexicans’ understanding of who they are and how they relate to their environment. Home is a 

place where identity (in this case, Indigenous identity) is performed, transmitted, and reproduced. 

In the Tarango family, the women have wielded a similar power within domestic spaces. In and 

around the home, women have been responsible for maintaining not only order and sustainability 

of daily life (i.e. meals, childcare, spiritual guidance, household budgets, etc.), but of ensuring 

maintenance of knowledge by educating family members via both oral and written traditions.  

Admittedly, home is not always a safe space. For any group of people, as a domicile, 

home may harbor abuses or oppression. Scholar Irene Hernández-Avila points out that among 

White feminists, home is often representative of the historical confinement of women’s 

independence, creativity, and self-expression. 63 Within the walls of this home, women’s 

identities have been defined by patriarchy. As explored in literature, it is a space White women 

have tried to redefine and even escape.64 However, for Indigenous, non-White, and non-Western 

women, the concept of home is bound to homelands and complicated by experiences of 

colonialism. In this sense, home may not mean just a structure in which a person lives, but a 

                                                           
63 Ines Hernandez-Avila, “Relocations upon Relocations: Home, language, and Native American Women’s 

writings.” American Indian Quarterly, 19, no. 4 (Autum, 1995): 492.  
64 Fiction is often noted as a site of resistance for women writers. Writings by Charlotte Perkins Gilman, Virginia 

Woolf, and Kate Chopin, for example, draw attention to home as a place in which women (particularly upper middle 

class White women) have been historically oppressed and resisted. Likewise, or Chicana writers, fiction, poetry, and 

creative writing are noted as sites of resistance. This concept is further explored in Chapter 2 of this dissertation.  
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physical land base to which a person is tied by origin and practice. As such, homelands includes 

an orientation to the world based on family and community understanding of place and is 

typically a place from which these women have been forcibly removed, pushed out, etc. 65 She 

explains that, “For Native people, any notion of ‘home’ within the domestic sphere was largely 

and intentionally disrupted by the colonialist process.” 66 And, according to Hernández-Avila, 

when Indigenous women no longer within ancestral lands, they remain concerned with issues of 

sovereignty for their own communities. She says that,  

For Native people, any notion of "home" within the domestic sphere was largely and 

intentionally disrupted by the colonialist process. Considering how we were seen literally 

as the enemy by colonial and then (in the United States) federal forces, Native people 

were and have been forced historically to address the issue of "home" in the "public 

sphere.67 

 

Hernández-Avila asserts that Native women and non-Native feminists may share the metaphor of 

home, but the difference in the relationship to home must be recognized, remapped, and 

renegotiated to recognize how Native sovereignty is centered. Looking specifically at how home 

is represented in women’s writings, she explains that the concept of home presents in writings by 

Indigenous writers as homeland because the sense of belonging is bound to not just individual 

voice and independence, but to community, tribal sovereignty, and connection to place.68 

Sovereignty includes cultural, spiritual, economic, political aspects of life and sustained 

relationships to homelands. Discourses about identity and sovereignty happen in the homeland 

and have been possible through memory and presence on the land for Native women. 

Hernández-Avila’s argument brings attention to the relationship that Chicanas and Mexicanas in 

                                                           
65 Hernandez-Avila,  “Relocations upon Relocations: Home, language, and Native American Women’s 

 Writings,” 495. 
66 Ibid. 
67 Ibid. 
68 Ibid., 497. 
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the U.S. have to land and home. Mexican Americans as a community are without officially 

recognized land base or relationship to a specific area, yet community is built in specific 

landscapes to which people are connected. This is evidenced by the Tarango family’s movement 

across northern Mexico and the southwestern U.S. through and to places which they identified as 

home and homelands. It is also present in Björkquist’s narratives. In these cases, home is created 

by relationship to place, where people have cared for and worked in the earth; by known and 

planned daily life according to seasonal cycles and patters, and planted both the products of birth 

and death (i.e. umbilical cords, afterbirth, corpses). They have storied these experiences and 

maintain the relationships through those stories, which they have carried with them when leaving 

home.  

Home has multiple facets and is, perhaps, even multimodal in the sense that it can take 

many forms as both a physical place and conceptual space. The consistent quality of home seems 

to be as the space in which the production and reproduction of knowledge occurs. According to 

Anderson, within Aboriginal (Indigenous) experiences, family and community can be recognized 

as centers for the production of Indigenous knowledge. She says, “[…] I think the validity of the 

oral knowledge in our communities has been underestimated. As a young Native woman seeking 

information about my identity, I don’t need to rely on a body of questionable literature: I can go 

and ask the aunties and grannies of my community for their perspectives and insights.” 69  Like 

Bonfil Batalla, Anderson argues that it is within these spaces that values, beliefs, and traditions 

live and continue. These places are “home,” where identity is formed and maintained. Home, 

then, may not be bound by physical structures. It may extend across landscapes and a plane, 

problematizing the idea of what home is or should be in light of geo-political designations of 

                                                           
69 Kim Anderson, Recognition of Being (Toronto: Second Story Press, 2000), 45. 
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homelands and home spaces. Where is home for people who are moving or migrating through 

the borderlands? 

Where is home? 

The questions of where one comes from, where one belongs, and where one has a right to 

be are historically problematic for Indigenous peoples in the Americas. Colonization has both 

directly and indirectly pushed Indigenous communities from their homelands in order to have 

access to the land but also as part of a purposeful effort to detribalize, subordinate, and 

eventually assimilate them. Where people come from may be difficult to understand and explain 

because many Indigenous peoples have been made to feel unwelcome and have been displaced, 

basically rendered home-less throughout the continent. The same can be said of many Chicana/o 

and Mexican/o families and communities. The issue of home or homelands is multilayered and 

complex for Chican@s and Mexicana/os, where Indigenous experiences have been punctuated 

by colonialism thereby causing disruptions in relationships to land and identity. The Tarango’s 

movement into the U.S. from Chihuahua, for example, was spurred by efforts to remove them 

from places in which they had lived for decades, centuries, and longer. The Spanish presence 

pushed them northwards from Satévo to Ojinaga in Chihuahua and into Candelaria, Texas; here, 

the U.S. military and settlers co-opted their lands and homes, forcing their move into Arizona. 

Yet, throughout their travels, the family understood their movement to be within their 

homelands. They had a deeply ingrained understanding of their identity as rooted in Indigeneity 

and shared a sense of belonging to the land in all of those regions, and a connection and 

responsibility to it through daily life (i.e., farming, birth, burial, etc.) and through storying that 

placed them there. Anzaldúa introduces storying as a living practice, saying, “My stories are acts 
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encapsulated in time, ‘enacted’ every time they are spoken aloud or read silently.”70 Storying 

provides a foundation for belonging and tools by which to “practice” that relationship. It will be 

further explored later in this chapter.  

At the heart of the understanding among Indigenous people of a deep and unbreakable 

connection between themselves and  Earth are the values present in narratives that tie Indigenous 

communities to spaces by origin or presence (e.g. Hopi, Diné, Apache, Zuni, and O’odham, are 

just a few peoples who understand that they originated from Earth). Tupak Huehuecoyotl 

explained this relationship as parent-child, where Earth is mother and all living entities are her 

children. 71 Just as Indigenous people of North America have narratives that document their 

emergence from Earth, so do Indigenous people from other regions of the American continents. 

The origin narrative of the Mexica people of central Mexico, for example, is well-documented. 

According to the narrative, the Mexica emerged from Earth in the area of what we now locate as 

the Southwestern U.S., which they refer to as Aztlan.72 Aztlan is the origin site for Mexicanos, 

but their history includes movement from the origin site southward to a homeland identified for 

them through ceremony and communication with divine energies.  

It is not uncommon for origin narratives to include emergence and migration histories. 

Among the Rarámuri, origination of the people is intimately bound to the environment in 

Chihuahua, including the relationship between the sun, moon, and earth and the geographical 

markers of mountain peaks and canyons. The origin stories involve plants used for food, 

including emergence/birth from corn. This narrative establishes the Rarámuri in this region, but 

also integrates them into the environment. Ethnographer Enrique Salmón explains that the 

                                                           
70 Anzaldúa, Borderlands/La Frontera, 45 
71 Tupak Huehuecoyotl, presentation at the University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona, fall 2014.  
72 Roberto Rodriguez, Our Sacred Maiz Is Our Mother (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 2014). 
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Rarámuri narratives assert a kincentric ecology, that is, a paradigm that places the people within 

a series of relationships to the living world. He says,  

With the awareness that one's breath is shared by all surrounding life, that one's 

emergence into this world was possibly caused by some of the life-forms around one's 

environment, and that one is responsible for its mutual survival, it becomes apparent that 

it is related to you; that it shares a kinship with you and with all humans, as does a family 

or tribe. A reciprocal relationship has been fostered with the realization that humans 

affect nature and nature affects humans. This awareness influences indigenous 

interactions with the environment. It is these interactions, these cultural practices of 

living with a place, that are manifestations of kincentric ecology.73 

 

Salmon explains that while the concept may be difficult to express in Indigenous languages, it is 

visible in the lived practices.  Among the Rarámuri it is exemplified in the concept of igiwara. 

According to Salmon,  

 The Rarámuri view themselves as an integral part of the life and place within which they 

live. There is among the Rarámuri a concept called iwigara, which encompasses many 

ideas and ways of thinking unique to the place with which the Rarámuri live. Rituals and 

ceremonies, the language, and, therefore, Rarámuri thought are influenced by the lands, 

animals, and winds with which they live. Iwigara is the total interconnectedness and 

integration of all life in the Sierra Madres, physical and spiritual. To say iwigara to a 

Rarámuri calls on that person to realize life in all its forms. The person recalls the 

beginning of Rarámuri life, origins, and relationships to animals, plants, the place of nur 

turing, and the entities to which the Rarámuri look for guidance. 74  

 

For Rarámuri, iwigara encapsulates the understanding of the interrelatedness of the all 

thing and recognizes that all living things are imbued with a sacred and unifying energy. This 

relatedness is connected to understandings of home and homeland, tying people to these spaces 

through values of responsibility and inclusivity that come with relatedness. Although members 

of the Tarango family do not use these terms, applying lenses from the floating borderlands 

                                                           
73 Enrique Salmon, ““Indigenous Perceptions of the Human-Nature Relationship,” Ecological Applications 10, no.5, 

2000), 1332. 
74 Ibid., 1328. 
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framework signifies that their lived practices illustrate an understanding of their relationships 

with Earth and a sense of belonging to it. 

Indigenous origin narratives do not simply place a people in a location, they affirm a 

relationship determined by birth, blood, death, ceremony, etc. and direct how that relationship 

should be conducted. As American Indian Studies scholar Reid Gomez explains, Indigenous 

people survive in story that relates them to the landscape. She explains, “In this knowing, there 

resides the responsibility to survive this way, gauging the distance we travel in story, and in 

teaching and loving our births. We hand this down, the storytelling and the stories, from one 

ancestor to another.” 75 This being storied to a place is mirrored in Tarango narratives. The 

knowledge about homelands and experiences for at least hundreds of years survives into each 

generation through narratives that are shared through oral traditions and, in the last fifty years, 

preserved in written traditions, including letters, autobiographies, poetry, maps, and now, my 

scholarly writing. All of these narratives serve to keep us connected to the places and people to 

whom we belong. 

                                                           
75 Reid Gomez, “They killed the word,” SAIL, Ser.2, 15.3/4 (Fall 03/Winter 04): 91. 
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Map of Candelaria, Texas. Elidia Luera, 2014. Luera drew this map from her memories of living 

in Candelaria during the 1930-40s, until she was about 20 years old. The map includes 

landmarks, such as the Rio Grande, the cemetery, and the soldiers’ quarters. It also details the 

households on several streets, most of which belonged to relatives of the Tarangos, including 

those by marriage and several generations removed. 

These relationships to home are not easily broken. In discussing the relationship to land 

and homelands in the borderlands, Anzaldúa explains in her own experience as a mestiza the 

recognition of feeling rooted in the land, specifically the borderlands along the U.S.-Mexico 

border. There is a deep sense of belonging to a place, and that awareness of belonging is a 

consciousness that remains with a person no matter where they may be. Her relationships to her 

homelands do not get lost though she may venture far from them, rather, the knowledge created 

in those relationships continue to define and shape her. Anzaldúa’s assertion is useful to 

understanding the development of relationships to land as an element of identity and how it is 

formed or transformed throughout a migration process, though Indigenous scholars have 

criticized the use of the terms mestiza and mestizaje to define identity, precisely because those 
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terms decenter Indigeneity and, therefore, relationships with the land.76 Gomez says, for 

example:  

Within this categorical Mestizaje, we have mestizos, who are no longer presently Indian, 

but whose ancestors were Indian. What does this type of Mestizaje mean for Indios? For 

peoples of Meso-America it has meant the erasure of Indian people's specific histories 

and specific tribal identification(s) and/or deracination. The process of detribalization 

works/ed within a colonial system that sought to modify/codify new structures of 

identification, leadership, government, and worship. Part of this project/system was the 

use of a category much more similar to a caste organization of society than to an evenly, 

or logically consistent, applied racial classification system to define and place people. 

[…] With Mestizaje, people identify with their nationality instead of their people or the 

specific details of the displacement and deracination. Largely because they do not know 

who or where their people are and the possibility that their reality predates their imagined 

and recorded moment of hybridization has become unimaginable.77 

 

The power of language in regards to identifiers is significant. Criticisms of mestiza or mestizaje 

point to the disconnect from the land created by these terms that detribalize identity. 

Relationships to specific territories or homelands are deemphasized or replaced by a generic 

understanding of an Indigenous ancestry, not necessarily practiced or lived, and typically 

superseded by Spanish ancestry. The language of identity is complicated and painful for 

colonized people, whose histories may often include forced separation from tribal identity and 

removal from homelands. In Juan Tarango’s baptismal record in 1819, it is recorded that he was 

an “yndio,” adopted by his parents Jose Ramon Tarango and Juana Maria de Ornelas, mestizos, 

when he about 10 years old.78 Tarangos’s tribal identity, as well as that of his biological adoptive 

parents are detribalized by the recorder, though they are maintained within the Tarango family 

narrative, which identifies them all as Rarámuri and places them already within their homelands 

in Chihuahua. Within the scope of the floating borderlands, the Tarango narrative maintains its 
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knowledge despite what the dominant narrative holds. Her it is not a counter story, but a record 

of the lived knowledge and experiences.  

The movement of Tarangos within the borderlands, and further from their original 

homelands, is corroborated by both written and oral traditions. The movement of people from 

their homelands is especially relevant for Indigenous and Chicana/o and Mexicana/o people. As 

pointed out earlier, migration is a part of origin narratives for many tribal people. Appearance on 

this earth may have been followed by movement away from the emergence site toward a region 

understood to be the homeland.79 But the movement between these two separate spaces is not 

equitable to abandoning one place or one identity for another; rather, it is a fluid and necessary 

movement within the sacred space of the homeland. This is apparent in many origin narratives, 

including the Rarámuri, which places movement of the first people between sacred mountain 

ranges. The entire area between those places, then, is part of the homelands and movement 

within it reflects or even enacts tribal narratives. Narratives that document movement, or 

migration, are not limited to origin stories. For many Indigenous people, movement across the 

homelands was a regular part of daily living to gather food, medicines, and supplies as well as to 

participate in ceremonies. Oral histories have long asserted that Indigenous people of the 

Americas followed extensive routes across the continents. Movement across and through 

territories did not necessarily make all of those places “home,” but it did story the people there, 

and in doing so, establish a relationship based on purpose and responsibility. American Indian 

Studies scholar Vine Deloria Jr. points to oral traditions of Indigenous people as valid sources of 

knowledge despite the resistance of Western scientists, historians, and archeologists (to name a 
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few) to recognize them as such. For example, in regards to movement and migration, he explains 

that,  

Recognizing that Indians may have been capable of building boats seems a minor step 

forward until we remember that for almost two centuries scientific doctrine required that 

Indians come by land because they were incapable of building rafts. Polynesian voyages 

of considerable distances have now been duplicated, giving credence to the idea that 

Hawaiian tales of sea voyages were not superstitious ways of discussing ocean currents. 

Critical in this respect is the fact that Hawaiians would not be believe until a white man 

had duplicated the feat. 80 

 

He goes on to explain that Western science attempts to validate non-Western knowledge through 

Western-based trials, research, and explorations rather than accepting them as truths to begin 

with. Hence, the knowledge that is deeply rooted in stories within Indigenous cultures is not 

recognized, including knowledge relating to experiences with land, movement, and migration. 

The storying of relationships among Indigenous people is important in reference to 

Chicana and Mexicana understandings of homelands because the stories can place them there. 

According to Mexican American Studies scholar Roberto Rodriguez, a vast majority of 

Indigenous cultures in the Americas are joined by storying that creates a network of knowledge 

related to maiz, the ancient corn. He refers to a maiz culture that is reflected in paradigms related 

to nourishment and ceremony, one that is maintained through practiced knowledge and 

traditions.81 This suggests long-term and ancient interactions between people from communities 

far and wide, specifically because it is known that corn must be grown from kernels, therefore, 

there had to have been contact between people and a sharing of kernels at some points in time. It 

also implies a created sense of continuity and belonging to a larger culture. Narratives that 

explain a people’s relationship to maiz are abundant among Indigenous groups and have become 

part of their bodies of sacred knowledge. Cherokee stories, for example, document the sacrifice 

                                                           
80 Vine Deloria Jr., Red Earth, White Lies (New York: Scribner, 1972).  
81 Rodriguez, Our Sacred Maiz, 23-26. 
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of the first mother to ensure that the corn crops grow for her children to have nourishment.82 

Among the Rarámuri, it is understood that the people emerged from the corn—essentially were 

born from it. While these narratives may not convey a particular relationship between peoples, 

they do reveal a common identity that includes belonging to maiz culture.83 In respect to the 

concept of home, Rodriguez’ maiz culture suggests a homeland similar to Bonfil Batalla’s 

Mexico Profundo—a land base where markers of Indigenous identity are innate. It can be 

argued, then, that movement anywhere this culture permeates is movement within the homeland. 

This concept of homelands as migratory or floating does not suggest something like imminent 

domain nor is it equitable to the U.S. notion of Manifest Destiny because it does not attempt to 

undermine cultures or people in spaces, but acknowledges a connection to them and the land that 

is set out in sacred stories and communal knowledge.  

 Homelands are an integral part of Indigenous identity and related to Indigenous sense of 

belonging. The homeland, then, is not just a surface upon which one lives. It is, essentially, a 

relative. The desire to stifle that consciousness is apparent in early colonial efforts to remove 

Indigenous people from lands, outlaw languages and ceremonies and regulate bodies.  Scholar 

Karleen Pendelton Jimenez emphasizes that the land is a component of Chicana identity that 

should not be discounted or forgotten for additional reasons. She says “the land lies at the heart 

of Chicana battles: it has been removed from it, we have fled, it has been poisoned, it has been 

split in two, it has offered food, it has inflicted harm, it has provided home.” 84 Reclaiming a 

                                                           
82Tom. Holm, Personal communication. 
83 John G.Kennedy, Tarahumara of the Sierra Madres: Beer, Ecology, and Social Organization (Arlington Heights: 

AMH Publishing Corporation, 1978). 
84 Karleen Pendelton Jimenez, “Start with the Land: Groundwork for Chicana Pedagogy,” In Chicana/Latina 

 Education in Everyday Life: Feminist Perspectives on Pedagogy and Epistemology , edited byDolores Delgado 
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relationship to the land is critical for identity and constitutes a return home. According to 

Jimenez, Chicana identity is bound to a relearning of the land, and that process involves 

storytelling. She says, “A Chicana pedagogy of land necessitates this valuing and promoting of 

storytelling and art inside and outside the classroom.” 85 The relationship that Chicanas have had 

with land are punctuated by the violence of colonization and storytelling is a means of both 

processing and historicizing those experiences. This is the work happening in the borderlands.  

What is the function of home? 

The function that seems to be most commonly associated with home is its role as 

a center of production of identity, sense of belonging, and understanding of relationships 

between self and others. In many and varied ways, the concept of home for Indigenous, Chicana, 

and Mexicana people living in the borderlands has been challenged, including direct assault on 

domiciles; disturbances of domestic spaces; displacement from home and homelands; removal of 

children, women, and ceremonial leaders; attacks on language and spirituality. This creation of 

the physical borderlands between the U.S. and Mexico imposes border constructs that aim to 

sever  relationships between, for example, people and place, people and knowledge—

relationships that shape and inform identity. As scholar Martha Menchaca explains, the 

international border is continuously crossing and re-crossing Chicana identity. 86  But, people in 

the borderlands learn to survive. Broyles-Gonzales explains that Indigenous people adapt to their 

new contexts as well as possible by maintaining kinship ties, practicing language and ceremony, 

and holding on to the knowledge of who they are as Indigenous people.87 Chicanas and 

                                                           
85 Jimenez, “Start with the Land,” 227. 
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Mexicanas do the same. And in these processes, home and home spaces become centers of 

production of tools that are necessary to survive as individuals and communities.  

Can tools for resistance to injustice be produced in home spaces? Several scholars assert 

that they can. Resistance to injustice is often associated with social responses and community 

consciousness— collective movements toward changes in social practices and legal policies. 

This type of resistance is very public, visual, and vocal. Most people can easily imagine the 

March on Washington, rallies at the state capitol in support of same-sex marriage laws, or even 

bra-burning in the 1970s. These public performances of resistance to social oppression or 

injustice serve to create and reinforce the discourse of resistance. The individual is positioned 

within the discourse by the ways through which he or she engages in public spaces and by what 

might be considered their public identity, how he or she acts and speaks. What is less considered 

is how resistance is performed in daily life and private spaces. Queer Studies scholar Martin F. 

Manalansan IV argues that everyday life is the site of “tactical maneuvers” where marginalized 

groups and queer migrants in particular, can create selves and forge relationships.88 It is here, in 

what is often regarded as the mundane, that individuals exercise resistance through daily choices 

and behaviors in response to social norms and structures. Drawing upon their own cultural and 

social capital, they engage in transformative resistance in order not only to express or engage in 

identity, but to survive.  

Scholarly works addressing queer  identities and experiences  point to the intersections 

between concepts of home and every day spaces and ask us to consider that the experience of 

migration can be particularly queer, that is, as a practice of resistance against state borders and 

social construct that turns these norms upside down, “queers” them. Further, it highlights the 
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roles of gender identity in decisions to migrate, and brings special attention to the role of home in 

facilitating resistance. Traditional definitions conceptualize a migrant as a person who moves 

from place to place, perhaps in search of work, often in search of better, more or “different” life 

opportunities. It is a highly politicized term informed by social policies, practices, and 

perceptions about migration and immigration to and from nations. However, conversations 

surrounding these terms should be re-imagined to understand “place” as both physical and social 

or cultural spaces; and migrant as a multi-dimensional individual who transcends multiple 

concrete and abstract borders in the process of moving between such places. Gender and Cultural 

Studies scholar Scott Morgensen complicates definitions of migrant and migration by focusing 

on issues of what he calls “settler colonialism” in the U.S. and its impact specifically on the 

relationship among queer identity, Native American identity, and American lands. In addition to 

his arguments about queer identities being manifestations of colonialism through modes of 

cultural appropriation and occupation, Morgensen refers to American Indian Studies scholars 

Renee Bergland and Philip Deloria to bring attention to the fact that in a colonial society, 

Indigenous peoples become migrants across lands that were originally theirs. He explains,  

Bergland examines the appearance of Native people as ghosts of inspiration within 

narratives of white settle lives and society. Deloria traces how white settlers adapt 

indigeneity’s putative opposition to civilization through ‘Indian impersonation,” which 

performs opposition to settler rule as well as the authority to claim it for themselves and 

settler subjects. In both accounts settlers supplant and incorporate indigeneity to attain 

settler subjectivity. 89 

 

In a settler-colonial framework, Indigenous people are displaced but Indigeneity commodified. 

In the U.S., through colonial policies that forced relocation, isolation to reservation lands, and 

attendance at boarding schools, Natives have become migrants between physical places, between 
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contexts of belonging and not belonging and, equally, between private and public spaces.90  It 

becomes clear that migrant can have multiple implications and include a wide range of 

individuals transgressing countless spaces and moving throughout as well as in and out of the 

borderlands.  

For the purposes of this dissertation, the private sphere or private space will refer to those 

places, including the body, in which the individual may privately engage in behaviors, activities 

and discourses that may be counter or in opposition to the norms of the larger public sphere, 

acknowledging that, at the same time, the boundaries between what is private and what is public 

are blurred.  A basic explanation may include that the private sphere is embodied in the spaces 

and discourses in which individuals engage in personal or private behaviors, such as the home or 

the domestic space, while the public sphere involves the larger social arena and discourse. Trihn 

Minh-ha and Jose Esteban Muñoz point out that the body may also be understood as both a 

private and public space. 91 Manalansan refers to the “everyday” private activities of queer 

migrants, suggesting that the everyday is also a private space.  

In his discussions of performance of affect, Muñoz discusses the individual performance 

as an “actualized sphere, one which needs to be grasped citizenship. Citizenship is negotiated 

within a contested national sphere in which performances of affect counter each other in contest 

                                                           
90 Perhaps because the movement of Natives is not his primary focus in Spaces Between Us, Morgensen does not 

address the possibility that human movement across the Americas was challenged prior to colonization. In other 

words, he does not address issues of inter-tribal conflicts over territory, nor does he consider tribal ideologies about 

“belonging.” This omission is consistent with Morgensen’s tendency to gloss over analyses of Native culture that 

would challenge the romanticization that fueled queer appropriation of elements of Native identities, such as past 

and present attitudes toward sexuality and gender (and fuels appropriation of Native culture in general). 
91 Trihn Minh-ha, elsewhere, within here (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota, 2005); Jose Esteban Muñoz, 

“Feeling Brown, Feeling Down: Latina Affect, the Performativity of Race, and the Depressive Position”, Signs 31, 

no. 3 New Feminist Theories of Visual Culture (Spring 2006): 675-688. Muñoz argues that depression, or the 

depressive position is a “[…] a position that we live in, and it describes the ways in which we attempt to enter 

psychic reality, where we can see objects as whole, both interior and exterior not simply as something that hums 

outside our existence” (681). This definition may suggest that the body and bodily experiences can be considered 

private spaces from which the individual processes and practices external influences.  
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that can be described as ‘official’ national affect versus emergent immigrant.” 92 For the queer 

migrant, performances of affect, are “symbolic acts of difference that insist on ethnic affect 

within a representational sphere dominated by the standard national affect.” 93 Through such 

performance, the individual engages the discourse of the public sphere and pushes against the 

constructs of nationalism and citizenry. Within the performance, both private and public spheres 

are engaged. Manalansan makes a similar point in his analysis of identity performances by queer 

Filipino migrants. He says,  

Rather, the ethnographic examples above [examples of queer performance in daily life] 

recast seemingly static locales, such as apartments and routines, into spaces of fervently 

mobile fictions, tactics, and strategies. And as such, I am convinced that a cautionary 

hopefulness is very appropriate at this juncture, since Filipino gay men are creating 

alternative routes for selfhood and belonging despite the unrelenting forces of 

globalization and the weight of Western institutions and practices.94 

 

He explains that worldviews of Filipino gay men (in the U.S.) resonate “[…] with cultural 

practices of what is called Island Southeast Asia, which includes the Philippines and Indonesia. 

The play of surface, the logic of managing ‘turbulent hearts,’ and the presentation of the self in 

daily life are not products of the modern or postmodern west but are actually embedded in 

premodern rituals and ideas in Southeast Asia.” 95 In other words, queer migrant performances 

are informed by knowledge and traditions that originate in a homelands outside of the U.S. This 

is significant in the exploration of how knowledge moves when bodies move throughout the 

borderlands, reaffirming that knowledge and identities are not necessarily left behind, but 

consciously moved to new spaces.  

                                                           
92 Jose Esteban Munoz, “Feeling Brown: Ethnicity and Affect in Ricardo Bracho’s The Sweetest Hangover (and 
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93 Ibid. 
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The idea that bodies of knowledge are not necessarily left behind in place of origin, 

affirms that knowledge of relationships to elements of identity  essentially travels with people 

and continues to form and inform their identities, how they relate to the past, and how they 

engage in the present. Trinh’s exploration of dualities and the spaces between them strengthens 

the possibility that the differences between “here” and “there” are created by the borders 

imposed upon them. She says,  

Today, when I’m asked where home is for me, I am struck by how far away it is; and yet, 

 home is nowhere else but right here, at the edge of this body of mine. There land is my 

 land, their country is my country. The source has been traveling and dwelling on hybrid 

ground. Home and abroad are sometimes intuitively determined according to the light of 

the sky on location, other times by the taste of native water, or by the smell of the 

environment, and other times yet, by the nature of the surrounding silence. Home then is 

not only in the eye, the tongue and the nose, but it is also, as in my case, acutely in the 

ear. 96 

 

Hence, what informs an individual’s performance of identity is just as reflective of public 

discourses in those spaces as it is of individual knowledge and ways because “here” and “there” 

are not as different as might be imagined. As such, those knowledges can be thought of as 

resources upon which the individual may draw as they work toward survivance within spaces. 

Among migrants, those knowledges are often sustained or nurtured first in the private sphere, 

where they may be maintained within daily practices and activities. For instance, Bonfil Batalla’s 

assertion that the domestic sphere has been a space in which Indigenous people in Mexico 

(particularly women) have been able to maintain Indigenous cultural languages and traditions 

because the mundane activities of cooking, child-rearing, gardening, etc. both require and allow 

the practice of these elements.97  As such, the private sphere serves as a site of innovative 
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survival and resistance for Indigenous people, who have indeed become migrants if not between 

physical spaces certainly between social and cultural ones.  

Within the private sphere, migrants may sustain cultural components that continue to 

inform their everyday lives even when they are physically removed from their places of origin. 

In this sense, the everyday can become a space of resistance to what is happening outside of that 

space. Manalansan centers the everyday life, arguing that it is this space that facilitates the 

complication of both public and private spheres.98 In the mundane activities of everyday life, 

individuals can create, transform and transgress boundaries.99 Manalansan focuses on this 

function of the everyday for queer migrants in particular. He emphasizes that it is in this space 

individuals are able to practice behaviors and activities that articulate relationships with race, 

gender, nationality, class, and sexuality. He says,  

Everyday life is a site for critically viewing and ‘reading’ modernity. Unlike traditional 

historiography, which depends on grand narratives of ‘famous men’ and great events, the 

narrative of everyday life reveals the rich intricacies of the commonplace. Everyday life 

intersects and engages with the intimate, the private, and the search for home in modern 

life.100  

 

Private spaces can function as safe places in this sense because they may allow migrants to 

preserve and maintain aspects that are challenged or directly targeted by discriminatory practices 

in the public sphere. However, precisely for this reason, private spaces are also susceptible to 

intrusion by public discourses, rendering the private spaces of migrants vulnerable to external 

forces.101  

                                                           
98 While Manalansan argues that the everyday does not touch only the private sphere, he continues to refer to as a 

private space and the activities performed there as private acts.  
99 Manalansan, 146.  
100 Ibid., 148. 
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Perhaps the vulnerability of the private sphere lies in the fact that it appears a place of 

instability, dualities, and sometimes contradictions. By this I mean that in the private sphere, the 

uncertainties of negotiation may be fully realized. In the narratives of the Chicana and Mexicana 

women discussed in this dissertation, private spheres like home are revealed as places where 

public and private knowledges often collide and individuals and families must sort through 

layers of experiences to find their “truths.” For example, for Hernández, home is both a “safe” 

space where Indigenous and Mexicana knowledge is produced, and a place where U.S. social 

and legal constructs reach to alter family structures and identities. Trinh alludes to the 

uncertainty of the private sphere when she explains, “[…] the diverse Diasporas around the 

world live in double exile: away from their native land and away from their mother tongue. 

Displacement takes on many faces and is our very everyday dwelling.”102  Likewise, Manalansan 

calls on the work of scholar Svetlana Boym to explain that “…for immigrants and exiles, the 

everyday is an incomplete if not imperfect colonization of the wildness and trauma of 

displacement. The everyday is an important arena open to manipulation and intrusion by the 

state.” 103 The everyday is a complex system of interactions and engagements across borders. Its 

vulnerabilities may also be its strengths and, I argue that within a floating borderlands 

framework, the private can be identified a site from which resistance and tools for survivance 

emerge. Hence, knowledge and traditions generated in private spaces become resources for 

migrants.  

Educational scholars have argued that home and community spaces generate resources 

and knowledge important for the members on many levels. Luis Moll, Cathy Amanti, Deborah 

Neff, and Norma Gonzales have pointed out that in underserved, minority communities, 
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foundational resources can be recognized as funds of knowledge, or a deposit of knowledge that 

informs the individual and should be looked towards as a source of valid information and skills 

to guide students toward academic achievement.104 This knowledge may include language skills, 

job skills, and cultural traditions and values, all experience that informs an individual’s 

orientation to world. The funds of knowledge theory can mean that knowledge generated in the 

private space in migrant communities are valid and valuable resources for guiding them in their 

interactions in the public sphere. For migrants, funds of knowledge can serve as tools for 

survivance as they negotiate migration between places and spaces. Migrants of color, then, enact 

cultural knowledge (cultural capital) into tactics to survive.105 While movement throughout the 

U.S.-Mexico borderlands is central to the lived experiences described in both the Tarango and 

Björkquist narratives, women in both narratives convey a sense of traveling between and among 

areas that were part of extended homelands. So, while they were in transit, because of the 

cultural and regional knowledge retained through story, they were moving from one place of 

belonging to another. Applying the floating borderlands framework allows us to see the retention 

of cultural knowledge is significant to the way that these Chicanas and Mexicanas relate to the 

world. 

Cultural knowledge is critical for minoritized people. Gender Studies scholar Chandan 

Reddy discusses examples of how cultural knowledge from the private sphere serves to support 

racial minorities in resistance. 106 He points to analyses of Du Bois’ efforts to identify black 

                                                           
104 Luis C. Moll, C Amanti, D Neff, and N Gonzalez. "Funds of Knoweldge for Teaching: Using a Qualitative 

Approach to Connect Homes and Classrooms," Theory into Practice (1992): 132-141. 
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upon the funds of knowledge theory by arguing that cultural capital includes aspirational, navigational, social, 

linguistic, familial and resistant capital and is a strength of communities of color. Furthermore, she argues that 

recognition of cultural capital is a step toward social and racial justice. 
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consciousness or sites of “blackness.” In Souls of Black Folk Du Bois develops the concept of 

double consciousness, which is “[…] the essence of blackness, is the displacement of the 

dominant schema of difference by which whiteness is equated with selfhood. For Du Bois, 

double consciousness requires a questioning of the mechanisms by which black existence is tied 

to whiteness, always in a necessarily derivative and devalued position.” 107 However, Reddy 

argues that in double consciousness, Du Bois does not necessarily create a binary construction of 

race, rather a fluid state that acknowledges that the relationship between the two (blackness and 

whiteness) as interconnected, and the lines that would divide them are blurred. According to 

Reddy, analysis of Du Bois’ theories by Robert Step  find that there are three places from which 

consciousness arises in Du Bois’ writings: revival campgrounds, Jubilee Hall, and Du Bois’ 

private dwelling place and study.108 Each of these spaces are within the private sphere, outside of 

the larger public discourse (whiteness). It is in these spaces that a resistant consciousness 

emerged. Accordingly, the private sphere, domestic spaces, or home spaces, can foster the 

development of narratives that resist and destabilize dominant narratives. 

Is resistance intentional? Must individuals act with agency to express it?  In his 

discussion of traditional Native American attitudes about gender and sexuality, Morgensen 

explains that values can be preserved through individual acts of resistance supported by the 

community. He cites as an example the case of Crow boté in the late nineteenth century. 

Morgensen refers to the research of Will Roscoe, who explains the case of an individual known 

as Osh-Tisch.109 Like many Native American children of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, 

Osh-Tisch was forcibly moved to an off-reservation boarding school. There, children were taught 
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“American” ways and forced to abandon Natives ones. This involved punishment for speaking 

Native languages, engaging Native spirituality, and practicing Native cultural traditions. 

Children were often severely punished for transgressions, abuse was rampant throughout 

boarding schools across the continent, and many children never returned to their home 

communities. Those who did were many times unfamiliar with Native ways and unable to 

communicate with tribal members who did not speak English, resulting in a feeling of 

displacement from their communities and families. 110 However, as Morgensen points out, some 

children managed to escape boarding schools and find refuge within their communities. It also 

became common for family members to hide their children when school officials came to 

communities, keeping them home in an effort to maintain their safety but also in resistance to the 

efforts to colonize them. 111  Similarly, in the borderlands, the state has attempted to alienate 

Chican@s and Mexicanas/os from Indigenous languages, the Spanish language, and Mexican 

culture through English-only laws and the restrictions on educational curriculum. This is 

evidenced in the Tarango and Björkquist narratives detailing the repressiveness of public school. 

In these narratives, home remained the space where this type of knowledge could be maintained 

and practiced.  

While home spaces continue to be challenged by colonial intrusion, Morgensen points 

there were/are opportunities for resistance. He explains that oral traditions, for example, can 

serve as every day, private spaces in which histories are kept and aspects of identity practiced. In 

Native cultures, oral traditions allow for the maintenance of values and traditions that are the 

                                                           
110 The complex and, often horrific, history of boarding schools in colonial societies around the globe is widely 
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did not.  
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target of discrimination and assimilation efforts. In Indigenous cultures, oral traditions continue 

to be valued as sites of tribal knowledge about historical events, sacred histories, and ceremonies 

and ritual, as well as knowledge for entertaining and educating. Kiowa scholar N. Scott 

Momaday explains that it is through oral traditions that knowledge is generated and maintained 

and that life is created and sustained. 112 Hence, oral traditions afford opportunities for the 

performance of identities that counter or resist dominant paradigms and, as such, act as 

decolonial systems. This is evidenced by the Tarango and Björkquist narratives, through which 

women have utilized oral traditions to document the lived experiences of their communities and 

to compel knowledge to persist.  

There are many sites of resistance against forces of colonization and consequent 

injustices, including sexuality, the psyche, writing, language, and daily practices. As Anzaldúa 

explains it in Borderlands/La Frontera, her migration is as much a journey toward a new 

consciousness as it is a movement away from a system of oppression enacted by both her 

ancestral culture (Mexican/Mexican American) and the dominant culture (both U.S. and 

Mexican colonial societies) and, therefore, a decolonial act. 113  Anzaldúa argues: “My Chicana 

identity is grounded in the Indian woman’s history of resistance.” 114  This identity informs her 

behavior as she negotiates multiple identities and contexts, crosses numerous borders. Hers is a 

story of identity formed from resistance to social expectations of Chicanas, both those of the 

dominate culture and her own. This is, perhaps, one of the key points of contention that critics 

have with Anzaldúa. For many Chican@s, her position directly challenges the romanticization of 

Indigeneity by Chican@ political and social movements against U.S. injustices. Furthermore, 

                                                           
112 N. Scott Momaday, The Way to Rainy Mountain (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1969). 
113 Anzaldúa , Borderlands/La Frontera.  
114 Ibid., 21. 
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while she acknowledges the grounding of Indigenous identity in communal, earth-oriented 

values, her personal narrative is one of having to break from her home culture for her own well-

being: “I had to leave home so I could find myself, find my own intrinsic nature buried under the 

personality that had been imposed on me.”115 Only once she has separated herself from her 

physical and metaphorical place of origin can she begin to define/redefine her identity in a way 

that allows her to embrace her sexuality, gender, and ethnicity as her own and as having value. 

For Anzaldúa, the site from which the individual may best resist oppressions and move toward 

wholeness is the psyche. She explains,  

Those activities or Coatlicue states which disrupt the smooth flow (complacency) of life 

are exactly what propel the soul to do its work: make soul, increase consciousness of 

itself. Our greatest disappointments and painful experiences if we can make meaning out 

of them can lead us toward becoming more of who we are. Or they can remain 

meaningless. The Coatlicue state can be a way station or it can be a way of life. 116 

The emphasis here may be that survivance is not only performance but processing; 

engagement with all discourses; and a “synthesis of duality.” 117 For migrants, the private sphere 

(i.e. places, spaces, bodies) can best help them accommodate to their contexts by rupturing 

oppressive spaces and facilitating a process that moves them toward the creation of balance 

between contributing discourses. The rupturing of oppression is a theme of the floating 

borderlands, and recurs throughout both the Tarango and Björkquist narratives, where 

individuals are noted to challenge systems that would otherwise subordinate them.  

The private sphere is a complex site layered with multiple meanings and purposes. I 

understand that it is a complicated and even controversial framework that is further explored in 

disciplines such as women’s studies, queer studies, and more. 118 For migrants, it can serve as a 

                                                           
115 Ibid., 16. 
116 Ibid., 46. 
117 Ibid.  
118 See extensive works by Jürgen Habermass, Keta Miranda, Chela Sandoval, Jose Esteban Munoz, and Trin Min-

ha, for discussion of the private and public spheres.  
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site from which survivance is facilitated. Yet, the private sphere cannot be romanticized as a 

place without injustice. Anzladua, Manalansan, and Trinh say that the homes people are leaving 

may suffer their own oppressive elements and violence that, in fact, propel movement away in 

the first place. Considering the movement of Chicana/o and Mexicana/o people through the U.S.-

Mexico borderlands, for example, we cannot discount the forces that propel migration, which 

typically include poverty, loss of a land base, state violence, gendered violence, and lack of 

opportunity. Those aspects may factor into how individuals are and inform behaviors even when 

the aim is to leave them behind-- people carry that knowledge with them in journeys. Home is 

with an individual, wherever that person may be, always informing the ways in which she 

engages with the world. But a process of synthesis can reconcile the conflicts within private 

discourses. When oppressions are recognized and resisted, a new consciousness can be achieved 

and there can be movement toward a state of balance rather than binary oppositions. When this 

happens, it is possible for migrant bodies of knowledge from the private sphere to function as 

cultural capital from which migrants draw resources to sustain them in the negotiation of places 

and spaces. Likewise, they may function as sites of resistance to colonialism because they make 

it possible for non-dominant discourses to persist. Ultimately, the work that happens in the 

private sphere is decolonial when it strives to ground individuals in a knowledge and system of 

the being that does not originate in the dominant discourse. In that sense, the private sphere 

functions as a site of resistance and works towards social justice.  

What is the Vocabulary of Identity? 

Associated with concepts of home and identity is a specific vocabulary, and this language 

used to discuss these concepts is significant. Identity language is woven into the issues of 

movement, knowledge-keeping, and relationships to place discussed in this project. In the 
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borderlands, the language has been fluid, inconsistent, and, at times, volatile and destructive. The 

term mestiza has been at the center of heated debate among Chican@s and within Chican@ 

Studies for a number of years. Linked to the language of the Spanish casta and later to the 

concept of mestizaje promoted by Mexican educator and scholar Jose Vasconcelos, mestiza/o has 

traditionally reflected a colonial paradigm that demotes Indigeneity and promotes Spanish 

identity, heritage, language, etc.119 While Vasconcelos’ theories challenged the long-standing 

Spanish/Mexican position that Indigeneity has little to no value, his ideas that mestizaje meant 

the coming together of the “best” qualities of both Spanish and Indigenous peoples to create “la 

Raza Cosmica”/the cosmic race, encouraged a sort of colorblindnesss.120 His position was that 

Mexicans must acknowledge with pride that they are biologically and culturally mixed, and 

stronger for it, but he encouraged Mexicans to put aside specific ethnic identity to embrace a 

mestizo national identity. However, he also suggested that Spanish elements naturally and 

correctly dominate in this identity because of the quality of those elements, particularly 

language, economics, and social order. This history of mestizaje informs on-going debates over 

the use of the term to identify people of Mexican heritage. Some concerns are that the language 

intentionally ignores the role of Indigenous identity and categorizes and evaluates people by their 

relationship to Spanish/western heritage. In this sense, a mestizo consciousness implies an 

awareness of a Spanish/Indigenous heritage but an assimilation to a national identity and the 

abandonment of individual (tribal) identity.  

                                                           
119 Jose Vasconcelos, “The Cosmic Race,” trans. Didier T. Jaen (Baltimore, MD: The Johns Hopkins University 

Press, 1997 [1925]), 7-40. 
120 Eduardo Bonilla-Silva, "Color-blind racism: toward an analysis of white racial ideology", in White supremacy 

and racism in the post-civil rights era (Boulder: Lynne Rienner Publishers, Inc, 2001), 137–166. Bonilla-Silva 

suggests that colorblindness is a new form of racism in which the failure to acknowledge racial differences 

perpetuates discrimination and dismisses the impact of institutionalized racism.  
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When she put forth the theory of new mestiza consciousness, Anzaldúa accepted 

Vasconcelos’ position that mestizaje offers a blending of bodies and cultures of which the 

product is a richly diverse population. She explains:  

At the confluence of two or more genetic streams, with chromosomes constantly 

‘crossing over,’ this mixture of races, rather than resulting in an inferior being, provides 

hybrid progeny, a mutable, more malleable species with a rich gene pool. From this 

racial, ideological, cultural and biological cross-pollination, an ‘alien’ consciousness is 

presently in the making—a new mestiza consciousness, una conciencia de mujer. It is a 

consciousness of the Borderlands.121  

 

 At the same time, however, Anzaldúa’s mestiza consciousness challenges Vasconcelo’s 

definition by asserting that Indigeneity has not been surrendered in mestizaje. In fact, she argues 

that Indigeneity is central to Chicana and borderland identity. She claims, “La cultura chicana 

identifies with the mother (Indian) rather than the father (Spanish). Our faith is rooted in 

indigenous attributes, images, symbols, magic and myth.” 122  In her later writings, Anzaldúa 

argues that the reality of mestizaje and identity are fluid, reflecting the changing environments of 

individuals and communities. She says that “constant trafficking, negotiating, and dialoguing 

across borders results in a profound new mestizaje, one that transgresses the borders and 

encompasses cultural matrixes.”123 She agrees that through mestizaje, it is possible to keep the 

positive aspects of identity and release the negative, such as misogyny or oppressiveness.124  

Anzaldúa’s mestizaje is a dynamic process that reflects the movement of bodies across many 

types of borders, including gender, ethnicity, and class. A mestizo identity is hybridity in 

constant motion.  

                                                           
121 Anzaldúa, Borderlands/La Frontera, 77. 
122 Ibid., 30. 
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Indigenous scholar Sandy Grande explains that, according to some scholars, “in the 

borderlands of subjectivity, the only normative standard is hybridity” but that borders of identity 

are challenged, “especially that create binary oppositions within the self and between people. 

Therefore, a dissolution of borders, to challenge these borders, is an act of [transgression], border 

crossing, embracing the ‘spaces between’”.125  She refers to this democratization of spaces as 

“the implosion of center and margin creates a space of intersection,” a space of possibility where 

new cultures can be created.” Democratization is the creation of a non-polarized identities and 

making ways for solidarity rather than divisions. Grande explains that Anzaldúa called una 

cultura mestiza a consciousness of “essentialist constructions of identity […] the hegemony of 

whiteness is the normative standard for all subjects,” suggesting that mestizaje is an awareness of 

and stands against the normative of whiteness. However, she explains that Anzaldúa’s mestizaje 

seemingly lacks a rootedness in land.126 Grande says, “While Indigenous scholars embrace the 

anticolonial aspects of mestizaje, they require a construct that is both geographically rooted and 

historically placed.” 127 Grande explains that there is concern that mestizaje and the disjuncture 

from place adheres to the concepts that support American, Western imperialism because it 

creates unbordered and untethered identities. Sacred lands are sacred because they have been 

made so through ceremony, ancestral presence, and relationship to nature, a practiced 

responsibility to place. For migrating people, are the borderlands the sacred spaces? 

These concerns about mestizaje need to be dealt with, Grande argues, or the call for 

democratization only lends itself to the dominant narrative against which Indigenous 

perspectives resist. Grande points out that although Anzaldúa and many other Chican@ scholars 
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and thinkers assert a relationship with an Indigenous identity, the complexities of Chican@ 

relationships to land must be unpacked: “tensions indicate the dire need to develop language that 

operates at the crossroads of unity and difference that defines this space in terms of political 

mobilization and culture authenticity, expressing both the interdependence and distinctiveness as 

tribal people.” 128 Grande suggests that although Chican@s or mestiz@s may recognize a 

relationship with the land, the fluidity of border experiences may suggest a relationship that is 

not rooted and this distinguishes them from other Indigenous peoples. This is not to say that they 

do not have relationships to the land, but that those relationships may be complicated by 

migration from spaces and lack of connection to them through lived experience and may serve to 

separate Chican@s from Indigenous peoples rather than unite them. To address these concerns, 

Grande calls for a “Red Pedagogy” that allows tribal people to retain their distinctiveness as 

tribal people but move toward solidarity among them. Red Pedagogy also strives to create self-

determined spaces for American Indian intellectuals and students and would view personal as 

political and “the political as deeply informed by the structures of colonialism and global 

capitalism, transforming the struggle over identity to evolve not apart from, but in relationship 

with struggles over tribal land, resources, treaty rights, and intellectual property.”129 Grande’s 

pedagogy promotes unity among Indigenous-identifying people by calling for an 

acknowledgement of distinctiveness. As is apparent in the narratives discussed in in this 

dissertation, the lived experiences of Chicanas and Mexicanas included a rootedness in place 

through story. 

Oral Traditions 
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Feminist pedagogies also reiterate the significance of home or domestic spaces, private 

spaces. They point out the ways that oral traditions are used to preserve knowledges and 

facilitate new narratives. Oral traditions are processes for sharing knowledge or information that 

involve the spoken word, a performer, and an audience. These traditions include singing, 

storytelling, joking, and other forms of performance. The knowledge processed through oral 

traditions may serve to entertain but may also serve to educate audiences. Every culture has an 

oral tradition that precedes its written traditions and oral traditions continue to preserve and 

transmit contextual knowledge into the larger social discourse. Oral traditions are valid systems 

of maintaining knowledge and have been used by cultures around the world. They include, 

among many other forms, storytelling, songs and music, performance-based arts, etc. While 

some practices have been largely replaced by written traditions in many societies, others 

continue to thrive. In colonial societies in particular, oral traditions have served as ways that 

minoritized people are able to maintain cultural knowledge. 130 The oral tradition establishes a 

system for maintaining history as living knowledge—a knowledge that is transmitted through 

performance of songs, stories, poems, etc. Participants in the oral tradition are perceived as 

facilitators of knowledge—they are performers and receptors because, in both roles, they actively 

construct or re-construct information shared. Moreover, each performance ensures the 

transmission of knowledge in effective and appropriate ways for the particular context. In this 

framework, history is an element of living knowledge. It is preserved not as a static 

representation of past events but as relived individual accounts of those events. The framework 

of the oral tradition places responsibility for maintenance of knowledge with all participants, 

granting them authority over information shared and autonomy in the process of its transmission.  
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Oral traditions have been relevant for women in particular for a number of reasons. 

Regardless of women’s access to dominant discourses and the written traditions that serve them, 

women have been able to use oral traditions to communicate with one another in private and 

domestic spaces which have been considered-- both historically and contemporarily-- women’s 

spaces. As such, knowledge generated and shared in the domestic space has enjoyed some level 

of autonomy, albeit by exclusion from the dominate discourse. In other words, the private space 

has permitted the maintenance of knowledge that has not been welcomed or validated by the 

dominant discourse. In this space, written traditions supplement oral traditions. For examples, 

family recipes may, at some point, be preserved in writing, but practice, verbal instruction, and 

storying the recipe keep the knowledge alive. A living oral tradition recognizes women as 

caretakers of valuable knowledge and demands a complex system of communication and 

performance for that knowledge to be appropriately shared. As such, the oral tradition may 

empower women as knowledge keepers who have agency in the ways that shape private and 

public discourses.  

In Mexican American and Chican@ studies, the oral tradition is understood as a valid 

system to effectively communicate a wide array of knowledge.131 Oral traditions are used by 

people of Mexican origin to facilitate living Indigenous Knowledge as well as Mexican 

American/Chican@ family and community knowledge. Scholars whose work focuses on 

experiences of Mexicanas and Chicanas have identified oral traditions as ways of knowing and 

of sharing that knowledge in women’s networks to facilitate action against social injustices and 

inequities. Rubio-Goldsmith explains that these approaches account for the pedagogy of the 
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home, which includes the work to bring women’s knowledge that has previously been considered 

as belonging only to domestic spaces into the social discourse.132 It asserts that women’s 

knowledge is a mirror for the community transmitted through legends, corridos, storytelling, and 

behavior from generation to generation. The Tarango and Björkquist narratives exhibit these 

qualities. In those narratives, women’s knowledge reflects experiences of the community through 

story.  

Can these qualities be considered strategies of resistance? Historian Deena Gonzalez 

explains in her analysis of the oral histories of Hispanic women from New Mexico that women’s 

oral histories do reveal strategies of resistance in forms that blend or blur the boundaries between 

oral and written traditions, and between Indigenous and Hispanic traditions as well. 133 These 

forms include historias, autobiographies, recipes, narratives, and family histories. 134 Ethnologist 

Ruth Behar defines historia as a genre in which the boundaries between history and story are 

blurred and reality and fiction become indistinguishable. Gloria Anzaldúa introduces the concept 

of autohistoria, which combines personal narrative, stories, testimonio, and history. All of these 

definitions of historia exhibit the control that speakers may wield in the oral histories they keep 

and share, illuminating the idea that they intentionally exercise agency in the ways that 

knowledge is kept—actively shaping it. 

Where Chicanas and Mexican American women have been widely excluded from the 

dominant, written historical narrative, oral traditions (histories, performances, narratives) have 

always allowed them voice. Oral traditions can be utilized by women to intentionally reconstruct 
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the past and fill the gaps left in dominant historical narratives. Historian Antonia Castañeda’s 

and Chicana Studies scholar Emma Perez’ argue that women’s  histories can be identified and 

inserted in the written history by drawing from the knowledge preserved in women’s oral 

histories to better reflect women’s roles and experiences. 135 According to Castañeda, women in 

particular utilize stories to perpetuate knowledge about family, place, ceremony, and language 

and how this knowledge facilitates survival within the social contexts they negotiate.136 These 

contexts have included migration, living in the borderlands, and maneuvering between home and 

U.S. society. Oral traditions have enabled many Mexican origin women to preserve and share 

knowledge that is important to their own identities, as well as that of the family and community. 

They and their communities can draw upon such knowledge for strength and resiliency as they 

confront situations such as loss of or separation from homelands and home culture; both 

racialized and gendered discrimination; and numerous other obstacles. In this sense, oral 

traditions can serve Mexican American women and Chicanas as tools to resist restrictions placed 

upon them.  

Private or domestic spaces have been key in the persistence of oral traditions among 

women. Knowledge is often sustained or nurtured first in the private sphere, where it may be 

maintained within daily practices and activities. The transmission of knowledge through daily 

practice affirms the survival of that information from one generation to the next, and concretizes 

the important role of women in the persistence of family, cultural, and social knowledge.  
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In Borderlands/La Frontera Anzaldúa asserts that women’s roles as singers, writers, and 

storytellers, all bear the responsibilities of bringing the past into the present and the future. 

Anzaldúa tells us, “Yet in leaving home I did not lose touch with my origins because lo 

mexicano is in my system.”137  She is responsible for her own identity, a new mestiza 

consciousness. Anzaldúa says of the new mestiza: “She puts history through a sieve, winnows 

out the lies, looks at the forces that we as a race, as women, have been a part of. Luego bota lo 

que no vale, los desmientos, los desencuentos, el embrutecimiento. Aguarda el juicio, hondo y 

enraizado, de la gente antigua.” This step is a conscious rupture with all oppressive traditions of 

all cultures and religions.138 Through her work as a storyteller, the new mestiza is knowledge-

bearer and knowledge-maker, an innovator who is reconstructing and constructing spaces with 

every word. Björkquist’s narratives speak to this concept. She speaks of the process of 

fictionalizing lived experiences and real people as once in which some elements must be filtered 

while others re-created.  

As noted previously, a number of the Chicana and Mexicana authors have commented on 

the use of creative writing (fiction, plays, poetry, etc.) to capture their own lived experiences, as 

well as those of their families and communities. These texts document experiences and 

perspectives that occupy little or no space in historical narratives.  But Perez suggests that 

histories can be recovered through an active decolonization of the historical narrative. 

Excavation includes revealing women’s stories but also acknowledging the information 

maintained in oral traditions such as oral histories, practices, and performances. Locating 

authentic Chicana voices in current “authoritative” historical documentation is a problem. Often, 

women’s histories have been written about them, not by them. Chicana’s perspectives have been 
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largely omitted from historical record and their experiences, when represented, have been done 

so by men. Garnishing Chicana’s histories from existing historical record requires that reading 

them through new lenses. It also requires that determination of what constitutes authoritative 

historical record be broadened. Historical records generated in oral traditions must be recognized 

as legitimate sources and so must women’s writings that have been traditionally discounted as 

non-authoritative. Perez points out that the knowledge of Chicanas and Mexican American 

women is largely undocumented and, at best, marginalized by the historical narrative. Perhaps it 

has not been maintained in the form valued and standardized as historically legitimate (i.e. 

written) or those women have been determined to hold seemingly unimportant positions in 

society. 

Voices of women from the past, voices of Chicanas, Mexicanas, and Indias, are 

utterances which are still minimized, spurned, even scorned. And time, in all its 

dialectical intervention and promise, its so-called inherent progress, has not granted 

Chicanas, Mexicanas, Indias much of a voice at all. We are spoken about, spoken for, and 

ultimately encoded as whining, hysterical, irrational, or passive women who cannot know 

what is good for us, who cannot know how to express or authorize or own narratives. But 

we will. And we do.  
139  

Yet there can be no doubt that those histories persist despite the obstacles encountered by 

women as they negotiate multiple borders. In the U.S., such histories appear in public and 

personal spaces through both recollection and testament, clearly because Mexican-origin women 

insist on documenting them via storytelling, writing, performance, and practice. 

The use of excavation as a tool for gathering information is indicative of the differences 

between what are commonly understood as two approaches to employing oral history in 

academic research. According to anthropologist Micaela de Leonardo, oral history is supported 

by a theoretical framework that emphasizes the goal of giving voice to seemingly voiceless 
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parties and value to perspectives that are often ignored or dismissed.140 But scholars depart on 

methods of collecting and presenting oral histories. Researchers in anthropology and 

ethnography have traditionally focused on analysis of artifacts and emphasized a combination of 

narrative and behavior, while oral historians emphasize the narrative and methods of collecting 

data.141   

 Ethnographer Ruth Behar’s work with the women of Mexquitic, Mexico can serve as an 

example of the way that ethnographers have used methods of working with oral histories and 

Mexicanas. Behar draws upon Bonfil Batalla’s theory of Mexico Profundo to categorize 

Indigeneity as rooted in a mestizaje that does not necessarily know specific tribal knowledge, but 

only the general experiences of lower socio-economic class mestizos or “de-Indianized” 

Indigenous people.142 This process of de-Indianization is a result of the synthesis of the Spanish 

into Indigenous identity accompanied by the loss not necessarily of Indigenous Knowledge 

(language, custom, material culture), but the awareness of Indigeneity. Behar focuses on 

artifacts, here the daily experiences of economic oppression and gendered violence, and analyzes 

them and asserts that Esperanza is disconnected from Indian as an ethnic identity and concerned 

with it as an economic identity. She claims that Esperanza’s Indian identity has been 

“…displaced, though not forgotten....”143 Behar argues that Esperanza is indeed de-Indianized. 

According to Behar, Esperanza’s understanding of Indian is misconstrued, complicated by 

imposition of colonial and imperial assumptions about what it “means” to be Indian—historical 

versus living or Indigenous language versus Spanish language. But this is Behar’s interpretation 

of Esperanza’s claim that she and her community are Indian. By focusing on the artifacts, Behar 
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overlooks the complexities of Esperanza’s narrative, and Esperanza’s conscious effort to 

promote ideas that are important to her, including her perception of identity, and demand their 

insertion into the dominant narrative through publication of Behar’s work. The powerful 

dynamic of oral traditions is exemplified by Esperanza’s narrative, even if undermined by 

Behar’s approach.  

Rubio-Goldsmith argues that research can gather, preserve, and transcribe the oral 

interviews of Mexicanas as a primary source of their history. She explains that oral histories can 

be used to develop a conceptual framework of Mexican American women’s lives; as record of 

alternative narratives; and as new historical documentation. 144 In Behar’s case, this would 

require closer attention to Esperanza’s agency as an interviewee. Esperanza doesn’t directly 

speak about her ethnic identity but in the process of telling her historias, she reveals elements of 

her life that reflect Mexico Profundo. These include items from her material culture (and that of 

her communities), such as the metate, petate, and jacal. Bonfil Batalla explains that Indigenous 

Knowledge is often present in local government, in medicinal and spiritual practices, in 

relationship to the land and agriculture, and in gender roles. These too are represented in aspects 

of Esperanza’s community—the communal policing, the relationship of the women to the land, 

the role of the women as head of household, and the use of “traditional” medicine. Esperanza’s 

failure to verbalize an understanding of those elements of everyday life as Indigenous knowledge 

may suggest that she is de-Indianized. However, Behar does not ask Esperanza to discuss issues 

of ethnic identity. Consequently, Esperanza has no reason to disclose her perspectives on 

ethnicity and the reader does not gain insight into her self-identity in ways that can be 
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categorized. In other words, as presented, the oral interviews do not contain statements that 

indicate “I am” Indian, de-Indianized, mestizo, Tlaxaclan, or otherwise.  

While Behar assumes that Esperanza is de-Indianized and that the “displaced” and 

“forgotten” Indigenous identity is secondary to Esperanza’s concept of self, I would argue that 

elements of Esperanza’s storytelling itself point to the opposite. Esperanza invokes the 

techniques of the oral tradition that allow for the transmission of knowledge via a system that is 

intimately connected with Indigenous Knowledge because it includes rhetorical strategies that 

are culturally specific. Indigenous scholar Kim Anderson writes,  

When we look for Indigenous ‘traditions,’ therefore, we must be aware that everything 

we are looking at was constructed to fit a certain reality of the people who were living it 

at the tie. When speaking about Indigenous traditions, we must be mindful of the 

hundreds of different nations across North America that have all participated in 

developing their own cultures to suit the different ties and environments they have been 

through. Our traditions were oral and had the ability to adapt and change to the situations 

as necessary. 145 

 

While stories may initially appear to be “just” stories about promiscuity, abuse, and 

suffering, within them are embedded knowledges that point to beliefs about the power of women, 

the land, and spiritual connections in ways that are certainly outside of the boundaries of  

Behar’s imaginary. Through her stories, Esperanza proves that not only are elements of 

Indigenous Knowledge foundational to her life, but that she lives her Indigenous Knowledge 

and, therefore, is not de-Indianized. Esperanza’s oral history points to a more complex narrative 

of her experiences, her identity, and her community.  

When looking at the course that women have carved, it can be challenging to understand 

the strength and commitment required to envision their knowledge and experience as living 

knowledge that should be known by future generations. Time again, it becomes apparent that 

                                                           
145 Anderson, Recognition of Being, 35. 
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despite the obstacles they encountered, Mexicanas and Chicanas in the borderlands continued to 

imagine themselves as survivors and as having the right to access resources and opportunities, to 

be acknowledged in historical narratives, and to have their voices heard in public discourses. At 

the one level, they have been keepers of family histories. Southern Arizona historian Patricia 

Preciado Martin, for example, documented the oral histories of several Mexican American 

women of Southern Arizona.146 Their narratives reveal that what they have woven is more 

complex than a linear accounting of family births, marriages and deaths. Their oral histories are 

thick and multilayered records that are full of possibilities and reach both into the past and 

future. They work to resist the subordination of the histories of Mexican-origin women by 

colonial forces in both Mexico and the U.S. They also challenge the on-going attempt to define 

Mexican American identity, as described by sociologist Martha Menchaca and the persistent 

experiences of high rates of poverty, violence, and discrimination coupled with low levels of 

educational, economic, and political achievement, as noted by Ruiz.147 Mexican American 

women and Chicanas can turn to oral histories and traditions to create a system that supports 

their negotiation of the diverse issues they face on a daily basis as individuals and communities. 

The preservation of knowledge can be an act of resistance, one that allows the keepers of the 

tradition great agency and control. In this way, stories are living entities that survive by the 

breath and effort of their tellers. As such, knowledge maintained by the oral tradition is always in 

a fragile state-- one teller and one audience away from extinction. With this great responsibility 

comes also authority and agency, the ability to create and recreate knowledge that is necessary 

for the maintenance of identity and culture. The oral tradition affords its participants social value 

                                                           
146 Patricia Preciado Martin, Songs My Mother Sang to Me: An Oral History of Mexican American Women (Tucson: 

University of Arizona Press, 1992).  
147 Martha Menchaca, “Chicano Indianism: a Historical Account of Racial Repression in the United States”,  

American Ethnologies, 20, no.3 (Aug. 1993): 583-603; Ruiz, 147-151. 
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that they are not permitted in the written tradition. The oral tradition, manifested through stories, 

historias, poetry, song, and other forms of expression that exist beyond the page, can be a 

powerful tool for persistence of knowledge and identity.  

Border Feminism as a Pedagogy 

According to The Latina Feminist Group, Latina feminism centers social praxis that 

acknowledges the importance of documenting silences among women who may be Latina-

identified.148 Latina feminism is considered to have two waves. The first wave concentrated on 

feminist consciousness raising while the second focused on the work needed to honor women’s 

stories, recognizing their functions as representative of larger political ideologies, as well as 

placing and emphasis on self-relfexive research methods.149 Overall, Latina feminists work to 

contextualize the cultural nationalism that insists on essentialized perceptions of identity and 

centers heterosexist visions. They resist marginalization that occurs in traditional feminism and 

instead align with theories emerging from works by women of color. Within Latina feminism, 

Chicana feminism theorizes intersections that generate a “new vocabulary of mestizaje, 

hybridity, oppositional consciousness, and the critical metaphor of ‘borderlands’.”150 According 

to education scholar Dolores Delgado Bernal, Chicana feminist pedagogies embody the informal 

teaching and learning methods practiced by Chicanas, including the learning processes that take 

place in the home.151 Bernal argues that the production of knowledge within the home, or within 

                                                           
148 The Latina Feminist Group, Telling to Live: Latina Feminist Testimonios (Duke University Press, 2001). Latina 

is used here in to include women who identify with Spanish-speaking communities from the Americas.  
149 The Latina Feminist Group, “Introduction, Papelitos Guardardos: Theorizing Latinidades through Testimonio.”  

3. In this preface section of the collection, The Latina Feminist Group, rather than individual writers or editors, are 

credited as author.  
150 The Latina Feminist Group, Telling to Live, 4. 
151 Dolores Delgado Bernal, “Learning and Living Pedagogies of the Home: The Mestiza Consciousness of Chicana 

Students,” in Chicana/Latina Education in Everyday Life: Feminism Perspectives on Pedagogy and Epistemology. 

Dolores Delgado Bernal, C. Alejandra Elenes, Francisca E. Godinez, Sofia Ramos, editors, (State university of New 

York Press: Albany, New York, 2006), 107-132 
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the creative processes that function outside of the formally recognized processes (i.e. social 

institutions such as school or church) “interrupts the transmission of official knowledge and 

dominant ideologies.” 152 Chicana feminist pedagogies recognize home as a creative site and one 

in which women take a leading role in the production of knowledge. Bernal explains that such 

pedagogies reflect both collective experiences and community memory taught through culturally 

specific oral traditions that include stories and corridos that serve to retain knowledge and 

maintain behavior. This includes teaching and learning surrounding “knowledge of conquest, 

segregation, labor market stratification, patriarchy, homophobia, assimilation, and resistance.” 153 

Although neither the Tarango women nor Björkquist would necessarily identify themselves as 

Chicana or Latina feminists, it is important to consider these theoretical frameworks and 

understand if their elements can be applied to better understand the narratives. Within floating 

borderlands, feminism may shed light on the ways that the narratives are told and why.  

Border feminist pedagogies recognize the significance of oral traditions in home spaces, 

and the ability of Chicanas to strategically use these spaces as sites of resistance. According to 

Michelle Holling, storytelling is an oral tradition that is specifically illustrative of Chicana 

feminist epistemology. 154 Based upon her work among Latina high school students in the 

process of resistance against educational inequities and social injustices in the school system, she 

argues that Chicana and Latina students are empowered to consciously recognize and address 

aspects of their identities, “demystifying the power of ideology.”155 They are becoming 

                                                           
152 Bernal, “Learning Pedagogies of the Home,”114. 
153 Ibid. 
154 Michelle A. Holling, “The Critical Conciousness of Chicana and Latina Students: Negotiating Identity Amid 

 Sociocultural Beliefs and Ideology.” In Chicana/Latina Education in Everyday Life: Feminist Perspectives on 

 Pedagogy and Epistemology. Editors Dolores Delgado Bernal, C. Alejandra Elenes, Francisca E. Godinez, Sofia  

Ramos (New York: State University of New York Press, 2006): 82-93.  
155 Ibid., 91.  
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“panchonas,” no longer subject to the dominant ideology or social processes of institutions such 

as school. Holling argues that through storytelling, these young women are consciously 

recognizing and addressing aspects of their identities, a process that “demystify [ies] the power 

of ideology.” 156 Resistance against ideologies presented in school is shared in the Tarango and 

Björkquist narratives. In both cases, the educational institution was used to squash funds of 

knowledge and links to non-assimilated identities. In Hernández’ narrative, she actively chooses 

to oppose certain dictates of the school that would discriminate against her because of her ethnic 

identity. Björkquist tells of similar experiences that she then fictionalized as short stories. 

Story is inextricably linked to the development of resistance narratives among Chicanas. 

Through stories, storytellers construct a historical narrative of resistance that can be shared with 

others. Francisca E. Godinez’ work with Mexican American young women in secondary school 

revealed the significance of the learning in the home. She explains that the women practiced a 

threading of  

…learning and knowing from their homespace, as energy, from their mothers and elders’ 

cultural knowledge, from growing up in their homeland of Mexico, and from their own 

creation of images, rituals, and beliefs. They braided all this into practices negotiating 

and navigating daily life.157   

 

According to Godinez, the students portrayed an intentional and active “awareness of deeper 

realities learned and developed through the daily doings—the cultural practices young 

Mexicanas called hacienda que hacer.” 158  Hacienda que hacer is a creative process of “braiding 

of sensing with cultural knowledge and knowledge about material and nonmaterial reality into 

                                                           
156 Ibid. 
157 Francisca E. Godinez, “Haciendo que hacer: Braiding Cultural Knowledge into Educational Practices  

and Politics” In Chicana/Latina Education in Everyday Life: Feminist Perspectives on Pedagogy and Epistemology. 

Editors Dolores Delgado Bernal, C. Alejandra Elenes, Francisca E. Godinez, Sofia Ramos (New York: State 

University of New York Press, 2006):25-38.  
158 Ibid., 33. 
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thinking, reasoning, consciousness, and integrity.” 159 Similar to Moll, et al. funds of knowledge, 

hacienda que hacer recognizes the value of knowledge originating in home spaces. While funds 

of knowledge calls for recognition and use of these knowledges in school settings to promote 

student success, hacienda que hacer suggests that students are already actively using such 

knowledge toward raised consciousness. Both Tarango and Björkquist narratives reiterate a 

similar notion—that the knowledge and experiences of home strengthened them as they dealt 

with the oppressions and aggressions outside of it.  

According to C. Alejandra Elenes, such Chicana pedagogies are border pedagogies that 

draw from Chican@ experiences which deconstruct essentialist notions of culture and involve 

“cultural politics that incorporate as social practices the construction of knowledge (s) capable of 

analyzing conflicts over meaning.” 160 She argues that Chicana pedagogies work to decenter 

cultural practices that promote homogeneous concepts of race, sexuality, class, and marginalize 

practices that center other perspectives. Furthermore, Elenes says that border pedagogies 

recognize a “multiplicity of constructions of identity markers, dominant ideologies, and modes of 

resistance.”161 While identities are influenced by individual experiences and relationships, such 

Chicana pedagogies assert that students should be encouraged broaden their horizons beyond 

those experiences and to apply what they’ve learned from their experiences to “make sense” of 

the world. These pedagogies can be applied outside of schools. Elenes, Godinez, and Holling’s 

definitions of Chicana feminist pedagogies highlight that home spaces are significant sources for 

the production of knowledge generated by Chicanas, Latinas, and Mexicanas. Chicana feminist 

                                                           
159 Ibid., 33. 
160 C. Alejandra Elenes, “Transformando Fronteras: Chicana Feminist Transformative Pedagogies,” In 

Chicana/Latina Education in Everyday Life: Feminist Perspectives on Pedagogy and Epistemology.Editors Dolores 

 Delgado Bernal, C. Alejandra Elenes, Francisca E. Godinez, Sofia Ramos (New York: State University of New 

York Press, 2006):25-38247-259. 
161 Elenes, “Transformando Fronteras,” 248. 
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pedagogies assert that borderland experiences are part of home knowledges and can, in turn, 

inform resistance narratives.   

In discussing pedagogies of Indigenous-identifying people in the borderlands, Grande 

expands on these conversations and identifies as the Theory of Indigenista. Grande states, “I feel 

compelled to begin by stating: I am not a feminist. Rather, I am indigena.” While recognizing the 

contributions of traditional feminism, Grande sees that leading perspectives view oppression as a 

structure of patriarchy. Indigenisma, on the other hand, sees “collective oppression of indigenous 

women is primarily an effect of colonialism”. 162 In theory of Indigenista, women are centered as 

warriors, “mothers,” and spiritual leaders.163 This is not in opposition to patriarchy, but in 

acknowledgement of traditional roles of women in many Indigenous societies that have been 

disrupted by colonization. Within Indigenista, colonization is recognized as the dominating 

narrative and force, and decolonization is the “definitive political project,” not feminism. Hence, 

Indigenous women decenter gender norms dictated by the dominant society by taking leadership 

roles in action toward social justice, including movements in environmental, political, health, and 

education. Grande says these movements can be best understood as “mobilized by the indigenous 

desire for sovereignty,” to the land and the right to define relationships with it and within it.164 

Indgenista prioritizes social justice narratives and the leadership roles women have in them. 

Chicana-Nez Perce scholar Ines Hernández Avila likewise explains that “I come from women 

who do not give up. What is their source of strength and dignity? The certainty that we are 

deeply from this land, that we are part of this hemisphere and it is part of us in a very particular 

way, since the beginning of time. […] The land knows us because we belong to it and we come 

                                                           
162 Grande, Red Pedagogy, 124. 
163 Emphasis on “mother” is Grande’s.  
164 Grande, Red Pedagogy, 152.  
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from a very specific and sacred place on this earth that is associate with us and gives us roots.”165 

A rootedness in the land continues to form and inform Chicana borderland identity.  

By pressing the tip of my finger 

flat against the map 

I can make the entire border region disappear. 

I can disappear the disappeared 

damaged and broken 

Bones that lie 

Below the desert sand. 

 

Everywhere from 

Nogales // Nogales 

to 

El Paso // Juarez 

Will suffocate under the pressure. 

That was the thing about Abuelita, She could walk away 

And never look back 

She didn’t cry 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
165 Ines Hernandez Avila, “Canto de me madre/canto de mi padre,” The Latina Feminist Group, Telling to Live: 

Latina Feminist Testimonios (Duke University Press, 2001): 133. 
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CHAPTER 3: WAYS OF UNBORDERING BORDERS 

La Reconquista happens in ceremony. 

Los jaguares walk gingerly    Las mujeres wash blessings  

Over paths inscribed    Over walls of a home guided 

By ancestral memory     By ancestral memory 

Into desert hills and canyons    Into cinderblock and stucco 

Over and under barbed wire    Over and under years 

Past cameras     That try to obstruct prayers 

That catch them in the act    Of healing and balance 

Of claiming territory     That belongs to them. 

 

 

Border studies is an interdisciplinary approach that allows scholars to examine social 

experiences and circumstances of various groups of people. It encourages multiple layers and 

challenges a single-lens perspective of society and history. As such, there can be recognition of 

the lived experiences of the borderlands and a consideration of borderlands themselves as both 

physical and metaphorical spaces where people live, which cross people, and which people cross. 

Can borderland experiences be contained by a framework or structure? In this project, I assert 

that borderlands are fluid and dynamic spaces and that people are subjected to multiple borders 

in their daily lives. Floating borderlands makes space for historically marginalized voices and 

their experiences, and empowers oral and written traditions as modes of resistance against 

oppression for Chicanas and Mexicanas. Within this framework of floating borderlands, it is 

resistance, resiliency, and survivance, and how they are accessed through story, which are the 

common and centered experiences. I propose this floating borderlands perspective and use it to 

explore the narratives of the Chicanas and Mexicanas in the borderlands.  

Border studies intentionally center experiences of life in borderlands as concrete places. 

For example, the U.S.-Mexico international border region is widely associated with Mexican 

American and Chican@ communities because of their rootedness in this geographical space and 
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connection to Mexico.166 But borders created by nationalities, social status, and gender roles 

have been in a constant flux for people of Mexican-origin for centuries as a result of 

colonization. While the connection to Mexico and the border region may have been true in the 

past, it is no longer the case. Persistent migration of both Mexicans and Mexican Americans has 

decentered the American Southwest as the primary site of the Mexican American experience and 

pushed the borderlands up and out in all directions.167 Large communities of Mexican Americans 

now live hundreds and even thousands of miles away from the southern border, , including in 

U.S. states such as Michigan, Iowa, Georgia, and New York as well as into portions of Canada. 

Many individuals and communities have been in those locations for multiple generations, 

making them both geographically and culturally distant from Mexico. Likewise, the U.S.-

Mexican borderlands have become more culturally diverse themselves, with influences of 

multiple cultures, languages, economies, and religions.168 Hence, the floating borderlands 

perspective is necessary to broaden definitions of the borderlands while, at the same time, 

recognize the diversity of experiences within them.  

Although region dictates different experiences, there are commonalities within these new, 

extended borderlands. Author Lauro Flores introduced the concept of “floating borderlands” in 

the anthology, The Floating Borderlands: Twenty-five Years of U.S. Hispanic Literature.169  

                                                           
166 Menchaca, “Chicano Indianism,” 583-584. 
167 Eden E. Torres, Chicana Without Apology/Chicana Sin Vergüenza: The New Chicana Cultural Studies (New 

York: Routledge, 2013).  
168 Eithne Luibheid and Lionel Cantu Jr., eds. Queer Migrations: Sexuality, U.S. Citizenship, and Border 

(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2005).  
169 Lauro Flores, The Floating Borderlands: Twenty-five Years of U.S. Hispanic Literature (Seattle: University of 

Washington Press, 1998). While there is considerable and on-going debate about the accuracy or appropriateness of 

terms such as Latina/o, Latin@, and Hispanic, Flores uses them to refer to people who originate in Hispanic 

influenced societies of the Americas. The terms are inclusive of people who might otherwise identify as Chicana, 

Puertoriqueño, Cubano, etc. In depth discussions of identifying terms can be found in the works of Sandra K. Soto, 

Reading Chican@ Like a Queer: The De-Mastery of Desire (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2011);  Cherrie 

Moraga,  A Xicana Codex of Changing Consciousness (Durham: Duke University Press, 2011);  and Gabriela 

Arrendono, Chicana Feminisms: A Critical Reader (Durham: Duke University Press, 2003), among several others. 
Further discussion of monikers for the borderlands can be found in Miguel Leon Portilla’s chapter in Edward Spicer 
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Here, he identified the third generation of U.S. Latino writers and categorized them as "New 

Navigators of the Floating Borderlands.” 170  According to Flores, these contemporary authors 

use available technical (rhetorical) resources to address common themes within the U.S. 

Hispanic experience that include family, language, inheritance, displacement, immigration, 

gender, myth, and urban living. In other words, the borders that people with Hispanic influence 

engage with on a daily basis can be centered as common themes of Hispanic life regardless of 

geographical location. While this definition is somewhat broad and it could be argued that it 

promotes colonial identity above Indigenous identity, Flores’ notion seems to be pointed toward 

identifying themes that can unify communities, not necessarily toward silencing perspectives. 

The unifying themes can be found both within marginal spaces and outside of them. As such, 

these experiences become the floating borderlands. Knowledge is not necessarily left behind in 

place of origin, but travels with people and continues to form and inform their identities, how 

they relate to the past, and how they engage in the present. 

Floating Borderlands 

I expand Flores’ idea to develop floating borderlands as framework that centers the 

resistance and resiliency that emerge from the storying of home, homelands, and borderlands. 

This definition of floating borderlands acknowledges the power of cultural landscapes as bodies 

of knowledge that serve to support survivance, that is, actively resistant survival. In this sense, 

floating borderlands are a cultural landscape that function similar to the concept of funds of 

knowledge, not as things that subtract from resiliency but contribute to it. By adding this element, 

                                                           
and Raymond Thompson, Plural Societies (New York: Interbooks, Inc., 1972). In Nepantla (Albuquerque: 

University of New Mexico Press, 1993) Chicana writer Pat Mora explains that identity markers—labels—must 

evolve or they are in danger of dividing us.  
170 Some of the writers featured include Juan Felipe Herrera, Lucha Corpi, Julia Alvarez, Francisco X. Alarcon, 

Judith Ortiz Cofer, Alurista, Tomas Rivera, Lorna Dee Cervantes, Rudy Anaya, and Elena Diaz Bjorkquist, among 

many others.  
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we are able to explore issues of belonging to place, the ways that we create those connections, 

and why.   

The two key components of this floating borderlands are relationships to knowledge and 

relationships to place. These relationships are defined by what we learn from both external and 

internal forces and influenced by our experiences and traditions. I consider that the relationships 

are maintained through storytelling.  

 

Relationship to Knowledge Relationship to Place 

 Ancestral knowledge 

 Regional knowledge 

 Community knowledge 

 Home, homelands 

 Cultural landscapes 

 

 

Table 1. Components of floating borderlands  

 

As a framework, floating borderlands centers storytelling and asserts its importance as a fully 

developed epistemology that is lived by communities and individuals, and serves to resist 

colonialism and to prevent loss of identity. I intentionally focus on storytelling as a means of 

survivance. Storytelling is a system of relationships between the story, the storyteller, and the 

audience.171   

                                                           
171 Vine Deloria Jr. Red Earth, White Lies (New York: Scribner, 1972). 
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Figure 1. Story at the center of floating borderlands 

 

By applying floating borderlands, I learn how storytelling is intentionally used to sustain 

relationships with knowledge and place in order to strengthen identity and facilitate survivance 

of obstacles such as migration from traditional homelands and institutionalized discrimination. 

As levels of violence against Mexican Americans rises in this country (e.g. Arizona SB1070, 

Arizona HB 2281, English-only, etc.) and become normalized within popular culture, storying 

can help to keep Mexicanas and Chicanas connected to a history of belonging to a place and 

having rights there.  
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Figure 2. Lenses of floating borderlands 

 

Borderlands perspectives 

The borderlands can be re-imagined as fluid, dynamic, and even metaphorical spaces that 

can have multiple influences and directions, as evidenced in this dissertation. The movement 

between and across physical and spiritual borders is not an entirely individual process. While 

Anzaldúa asserts that it is through this movement that the individual gains insight into who she 

is, borderland spaces where identities are being constructed/re-constructed are often invisible and 

seemingly silent to larger discourses about identity although they may be very public spaces, 

such as school, work, and church. A common assumption is that groups living within border 

spaces often share the same concerns about issues, or fall into a pre-defined positions (e.g. Anglo 

Rancher, Mexican migrant) although the diversity within the borderlands suggests this is not the 

case. In her research with Mexican American and Mexican youth living in the borderlands, for 

Borderlands 

Experience
Knowledge
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example, Cynthia Bejarano found that the experiences of both Mexicans and Mexican Americans 

are generally perceived negatively and are unwelcomed in American society: 

Immigrant youths and children of Mexican immigrants fall into the category of survivors, 

since most of them live below the poverty line or are working-class poor, do not receive 

proper legalization like other immigrants groups, and experience high levels of 

discrimination and stereotyping [….] Additional social ills that Mexican immigrants are 

accused of include depreciated neighborhood values, driving down educational and 

medical standards, contributing to poverty-infested neighborhoods, and invoking cultural 

habits that undervalue mainstream American cultural norms.172  

 

 

They actively resist the efforts of general society to categorize their identities this way. The 

youth in particular wrestle with the matter of identity and affiliation. Like all teens, they are 

dealing with issues of belonging but their concerns are complicated by their awareness that 

ethnic markers of their identities inform the way that others perceive them and determine their 

reception by the larger society. The Mexican American youth want to be differentiated from the 

Mexicans, who they know are less welcomed in their community and society in general.173  And 

the Mexican youth just want to be accepted.  

Clearly, those migrating to border communities come with identities already informed by 

their own national and cultural experiences and, in the case of the U.S. - Mexico border, the 

experiences and identities of Mexican migrants are met with mixed reception. Resistance to 

those stories is present in the daily life in border communities.174  Dealing with hostility towards 

those components of identity is difficult, painful, even devastating. Children are not immune to 

these issues. They too are compelled to make decisions about their own positions, how they will 

maneuver through identities and how they will relate to people who are perceived as “other”, 

                                                           
172 Cynthia Bejarano, ¿Que Onda?: Urban Youth Culture and Border Identity (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 

2006).  
173 Bejarano, ¿Que Onda?, 13. 
174 Ibid. 
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including themselves. Unfortunately, few structures are in place to reinforce positive perceptions 

of Mexican or Mexican American identities. Bejarano suggests that, consequently, Mexican and 

Mexican American youth may be developing identities that include limited pride in their own 

culture and limited respect for that of others. The young people Bejarano interviews are 

struggling to define their own identities while living in a system that has already constructed 

them according to preconceived notions of Mexican and Mexican American cultures. Ultimately, 

Bejarano’s study shows that while all people’s identities are informed by language, spirituality, 

place, and community, living in the U.S. – Mexico borderlands with tensions about immigration 

and social status as part of daily life complicates the identity-making processes. The dynamics 

developing with borderland communities may in fact be creating more borders that need to be 

challenged.  

The attention to public spaces within borderlands as sites for resistance is apparent in 

other scholarship as well. In an analysis of creative narratives (fiction and poetry), Cultural 

Studies scholar Alicia Schmidt Camacho points to the idea that the notions of migrant and 

migration encapsulate much more than an individual experience of movement across land.  

She says that  

Their [migrant] narratives imaginatively produce forms of communal life and political 

organization in keeping with their fragile agency as mobile people. Migrant social 

movements define justice in terms that surpass the sovereignty of nations or the logic of 

capital accumulation, just as their struggles revive the repudiated body of the migrant as 

the agent of ethical survival.175   

 

I interpret this to mean that a migrant may be an individual transgressing any type of border, be it 

a physical boundary between nations or less tangible social constructs such as gender roles, 

because the migrant defines her own imaginary. This redefinition recognizes the human 

                                                           
175 Camacho, Migrant Imaginaries, 5. 
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experience as fluid and as a process of movement through identities and status. It is a deflection 

of the notion promoted by proponents of nativism, of ethnic nationalism as anti-citizen and 

“unmarked” citizenship as necessary for social harmony in the U.S. This narrative of national 

citizenry is ever-present in the discourse around Chicana/o issues and Mexican American issues. 

It informs social attitudes and practices, laws, policies, and statutes. It is most often the only 

narrative presented, and is granted the status of the “true” one. Camacho, however, juxtaposes 

the unmarked citizen narrative with the narratives of those that could be considered the anti-

citizen. She suggests that public performance of identity can be a mode of resistance to 

oppressive forces for those living within borderlands.  

Similarly, Maria Keta Miranda’s work with urban Chicana youth of Northern California 

gangs illustrates an intentional use of performance in public space to resist oppression.176 The 

young women in her study utilize rhetorical strategies of the oral tradition in order to preserve 

and promote their cultural knowledge, which lies primarily outside of the social norm. Their oral 

tradition involves modern technology (videotaping) and performance. She explains that  

The video’s major message—its dialectic of difference and similarity—turns people who 

have been objectified by mainstream media and academic discourse into subjects who 

speak and have a purpose for being in the film. As they go up the stairs and step outside 

the frame, the girls halt the spectacle. They are no longer to be looked at. They invited the 

gaze and, by controlling the gaze throughout the video, take authority once again to end 

their performance as objects for study. Through the oscillation of presenting themselves 

as like you/not like you, the girls refuse being othered.177  

 

The young women here are willing—even enthusiastic—to tell their stories and assert their 

knowledge. For them, the act of storytelling is an act of resistance: “It expresses their lived 

reality, yet they withhold other areas of their lives in order to context dominant representations of 

                                                           
176 Maria Keta figure Miranda, Homegirls in the Public Sphere (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2003), 71-72. 
177 Martha Ramirez Oropeza “Huehuepohualli: Counting the Ancestors; Heartbeat” Community Culture and 

Globalization: 36. Oropeza explains that performance is an oral tradition.  
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gangs and particularly girls in gangs.” 178 Through sharing their stories, which are marked by 

their ethnicities, socio-economic class, gender, and social affiliations, these young women 

transcend the boundaries of the private sphere and intentionally move their knowledge across 

borders to insert themselves and their stories into the public sphere. But these young women 

maintain strict control over how the performance of their storytelling is received and through 

which lens they will be viewed. In this way, they produce and control the direction of their 

knowledge by defining the parameters of the space in which they share it. In a borderlands 

framework, such spaces may be understood as Third Spaces.  

The Third Space is a theoretical site exists between the colonial and post-colonial. It is 

informed by those perspectives typically excluded by both. The Third Space may include, for 

example, the borderlands, queer theories, and mestizaje.179 The fluidity of the Third Space 

accommodates many and varied perspectives that are resisting the structures of the dominant 

society as they negotiate boundaries and expand discourses. It is place of constant motion, where 

people, communities, and ideas meet, intersect, and often combat, if not in actual physical 

conflict, in ideology and culture. Therefore, Third Space is a site of forced and forceful 

interaction and resistance.180 It is sometimes conflated with those so-called liminal spaces 

between two (or more) conflicting spaces/places, such as Anzaldúa’s borderlands. From within 

those spaces, individuals and communities struggle with the standards and expectations of (at 

least) two conflicting discourses, often finding solution only through a new identity that allows 

them to re-imagine their relationship to the dominate discourse and, sometimes, to the discourses 

from which they are emerging (i.e. new mestiza consciousness re-imagines the ways that the 
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179 Lev Vygotsky, Thinking and Speaking (Cambridge: MIT, 1962). The Third Space theory originated with Lev 
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mestiza is positioned in response to multiple forms of oppression in both dominate Western and 

non-Western societies). Sofia Villenas describes borderlands as “physical spaces and the 

conceptual spaces between identities, generations, etc. She says “these borderlands, where Latina 

mothers and daughters teach and learn through body and words, are negotiated and possibilities 

for creativity and self love flow.” 181 

A borderlands perspective acknowledges the complexities of individual and community 

histories and experiences. In this process, voices that might otherwise go unheard are empowered 

by the acknowledgment of their experiences. Recognition of the spaces they occupy as sites 

where people are actively engaging culture, language, and economy supports the development of 

identities and histories that are often marginalized by the dominant discourse. The histories of 

Mexican Americans, Chicanas, queer communities, migrants, and many other minoritized groups 

are centered and can be inserted in dominant narratives that previously excluded them. 

Furthermore, a borderlands framework illuminates geographical and metaphorical spaces as sites 

of resistance against oppression. These spaces are alive with energy and efforts to resist 

marginalization. Finally, a borderlands perspective allows that borderlands experiences are not 

static or fixed in location or time. They are constantly changing, shifting, and responding to the 

external and internal forces impacting people in the borderlands. 

Framework 

It is important that the framework of this dissertation reflects the context from which it 

emerges, that is, me. While the larger research questions may help me to understand similar 

experiences of identity-making, the questions are rooted in experiences with this issue and the 

                                                           
181 Sofia Villenas, “Pedagogical Moments in the Borderland: Latina Mothers Teaching and Learning,” Dolores 

Delgado Bernal, C. Alejandra Elenes, Francisa E. Godinez, and Sofia Villenas, Editors, Chicana/Latina Education 

in Everyday Life: Feminista Perspectives on Pedagogy and Epistemology (New York: State University of New York 

Press, 2006). 147. 
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process to explore them has evolved from those characteristics that greatly contribute to who the 

Tarango family is and, consequently, who I am. First, as mentioned, the framework reflects 

elements that form and inform my identity, namely family history, personal poetry, and academic 

research. Second, it accounts for Indigenous Consciousness, which involves a practiced 

awareness of cultural elements that may be linked to Indigeneity through story, ceremony, land, 

and language. This is important to me because one of the greatest influence on identity within the 

Tarango family is an understanding of ourselves as Indigenous peoples. By centering an 

Indigenous paradigm, I intentionally contribute to decolonial methodologies in academic writing.  

Gathering Knowledge 

 

 

Figure 3. Tarango Family Map. This map highlights some of the locations mentioned in the Tarango 

narrative discussed in this dissertation.  
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Visiting the Relatives 

 For this project, I spoke with and gathered information from Chicanas and Mexicanas 

who have lived in the borderland. This includes members of the Tarango family. I focus on the 

Tarangos because of the efforts of the women to maintain knowledge as they moved throughout 

the U.S.-Mexico borderlands. The women identify as Mexicanas, or indias mexicanas. I 

interviewed Alicia Margarita Tarango Prieto Hernández. Applying the floating borderlands 

perspective to Hernández’ historia, I gain an understanding of her experiences as a Mexicana in 

the borderlands. 

I present a case study of the historia of Elena Diaz Björkquist, a Chicana author and 

educator from Southern Arizona. I chose to work with Björkquist because her experiences as a 

Chicana author and educator in the U.S.-Mexico borderlands can demonstrate how relationships 

to place and traditions inform identity. Björkquist’s family migrated from northern Mexico to 

Morenci, Arizona during the early twentieth century. She explores her relationship to family and 

Morenci through her poetry and fiction. Her first collection of short stories about Morenci was 

part of the Mexican American Studies curriculum in the Tucson Unified School District and was 

removed from it in 2013 when the state of Arizona banned the program.  

Oral Traditions 

Oral traditions are valid systems of maintaining knowledge and have been used by 

cultures around the world. They include, among many other forms, storytelling, songs and music, 

performance-based arts, etc. While they have been largely replaced by written traditions in many 

societies, they continue to thrive in others. In colonial societies in particular, oral traditions have 

served as ways that minoritized people are able to maintain cultural knowledge. 182 
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For this project, I engaged a form of oral conversation that allows me to honor the agency 

of these women in sharing their knowledge with me. I focused on providing them the opportunity 

to provide me with an historia in response to prompts that I provided and which inquired about 

their experiences and understanding of identity. Anzaldúa explains that an autohistoria is the 

narrator’s opportunity to tell her own story in this way. This model empowers the speaker by 

allowing her control over what information is shared and what value is placed on it. Yaqui-

Chicana scholar Yolanda Broyles-Gonzales explains that, “Historia (oral historical discourse) 

preserves the unity of what academic has separated into ‘history,’ ‘autobiography,’ ‘storytelling,’ 

and ‘oral history’—with specialists in each domain.” 183 She asserts that, “What emerges as 

meaningful within historia Chicana/Mexicana […] is the transcendent or theoretical values that 

guide both the practices of everyday life as well as the discursive weaving of the historia itself. 

Mi historia means my history, my story, my life, and my telling.” 184 It was important to me that 

the women with whom I spoke had the opportunity to share their perspectives comfortably and in 

ways that supported their agency. Any questions only served as sign posts to help move 

conversations forward.  

Oral traditions have been relevant for women in particular for a number of reasons. 

Regardless of women’s access to dominate discourses and the written traditions that serve them, 

women have been able to use oral traditions to communicate with one another in private and 

domestic spaces which have been considered-- both historically and contemporarily-- women’s 

spaces. As such, knowledge generated and shared in the domestic space has enjoyed some level 

of autonomy, albeit by exclusion from the dominant discourse. In other words, the private space 
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has permitted the maintenance of knowledge that has not been welcomed or validated by the 

dominant discourse. In this space, written traditions supplement oral traditions. For example, 

family recipes may, at some point, be preserved in writing, but practice, verbal instruction, and 

storying the recipe keep the knowledge alive. A living oral tradition recognizes women as 

caretakers of valuable knowledge and demands a complex system of communication and 

performance for that knowledge to be appropriately shared. As such, the oral tradition may 

empower women as knowledge keepers who have agency in the ways that shape private and 

public discourses.  

Document Analysis: What is Written? 

 I corroborated information gathered from oral histories and traditions in documented 

records about Tarango family members in order to gain perspective on how they have been 

identified and how they have identified themselves, and what issues contributed to these 

processes. These documents include U.S. and Mexican birth/baptismal/death/marriage 

certificates and church records; letters; household documents such as lists and recipes; and 

written narratives, including maps and drawings. 185 

 I also refer to Chican@ literature in order to help me understand how concepts of cultural 

landscapes, homelands, and home are. I turn to this body of work because they center issues of 

land, domestic spaces, and public spaces and the relationship between those places and identity. 

While these texts are fictional, scholarship in Chican@ studies points to the relevance of writing 

                                                           
185 Many of these types of documents are available online through state and county websites, as well as genealogical 

research sites such as Family Search and Ancestry.com. Other documents were available in university archives. 

Written documents produced by the women in the Tarango family are already in my possession or within the family. 

They include letters and post-cards; genealogy records with detailed notes based on research as well as family 

knowledge; autobiographies; notations; and hand-drawn maps. . .  
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as a site where Chican@ authors draw upon ancestral and community relationships to explore 

issues of identity and belonging.  

Why is literature, poetry, and the writing from the borderlands important in this 

dissertation? Chicana writer Cherríe Moraga asserts that writing is an extension of the act of 

remembering and the two inform and are formed by one another. It is an act of re-centering 

ancestral memory unconscious knowledge. Moraga explains,  

I need my ancestors of courage: storytellers who understand that their work is not wholly 

theirs, but that at its best, it is divinely inspired by history and mythic memory. Through 

(w)riting, ancestors do come to visit and become our informants for a literature of 

transformation. […] the most transgressive storytelling, like the traditional myths of our 

pueblos, are passed down to us through rites of remembering.186  

 

From Moraga, writing then can be understood not as confined to the experience of the individual 

writer but as inclusive of those energies that affect her, especially ancestral energies. The 

discovery of self is also the discovery of others and the creation of others is also the creation 

(recreation) of self. Writing in this way is part of the community, because writing entails the 

reunification or re-membering of community ancestral knowledge and individual knowledge. 

Moraga further argues that the act of writing can be a ritual of healing that promotes the re-

membering of the individual and/or community. According to Moraga, to remember is a rite, to 

remember is to story; to write is to remember beyond one’s self. 187  

Chicana writer Gloria Anzaldúa similarly argued that the writer holds a “shamanistic” 

power, a ritual power to both heal and destroy.188 Writers can create and recreate. The process is 

both restorative and creative. Through writing, people become storied—part of the ancestral 
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story that informs collective knowledge. Laura E. Perez agrees and says that writing is a process 

of transformation. It involves a search for deeper truths.189  

Poetry is also a form of story and has been significant for Chicana writers in the process 

of asserting place in both literature and academia. J. Michael Martinez and Jordan Windholz 

explain: 

And though Chicana/o identity is, in many ways, a question—even “up for grabs”—the 

culture and society in which the Chicana/o lives, works, and breathes, too easily solidifies 

and essentializes that identity by denying the Chicana/o a voice. Expression matters in the 

current social and political climate for the Chicano. To say—to express—matters. For the 

ethnic-racialized subject whose very subjectivity is invested in terminologies of identity 

(“Latino,” “Chicano,” “Hispanic,”), language is vital. Thus, to dictate a teleological aim 

for language, to posit that our poetries progressively move forward in a narrative that 

requires newness, is to offer a colonial dictation for the ethnic-racialized subject’s 

ontological and national status.190 

 

Martinez and Windholz argue that the poetry, for Chicana/o writers, is tightly bound to 

issues of identity, voice, and power within a colonial construct such as the institutionalized 

cannon of literature. In this light, Chicana/o poetry can be seen as responsive to colonialism and 

understood as decolonial. Similarly, Marta Ester Sanchez explains that for Chicanas/os, poetry 

has historical value as one of the earliest genres used by Chicana/o writers emerging during the 

mid-1900s in the context of the Chicano Movement. In her work Contemporary Chicana Poetry: 

A Critical Approach to an Emerging Literature she analyzes the poetry of several Chicana poets. 

Sanchez asserts that the poetic tradition among Chicano and Chicana poets developed in 

response to the urgency of the Chicano Movement and the need to bring messages of solidarity, 

resistance, and transformation to the Chicano community in genres that would be familiar to the 
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community because they are oral- and performance-based forms that engage socio-political 

issues in ways that resemble traditional Mexican genres such as corridos.191  

Like Chicana/o poetry, the place of Native American poetry in the literary cannon is 

often questioned from within the cannon, as well as by Native poets themselves. Because 

writings by Native poets may not reflect standard Western forms, purposes, or content, its place 

in the cannon is insecure. In his essay “Situating American Indian Poetry,” Eric Gary Anderson's 

explores questions about definitions of Native poetry. His aim is to show that Native poetry 

resists Western constructs because it engages Native values of giving back to the community.192 

Examples provided by authors Janice Gould, Marilou Awiakta, and Carter Revard illustrate how 

poetry and literature by Native writers often explores issues related to identity and belonging for 

the individual, but always in relation to the community and in ways that will benefit the 

community. In the essay "Poems as Maps in American Indian Women's Writing," Gould 

explores how Native women poets use mapping in their writings in order to restore balance and, 

consequently, facilitate healing. 193 Marilou Awiakta asserts in "Daydreaming Primal Space: 

Cherokee Aesthetics as Habits of Being" ways in which poetry serves as a spiritual element for 

Native poets. She examines how authors utilize Indigenous knowledge to embody values and 

beliefs. 194 Similarly, in Carter Revard's essay "Herbs of Healing: American Values in American 

Indian Literature," he argues that poetry by Native writers has the power to heal.195 Poetry serves 
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a powerful purpose of bringing members of a community together toward a common goal/need, 

particularly healing from the impacts of colonialism.  

For me, poetry both contributes to my ancestral story and serves as a process by which I 

synthesize knowledge and understanding. Those purposes work together to provide a healing 

experience for myself as the poet and, perhaps, for audience members. Therefore, I assert that it 

has a place within this dissertation project and I incorporate a number of poems into the body of 

the text.  

Poem my way 

 

I’m going to poem my way 

Into war 

Let the words be my weapons 

And armor. 

 

I’m going to poem my way 

Into healing 

Let the words be my stitches 

And salve. 

 

I’m going to poem my way 

I’m going to poem my way 

I’m going to poem my way home. 

 

Structural Organization 

In the tradition of Gloria Anzaldua and Francisco X. Alarcon, the structure of the 

dissertation reflects poetry, personal experience, and academic analysis. Anzaldúa’s seminal 

work in Borderlands/La Frontera is perhaps the most recognizable example of innovation in 

academic writing in Chicana/o Studies. 196 Anzaldúa used a form of testimonio or autohistoria as 

a framework for the theorization of the New Mestiza Consciousness. Testimonio is a form of 

testimony in which an individual relates their first-hand experience of a distressing event. In 
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Latin American countries, for example, testimonios of Indigenous peoples have been utilized to 

establish a history of genocidal tactics enacted against them. Autohistoria or mi historia, as 

previously described, is a personal history. Anzaldúa’s autohistoria incorporates poetry, 

observation, and analysis of personal experience to develop her discussion of what mestizaje and 

a mestiza consciousness “look” like. In addition, she uses Spanish, English, and Nahautl to 

illustrate how multiple cultural knowledges are a part of (her) mestiza identity.  

Similarly, Francisco X. Alarcon in “El Poder de la Palabra/The Power of the Word. 

Toward a Nahuatl/Mestizo Consciousness” sets his discussion of a Nahuatl/Mestizo 

Consciousness in a form reflective of the syncretism of Nahua traditions and MesoAmerican 

cosmology. 197 Alarcon frames his discussion with prayers, acknowledgement of ancestral 

influences, personal history, and poetry. He also uses Spanish, English, and Nahuatl in his text to 

illustrate their place in Nahuatl/Mestizo Consciousness. This acknowledgement of languages and 

identities is important understanding the dynamics of the borderlands, where they are constantly 

being shaped and re-shaped by lived experiences.  
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CHAPTER 4: STORYING LANDSCAPES 

Thoughts about migration 

We are a migrating people 

we rise with the dawn 

to follow the sun 

wherever he may lead us 

We are carried by the breath 

of the universe 

among the flowers and the trees 

over seas and into deep canyons. 

We walk forth from the corn 

We walk forth from the belly 

We walk 

we walk 

we walk 

We walk 

together. 

 

The concept of cultural landscape developed within discussions about the human 

relationship to the environment and how humans intentionally alter physical places. This concept 

implies that people create distinct relationships to their environment by assigning cultural and 

social significances to it, traditionally through forms and structures. Cultural landscapes typically 

refer to environmental spaces that have specific purpose to communities; they are sites where 

something significant has taken place; and they are spaces that both form and inform cultural 

identities. This chapter will examine the concept of cultural landscape in relation to Chicanas and 

Mexicanas. 

Spaces that Matter 

The concept of cultural landscape originates in the field of geography and is widely 

attributed to geographer Otto Schlüter. Scholars now apply the term cultural landscape in fields 

beyond geography. In social sciences or education, for example, it is considered in the study of 

identity-building and community dynamics. In studies of migrant or diasporic people, cultural 

landscape may be explored to understand the role and function cultural landscapes have in new 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Otto_Schl%C3%BCter
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places of residence. For example, the Great Pyramids of the Mexica culture in Mexico City 

constitute a cultural landscape for Mexicans as well as Chican@s, even though their 

relationships to those spaces may serve different functions. For Mexicans who identify with 

Mexica heritage, the site may serve as a sacred space to which understandings of spirituality and 

culture, as well as colonialism, are associated, while for Chicano@s, that same space may be 

primarily linked to an understanding of Indigenous history and heritage, loss, and re-emerging 

identity. Sociologists Daniel D. Arreola and James R. Curtis claim that “like a mirror of the 

society as a whole, cultural landscapes materially reflect the signs, signatures, and symbols that 

people hold in common.”198 This dissertation describes how the cultural landscapes for the 

Tarango family and the community of Morenci are infused with lived experiences that include 

rituals and practices that are linked to identity.  

Home, homelands, and cultural landscapes 

Most Mexican-origin individuals in the U.S. have a long-standing relationship with the 

American continent. 199. Those who identify as Hispanic-origin point to the presence of Mexican 

nationals in North America long before the Treaty of Guadalupe Hildago in 1848 and earlier than 

the arrival of the English, French, Dutch, or others in the Western Hemisphere in the 1600s. 

Those who identify with Indigeneity claim an ancestral connection to the Americas that stretches 

back several thousands of years. These claims have undergirded the foundation of multiple social 

justice movements in the U.S. and are central to assertions of immigration rights as well. Slogans 

such as “This is our home” and “We didn’t cross the border, the border crossed us” are common 
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responses to anti-immigrant demands that Mexicans go “home.”  Even for Mexican-origin 

people who trace their ancestry to places in geographical Mexico, there appears to be a clear 

sense of a deeply rooted relationship between themselves and land across the continent. For 

Mexican-origin people, the American continents constitute home. As discussed previously, 

knowledge that shapes identity, and which may originate in a specific landscape, transcends 

geographical boundaries and continues to inform Chican@ identity through practice. The 

continuing practice of cultural elements has extended the cultural landscape beyond the domestic 

and public spaces of Mexico. Domestic and public spaces are not necessarily separate and may 

be better understood as homelands. This themes appear in writings by Native writers Leslie 

Marmon Silko, Susan Power, Sherman Alexie, Louise Erdrich, and many others in works that 

place Native characters outside of tribal homelands while still allowing them to maintain a 

connection through practice and memory. The argument can be made, then, that cultural 

landscapes have multiple facets and are, perhaps, even multimodal in the sense that they can take 

many forms as both physical and conceptual domestic and public spaces that originate in a 

specific environment, but transcend physical boundaries.  

Storying cultural landscapes  

  Efforts persist to reinforce the idea that Chican@s are homeless even in their homelands. 

Researcher Carlos Gallego claims that for Chican@ migrants,  

The sociopolitical and economic displacement characteristics of migration is 

compounded by a perpetual sense of homelessness. […] Their lived displacement and the 

constant change of spatial environment yield an existential homelessness and cognitive 

dissonance—both common motifs in migrant literature—that only exacerbate their 

sociopolitical and economic conditions.200 
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He argues that the narrative of migrant literature is not focused on a search for home or a 

relationship to homelands, but on a concern for a story of economic visibility. For the Chican@ 

migrant, recognition as a worker and contributor to the economy is paramount because it secures 

their position in the U.S. society. Gallego points to writings by authors such as Tomas Rivera as 

examples of Chican@ migrant literature. He seems to ignore the possibility that migrants may 

create a cultural landscape in a new environment, one which may facilitate their ability to move 

into the economy or to achieve within it. Both Gallego and Flores seem to be suggesting that the 

wounds of Chican@ experiences are the foundations for Chican@ or Hispanic identity and this is 

reflected in literature.  

 But art historian Laura Perez argues that artists (and writers) have a particular 

responsibility to challenge such theories of the politics of place. She explains that, traditionally, 

academia has used politics of place to limit Mexican American communities—confine them to 

spaces or censure them from others. It is the work of artists to “challenge such politics to 

recognize and honor the life-giving spirit of our culture” and spaces. 201 Furthermore, Anzaldúa 

asserts that writing facilitates self-discovery while also introducing a new perspective to the 

dominant historical narrative.202 In writing, the author wields a power to create (and destroy), 

and perhaps most importantly, to imagine into being experiences and ideas that otherwise remain 

unrealized. For Chican@ writers, this may mean being able to create space for Chican@ cultural 

landscapes in the cannon, but also to fill gaps in the historical narrative. Chicana Studies scholar 

Nicole Guidotti-Hernández explains that literary representations make accessible histories that 

are unwritten and unspoken.203 Using the powers of creation, writers have the ability to craft 
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representations of the instances that may otherwise be excluded from historical narratives, 

particularly those that are characterized by violence-- whether it be structural, cultural, or 

physical. For instance, the murder of entire Native communities is not generally presented in 

official discussions of the Americanization of California (e.g. textbooks), although the killings 

were sanctioned and legalized by the state and were carried out by U.S. citizens. Hence, these 

violent instances and Native perspectives on them are underrepresented in the historical record. 

Guidotti-Hernández suggest that fiction in particular can serve to fill in the gaps created by such 

absences and explains that through the novel, for example, authors can “represent what the 

national imaginary has rendered unspeakable.” 204  Fiction and non-fiction writer Pat Mora 

asserts that many Chicana writers write because they feel that Chican@ voices are absent from 

American literature, which is in actuality Euro-centric. She says: “Too often, we are absent from 

classrooms, anthologies, bookstores. I advocate the preservation of our stories, songs, customs, 

and values in my writing, as do many of my fellow writers who were and are termed ethnic 

writers.”205 Literature, then, can serve as a rich source of information about the experiences of 

Chicana individuals and communities.  

The ability of literature to fill gaps in the historical record is often dismissed by scholars 

based on the assumption that the construction of literature includes creative license, bias, 

personal perspective, etc. while scholarly writing does not. However, historical records also 

reflect personal and cultural biases, political agendas, and social values. But literary 

representations can bring instances and experiences to “life”, provide details and personalize 

them in ways that make them real for readers. More significantly, these representations can serve 

as documentation of perspectives that are not identifiable in the historical record and others that 
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are still omitted today. Novels such as Desert Blood by Alicia Gaspar del Alba or If I Die in 

Juarez by Stella Pope Duarte as documentation of the contemporary and on-going violence 

against women in the Texas-U.S. borderlands, which also continues to be underrepresented in 

historical record and academic research. Emma Perez’ Forgetting the Alamo, or, Blood Memory 

provides a queer woman of color imaginary of life in San Antonio, Texas during the time 

surrounding the battle at the Alamo—a perspective that is definitely not accounted for in the 

dominant historical narrative. Each of these works introduce perspectives on lived experiences 

and insert them into the written record, filling spaces that might otherwise remain empty with a 

Chican@ cultural landscape.  

Likewise, in The Moths and Other Stories, Helena Viramontes creates spaces to story the 

cultural landscapes of Chican@ experiences. Viramontes establishes a Chican@ cultural 

landscape that is defined by shared cultural experiences, values, and expectations related to 

gender, age, economy, immigration status, and more. The stories evidence the impact of these 

structures on the transition from childhood to adolescence; transitions between life and death; 

between freedom and oppression; and more. There are other common themes to the stories, such 

as the consciousness of girls and young women as central characters and voices as in “The 

Moths” and “Growing”, and the relationship between the individual and institutionalized values 

and systems, as in “Birthday” and “The Cariboo Café.” Each of the stories reveal the many 

possibilities of how loss, responsibilities, love, and even liberty can shape the movement 

between statuses and ways of being.206  

An address of the role of fiction to create or document cultural landscapes is relevant to, 

particularly in consideration of Björkquist’s writings and the fate of her book, Suffer Smoke, 
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which will be discussed later in this dissertation. Through the short stories, Björkquist recreates 

the cultural landscape of the town of Morenci. Although the stories are fictionalized, they are 

based upon the lived experiences of Björkquist, her family, and community members. She re-

stories these experiences by fictionalizing them and, by extension, adds them to the literary 

canon of the dominant narrative. This act of resistance against intended erasure of the Morenci 

Chican@ narratives by both physical force (the expansion of the copper mines) and omission 

illustrate the fierce desire to maintain knowledge of and about place.  

Why are cultural landscapes significant for Chican@ communities? 

According to historian Martha Menchaca, the international border is continuously 

crossing and re-crossing Chicana identity. 207 Borders created by nationalities, social status, 

gender roles, etc. have been in a constant flux for people of Mexican-origin for centuries as a 

result of colonization. In many and varied ways, the concept of home has been challenged, 

including direct assault on domiciles; disturbances of domestic spaces; displacement from home 

and homelands; attacks on ceremony and community knowledge, etc. I would argue that cultural 

landscapes are the direct target of colonial efforts to eradicate, subordinate, and finally assimilate 

people in the U.S. But Mexican American studies scholar Yolanda Broyles-Gonzales explains 

that Indigenous and Chican@ people know how to survive such efforts to eliminate them. 

According to Broyles-Gonzales, the people adapt to their new contexts as well as possible by 

maintaining kinship ties, practicing language and ceremony, and holding on to the knowledge of 

who they are as Indigenous people.208 The cultural landscapes of home and home spaces become 

centers of production of tools that are necessary to survive as individuals and communities.  

                                                           
207Menchaca, “Chicano Indianism,” 583-584. 
208 Yolanda Broyles-Gonzales, Lydia Mendoza's Life in Music: La Historia de Lydia Mendoza (London: Oxford 

University Press, 2001). 
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Cultural landscapes such as home and homelands serve a role as a center of production of 

identity, sense of belonging, and understanding of relationships between self and others. Here, 

stories, ceremonies, knowledge, memories, dreams, emotions, and others are in motion, in the 

process of creation. In this sense, cultural landscapes play fundamental parts in the ways that 

people relate to the world and, consequently, survive what they are experiencing. Scholar Juan 

Gómez-Quiñones argues that as difficult as culture may be to identify or define, there are 

characteristics that can be associated with it, mainly that culture is fluid, dynamic, and active, but 

is also both subjective and objective, and both ideal and material.209 Culture changes by way of 

adaptation or assimilation to the context and must change in order to survive from generation to 

generation. He asserts that the meaningfulness of culture comes from its expression in relation to 

others—how culture is expressed within interpersonal and community dynamics, or toward 

external entities. Gómez-Quiñones argues that culture in and of itself is not politically 

significant, but when it is expressed via critically conscious, collective action, its expression is 

political. A political expression of culture may be understood as a more than a rejection of 

cultural domination and a process of cultural survival. The politicization of culture is an “act of 

struggle.”  

Border culture aside, Gómez-Quiñones argues that heightened cultural awareness and 

consciousness are present among Mexicans on both sides of the international border. While there 

are class divisions with the community as a whole, there also seems to be a persistent unity that 

fosters the maintenance of components associated with culture, namely language, food, music, 

“legend”, etc. The survival of Mexican culture—which only happens through adaptation and 

change—is critical because, Gómez-Quiñones argues, culture can be a source of political power. 

                                                           
209 Juan Gomez-Quinones, On Culture (Los Angeles: UCLA Chicano Studies Center Publications, Popular Series, 

No.1, 1977): 47. 
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If it survives through a conscious effort to resist dominate political forces, the expression of 

culture can be understood as an act of resistance.  

It is apparent then, that the creation and sustenance of cultural landscapes are acts of 

resistance. For Chican@ communities, cultural landscapes permit a maintained relationship to 

cultural knowledge that informs identity and influences orientation to the world in ways that 

actively resist assimilation or colonization and assure cultural survival within the community as 

well as a place in the historical narrative.  
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CHAPTER 5: REMEMBERING THE RAIN  210  

Necesito una map 

to get me to the homelands de mis mexicanos. 

Necesito un interpreter 

por que hablo solamente un poquito español 

y mas malo tambien. 

I don't speak Rarámuri or Nahuatl at all. 

Necesito a quick lesson in the rosary 

so that I may pray to la Virgen de Guadalupe 

to protect me on my way. 

 

Necesito the permission of two governments 

to cross the border 

even though mis antepasados 

were here, and there, 

before there was a border. 

 

Necesito estar donde mis parientes estaban, 

a mirar el cielo como lo hicieron 

to understand their love for their Mexico 

and let it become my own. 

Pero lo unico que tengo son 

mis palabras rotas 

calabacitas 

nopalitos 

frijoles 

tortillas de maiz, 

momentos de intenso dolor, 

lagrimas de agradecimiento, 

y una fotografia 

de la princesa de la independencia, 

la hija del pueblo. 

 

I have never been there, that place in Chihuahua, Mexico, where Margarita Tarango drew 

her first breath from the adobe walls, those mud walls constructed by the hands of her father and 

uncles. I have never been there, on that land where her feet padded along paths well worn by 

generations of her family, there where she promised her heart to Manuel Prieto and conceived 

                                                           
210 A version of this chapter was published in The Journal of MALCS (See Appendix A). 
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their first child. I have not seen the hills rise or the river course or the plants sway as she did, nor 

have I heard the birds sing or the clouds thunder or the rain pound on the earth. Yet, I have been 

there. I have been transported to these places through the words of my familia, the stories told 

and sung and whispered again and again at kitchen tables and under summer shade trees. I have 

heard about the frogs living in the creek, the tia blessing the cornfields, the abuela who could call 

snakes from their hiding places, the mamá who cured with herbs, the papá struck by lightning. 

Although some details have diluted over time and distance, these cuentos, and many others, have 

survived.  

 

Alicia P. Hernández and Margarita T. Prieto, “el rancho,” Stanfield, Arizona, c1968. The 

notebook Hernández holds here is one in which she recorded information and pieces of 

knowledge shared by her parents. The garden in the background is comprised mostly of plants 

cultivated from Candelaria, Texas in the 1940s 

 

The relationship to storytelling and place includes place not only as content or topic, 

but as a site that has a particular function in the process of storytelling. In an essay 

exploring the role of corrales and patios (domestic gardens) in the lives of Mexicanas and 

Norteñas in the early twentieth century, Mexican American Studies scholar Raquel Rubio-
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Goldsmith identified four main purposes described by interviewees: to replicate left 

environments; to grow food and medicinal plants; to have private/spiritual space; and to 

have a social/communal space. According to Rubio-Goldsmith, Mexicanas and Norteñas 

may have brought diverse plant species, traditions, and values to the their garden spaces, 

but they had in common control over how the spaces were created, sustained, and used for 

themselves, their families, and their communities. 211 They would be used as traditional 

gardens for growing foods to eat and be used medicinally or for other household purposes, 

as gathering places for family and community celebrations and events, as places where 

women sought peace and quiet, and as places where plants and vegetation might reflect 

those of places left behind. In the context of migration or movement from their homelands 

in Mexico into the new states of New Mexico and Arizona, these women created garden 

spaces that, in some ways, would mimic the environments from where they came, but more 

significantly, could be used to maintain a sense of continuity and familiarity.  

Garden spaces were important to the Tarango women for many of the same reasons. 

The photo above shows Hernández and Prieto seated in front of Prieto's first garden in 

Arizona. Hernández recalls that, unlike the open, public gardens described by Rubio-

Goldsmith, Prieto's garden was "closed" to visitors-- particularly the children. This may 

have been because she regarded the plants there are particularly precious since many of 

them were transplanted or grown from the seeds she carried with her from Texas, perhaps 

from both her and her own mother's gardens.  

                                                           
211 Raquel Rubio-Goldsmith, “Seasons, Seeds, and Souls: Mexican Women Gardening in the American Mesilla, 

1900-1940, Women of the Mexican Countryside, 1850-1990 Creating Spaces, Shaping Transitions Edited by 

Heather Fowler-Salamini; Mary Kay Vaughan, (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1994). 

http://www.uapress.arizona.edu/catalogs/author_books.php?id=1226
http://www.uapress.arizona.edu/catalogs/author_books.php?id=1315
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The picture below is the only known photograph of Prieto’s mother, Dominga Garcia 

Tercero (Tarango). It was taken in her garden in Candelaria, Texas. Prieto carried seeds or 

cuttings from many of the varieties of flowers (roses, carnations, sunflowers, daisies, and 

more) and plants that could be used for medicinal and/or food purposes, like mint and 

onions. Consequently, her garden reflected the content and purpose of her mother’s 

garden, though it was hundreds of miles away. 

 

Dominga Garcia Tercero Tarango, Candelaria, Texas, c.1935. Mamá Dominga was 

well-known for her abilities with herbs, skills she learned from her mother, who was understood 

to be a curandera.  

 

In addition, Prieto’s garden contained plants native to Arizona. Hernández recalls 

that when the Prietos first arrived in Arizona, Prieto and her brother (who migrated with 

the family), "walked into the desert" to collect plant samples. Some were planted while 
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others were dried for use in teas and tinctures. Those included guame (commonly known 

as creosote), desert Marigold, wild grasses, quelites, and mesquite pods. At that time, there 

were natural springs in the area and a small growth of piñon trees that they collected from. 

Prieto also had several succulents and small cacti that she kept. For Prieto, her garden 

likely provided reminders of home and family in Texas and Chihuahua, and the plants she 

kept there allowed her to maintain practices and knowledge related to healing and eating 

as well. In the process of relating knowledge about her experiences and family knowledge 

and history, the garden (and her kitchen) were typically where storytelling took place.  

This information belongs to the entire family, not just me, my mom, or even my 

grandmother. It has been a part of the family knowledge, shared from generation to generation 

for countless number of years. I identify this process and these kernels of thought as components 

of an oral tradition that has served to preserve cultural identity and, specifically, Indigenous 

Knowledge for the Tarango family. These stories, sayings, words, and concepts contain more 

than just memories of places and times past. They embody living knowledge about relationships 

between our people and the world in which they lived in Chihuahua. And although we may no 

longer live in those physical spaces, because this knowledge remains with us, it allows us to 

position ourselves in the world we live in now. 

Mexican anthropologist Guillermo Bonfil Batalla argues for the persistence of Indigenous 

Knowledge; that traditions and customs that helped to maintain identity in the past, now, serve to 

generate new forms of identity based on past and perhaps unrecognized tenets of cultural 

practices.212 Indigenous Knowledge is the knowledge system (s) of peoples who are Indigenous 

to an area and implies a world perspective that is counter to the traditional Western European 

                                                           
212 Bonfil Batalla, México Profundo: Reclaiming Civilization, 53-58. 
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system maintained by colonial institutions.213  Unfortunately, across most of the Americas, state 

and federal governments have assumed the authority to assign markers that determine who may 

and may not be identified as Indigenous and, furthermore, to what rights an Indigenous identity 

“entitles” an individual or community. This dis-empowers Indigenous people. On many levels, it 

is an affront to national and personal sovereignty that limits people’s access to many things, 

including sacred lands, which in turn affects ability to practice language and ceremony and 

maintain Indigenous Knowledge. This process of measuring Indigenous identity is a tangent of 

colonialism and serves to reduce identity to a category in the lowest rungs of the Western 

hierarchy. The struggle to maintain identity, then, is transgressive because it is an act of self-

determination as well as resistance against colonization. 

Bonfil Batalla further explains that knowledge of traditions and customs is transmitted 

primarily by women in the domestic realm. This persistence of Indigenous Knowledge is most 

visible and viable when connected to all elements of daily life: cooking, gardening, healing, and 

dreaming. The oral traditions of the Tarango family confirm the vitality of these practices and 

they have informed our identity as individuals and as a family and community. Furthermore, my 

own writing tradition (poetry, non-fiction, fiction) is informed by this oral tradition and, 

consequently, serves to restore Indigenous Knowledge. Writer and activist Demetria Martinez 

says of Chicana writers that when they write from the heart, they are writing from more than an 

individual experience, they are writing for the community and are surrounded by “ancestral 

voices.”214 Ancestral voices speak from my family’s oral history.  

Abuelita 

Abuelita, 

                                                           
213 Rudolph C. Ryser, “Indigenous Peoples and Traditional Knowledge,” Berkshire Encyclopedia of Sustainability, 

in Ecosystem Management and Sustainability (accessed March 2012).  
214 Karin Rosa Ikas, Chicana Ways: Conversations with Ten Chicana Writers (Reno: University of Nevada Press, 

2002).  
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Abuelita, 

I cry for you, 

watching the sun rise 

in the eastern skies  

that you often stretched towards. 

 

I remember that you held English words 

on your tongue as if they were fragile,  

offering them to me cautiously 

as I stood barefoot on the cool tile floor  

of your kitchen. 

 

I remember the many 

Spanish cuentas you drew 

from deep within the petaquilla 

in your bedroom.  

Giving me the language of our ancestry, 

you filled me with the stories 

of who I am. 

 

Years have softened the touch 

of your rough brown palms 

on my cheeks, 

but your voice has grown stronger. 

 

I remember you in my dreams.  

“Mija,” you say. 

“Do not forget.” 

Abuelita, 

I promise, 

I won’t.  

Language and Oral Tradition  

Language is a key to the transmission of knowledge because it embodies, reflects, and 

expresses worldview and orientation. Lexicon, syntax, and morphology, for example, represent 

not only linguistic components but also the intricacies by which a language is connected to its 

speakers and the way that the speakers perceive themselves in this world.215 It is also a means to 

maintain relationships to specific knowledge and can ensure the transmission of that knowledge 

                                                           
215 Gregory Cajete, Native Science (Santa Fe: Clearlight Publishers, 2002), 27-28.  
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from one generation to another. Loss of original language, its replacement by another language, 

means not only a change in the mode of verbal communication, but a disruption to the 

relationship that a people has to their worldview. This worldview, or cosmology, encompasses 

the relationships to the natural, human, and spiritual energies, and includes everything from 

annual ceremonies to everyday practices. Rarámuri scholar Enrique Salmon216 explains that 

among the Rarámuri, this way of thought is reflected in the kincentric relationship between the 

people and all things in the natural environment and beyond. Salmon asserts that this cultural 

understanding emerges from language and thought. Likewise, the components of Indigenous 

identity—language, land, ceremony, and ritual—are intertwined and interdependent.217 

Consequently, what happens to one, impacts the others. Removal from a land base or 

interruption of ceremonial practice affects, or is affected, by loss of language or ritual.  

But change to language does not necessarily mean total loss of cultural tradition and 

thought. Holm, Pearson, and Chavis point out that among several North American Indigenous 

groups, the English language was adapted for community needs. 218 Linguists also point out that 

among speakers of the Yaqui language, both Spanish and English have been assimilated into the 

lexicon.219 In these instances, Indigenous language speakers have adopted and modified elements 

of non-Indigenous languages to accommodate Indigenous language and culture. These 

adaptations have allowed Indigenous languages to persist even when knowledge of original 

language has been interrupted by displacement from ancestral lands or interference in traditional 

customs and practices. 

                                                           
216 Enrique Salmon, “Indigenous Perceptions of the Human-Nature Relationship,” Ecological Applications 10, no 5 

(2000): 1331. 
217 Tom Holm, J. Diana Pearson, and Ben Chavis, “Peoplehood:  A Model for the Extension of Sovereignty in 

American Indian Studies,” WicazoSa Review (2003): 13. 
218 Ibid.  
219 Edward Dozier “Two Examples of Linguistic Acculturation: The Yaqui of Sonora and Arizona and the Tewa of 

New Mexico,” Language 32, no.1 (1956): 146-147.  
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 In the Tarango family, language loss has been a part of the process of colonization and 

assimilation experienced by many peoples in the Americas. The Tarangos are originally from 

northern Chihuahua, Mexico. Our oral history tells us that our ancestors were Rarámuri but our 

history of contact, servitude, intercultural relationships, and migration has resulted in a mestizo 

heritage of mixed languages, traditions, and beliefs. Among the Rarámuri, the term mestizo is 

applied to Rarámuri people who live primarily within the Mexican population and who 

participate in the contemporary Mexican culture, including through marriage. They may 

maintain Rarámuri language, traditions, and customs, but not at the same level of proficiency as 

in traditional communities.220  

    The Rarámuri language belongs to the southern Uto-Azteca language group, which also 

includes Nahua, Yaqui, Hopi, Cahita, and several other language groups. Although they are not 

necessarily mutually-intelligible now, many do share a common linguistic ancestor and a 

common cultural ancestor as well.221 However, it is important to recognize that each of these 

groups has its own origin stories, social values, world perspectives and bodies of knowledge. 

And while the Rarámuri heritage of the Tarango family is the focus here, the family oral history 

acknowledges Spanish and Nahua ancestry and documented records also point to Apache and 

mulatta ancestors as well.  

Given our legacy, what has developed is an identity informed by many experiences but 

has persisted in words, concepts, and terms that we hold and even cling to in order to retain 

Indigenous Knowledge and identity. Every story, memory, and bit of information speaks to the 

experiences of our community, our family. For example, Hernández tells me, “Cuando llueve 

                                                           
220 John G. Kennedy, Tarahumara of the Sierra Madres: Beer, Ecology, and Social Organization (Arlington 

Heights: AMH Publishing, 1978). 
221 John Schmal, “Are you related to the Aztecs?,” accessed through the Houston Institute of Culture.  
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con el sol alumbrado le estan pagando a los tracaleros.” As I reflect on the notion that when it 

rains while the sun is shining, they are paying the tracaleros, I ask mom who the tracaleros are. 

She tells me rain “gods.” I ask her where she learned this and she tells me from her mom. 

Rain and rainy weather 

The importance of rain for sustenance is the foundation for a relationship between 

community members and the elements of rain (rain, wind, thunder, and lightning). Rain/fresh 

water is necessary nourishment for the human body and the natural environment. In 

contemporary Rarámuri communities, rain remains the primary source of water for humans, 

crops, and livestock.222  In the most remote areas, there is no plumbing or irrigation and in the 

mountainous areas, wells for ground water are difficult to develop. Currently, like many areas of 

northern Mexico and the southwestern United States, Chihuahua is suffering an extended 

drought. It weighs particularly heavy on Rarámuri communities that rely on natural water 

resources. But the connection between rain and human is more complex than a dependency on 

the natural world and is only one component of an entire system of relationships. The 

significance of rain for communities with strong relationships to the natural world is represented 

in many aspects of culture, from ceremonial life to daily life. For Indigenous communities, this 

significance is part of Indigenous Knowledge and apparent in ceremony, custom, language, and 

beliefs. 

Wind is also an important component of rainy weather, but is equally significant in 

Indigenous communities for its association with the human soul. Among many Indigenous 

peoples, the life of the soul (or souls) is understood, in its simplest definition, as an animated and 

animating energy that exists within a complex system of relationships between the body, the 

                                                           
222 Kennedy, Tarahumara of the Sierra Madres. 
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environment, and the cosmos. Cultural arts scholar Jill Furst describes how the soul manifests in 

Nahua thought, examining the natures of the yolia, tonali, aires, and ihiyotl. Furst identifies the 

yolia as the animating force of flesh, associated with movement and sometimes referred to as the 

“heart soul.”223 The tonali is explained as a life force felt and transmitted as heat.224 Aires are 

spirits embodied in the wind and the ihiyotl as spirits/vapors of the human body.225  According to 

Furst, the soul is intricately connected to the element of air—that in the human body as well as 

the physical environment. The soul may be in breath, gas, fog, wind, etc. This knowledge I know 

too from the family oral tradition. I learned of aires del corazon (emotional spirits) and of the 

energies that are carried by the winds.  

The Rarámuri have a complex system of beliefs regarding the human soul (s). The 

Rarámuri of Rejogochi, for example, know the human soul (s) as ariwá and iwigá, both terms for 

souls and breath. They believe that all living entities have souls and the human body actually has 

several souls which are interrelated and related to one another. The behavior, condition and state 

of these souls determine a person’s mental, physical and spiritual well-being.226 These souls may 

enter or exit entities as breath, aires, and wind. The restless, lost or troubled Rarámuri souls, in 

particular, may travel in whirlwinds and dust devils.227 They must be avoided and, in some cases, 

dealt with by a holy person.228 I too was taught that dust devils and wind gusts contained 

something perhaps not evil, but certainly unsettled and somewhat negative. They needed to be 

                                                           
223 Jill Leslie McKeever Furst, The Natural History of the Soul in Ancient Mexico (New Haven: Yale University 

Press, 1995), 17-22. 
224  Furst, The Natural History of the Soul in Ancient Mexico, 63-100. Furst details the multiple manifestations of the 

concept of tonalli among the Nahua peoples, all of which are associated with the soul, the breath of life, and the heat 

of life.  
225  Furst, The Natural History of the Soul in Ancient Mexico, 145; 153. 
226 William L. Merrill, Rarámuri Souls: Knowledge and Social Process in Northern Mexico (Washington, DC: 

Smithsonian Institute Press, 1988). 
227 Dirk W. Ratt and George R. Janečeck, Mexico’s Sierra Tarahumara: A Photohistory of the People of the Edge 

(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1996), 71.  
228 Merrill, Rarámuri Souls, 87. 
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diverted so as not to cross our paths, and my abuelita and my mom instructed us to say prayers to 

send them away. There was not a specific prayer, but an understanding that a prayer needed to be 

sent. This instance exemplifies the displacement of the Tarango family from Indigenous 

language and place, but also confirms the retention of a basic, fundamentally Indigenous 

orientation to the world. 

Another element of Indigenous Knowledge that is apparent in the Tarango family’s 

understanding of rain and rainy weather is the relationship to lightning. The primary areas where 

Tarangos have lived (Northern Chihuahua, West Texas and Central Arizona) all experience 

dramatic monsoon seasons that include intense electrical storms and lightning. The lightning 

contact ratio in northern Chihuahua is one of the highest in North American.229 This region is 

rich with mineral resources, particularly silver and copper. There has been speculation that the 

minerals serve as conduits for electricity, beaconing lightning to Earth’s surface. But perhaps the 

lightning comes because the people have neglected to pay rightful homage to the spiritual 

energies (“deities”) and, consequently, those spirits have unleashed the wrath of storms upon the 

Earth.  

My mom and tia tell the story of the wedding of a Tarango cousin. Held in San Antonio 

del Bravo, in Ojinaga, Chihuahua, the wedding day was a happy occasion, celebrated with family 

members who came from far and wide. At the end of the day, the family held a traditional game, 

a sort of hide-n-seek. Every family member hid from the groom, including the new bride. The 

point was for the groom to find her and they would begin their life as a married couple. As the 

sun began to set, he had found everyone except his bride. The search turned frantic as night 

settled but she was nowhere to be found. The search continued into the night, everyone calling 

                                                           
229 Zack Guido, “Understanding the Southwest Monsoon,” accessed through Southwest Climate Change. 
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for her, looking all over the rancho and into the surrounding desert. The morning came, and they 

finally had to call off the search. The bride was never found and never seen again. Family 

members speculated about her disappearance, questioning whether she had been stolen by a 

wayward band of Federales, or rebels, or if she had simply run off. My abuelita always 

wondered if the spirits had taken her for their own. 

Making It Rain 

The idea of the spirits claiming “their own” is prevalent in the Tarango oral history. Jose 

T. Tarango, or Papá Jose, as he is known in the family, was struck by lightning (the number of 

times ranges from one to three times, depending on who is telling the story). According to my 

abuelita, his “color” changed—not the color of his skin or hair, but the color of his energy, or his 

“aura.” In addition, as he grew older, he became determined to dig holes in the earth. At one 

point, Papá Jose began to dig a very large and deep hole. He dug a hole deep enough to lower a 

ladder, and then a chair, into it. He spent his days sitting in that chair, watching the ant colony 

his digging had exposed. I ask mom why he did this and she says that it was to be close to the 

ants and when I ask if he was ever bit, she explains that of course not: he belonged with the ants; 

he was “theirs.” I recognize the association of this thought with the Indigenous Knowledge of 

ants as our ancestors, similar to Nahua and Rarámuri beliefs that non-human spirits are 

intimately connected to our human spirits.230 Papá Jose had been claimed by both the energies of 

the lightning and the ancestors. 

Pobrecita  

                  La tierra 

remembers the monsoon 

lightning that calls creatures 

from the depths of her embrace 

and she sighs with great relief 

and sorrow as they depart.  

                                                           
230 Patrisia Gonzales, lecture for “Mexican Traditional Medicine,” University of Arizona, 2011. 
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                  La tierra 

listens as, 

awakened from sweltering dreams, 

toads call to one another 

desperate for summer love 

and passion in the puddles.  

Their songs are almost comical, 

except for the longing in their voices.  

                           La tierra 

knows tarantulas step cautiously 

fearfully out of their holes 

shy of the thunder 

searching for safety.  

Pobrecita uvar, 

my grandmother would say, 

so timid  

she doesn't realize her strength.  

Doesn't she know who she is? 

Among cultures of the Uto-Azteca language group, the relationships between humans and 

the natural elements are apparent in ceremonies and many of those share common elements. 

Lightning is a vital, moving life force connected to land and body. The souls of people connected 

to lightning (struck) are thought to be changed, to become “holy” in the sense that a power or 

energy has been transmitted to them. A person may abuse this relationship to cause harm to 

others or choose to honor this power by engaging it in a respected and respectful relationship 

called upon to benefit the community, such as in promoting rain and health for the crops.231  

In Mexico and the United States, the Tarangos have been ranchers or farmers, and 

depended greatly on rain to sustain their crops and livestock. Unfortunately, in all of these areas 

and particularly Texas and Arizona, drought is common. The ability to bring rain, therefore, is 

honored. The Tarango oral tradition identifies at least one practice to bring rain. According to 

Hernández, when rain was needed, her parents would send the children outside to “cut the 

clouds.” They would raise sharp sticks (or knives, if they were old enough to be trusted with 

                                                           
231 Virginia Rodriguez Rivera, “The Quiatlaziques,” Journal of the Folklore Institute 3, no.2 (1966). 
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knives) to the sky, offer prayers, and make cutting motions in order to invoke rain. Indigenous 

Knowledge about making rain abounds in the Uto-Aztecan group. Among the Nahua and Hopi, 

practices lead by ceremonial leaders guided community members in elaborate rituals that 

included festivities, sacrifice (of items such as paper, flowers, food, bloodletting, and crying), 

and dance In both cultures, children played a key role in these ceremonies.232 

Drought  

A single drop rains down  

Lands upon my arm  

And I am rendered speechless 

Motionless 

For a moment before running to the house 

Fumbling for children and copal 

Fumbling with English words  

Of Spanish memories 

For Rarámuri prayers 

To welcome rain 

Bless rain 

Be thankful for rain.  

Another component connected to rain in the Nahua and Hopi cultures are serpents. In 

Nahua iconography, Tlaloc and Chalchiutlicue (two “deities” connected to rain and rainy 

weather) hold a serpent in one hand and a staff in the other.233 The Rarámuri also relate serpents 

to rain. In these traditions, rain can be invoked by a spiritual leader by shooting an arrow into a 

sacred body of water where serpents dwell.234 Once disturbed, the serpents will begin to move, 

swirl, and stir the water. Their motions stimulate movement in the clouds in the sky and rain will 

come. This relationship between rain and serpents is further evident in the Tarango oral tradition. 

Throughout her life, Prieto had a recurring dream that involved snakes flooding into a house. 

                                                           
232 Susan James, “Mimetic Rituals of Child Sacrifice in the Hopi Kachina Cult,” Journal of the Southwest 44, no. 3 

(2002). 
233 “Aztec Gods,” accessed through AztecCalendar.com. 
234 Jerome M. Levi, “The Bow and the Blanket: Religion, Identity and Resistance in Raramuri Material Culture,” 

Journal of Anthropological Research 54, no.3 (1998): 313-14. 
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This dream was significant to her and became a part of our oral history and of my writing 

tradition:  

Margarita’s Visions 

She dreamt that they came  

coiled around one another 

like the night black strands 

of the wrist-thick snakes 

that slithered 

over the delicate 

curve of Carmen Calderon’s back.  

They came in waves, 

swimming on the currents 

of her dreams. 

The soft color of their underbellies 

stained the adobe floors 

long after the floods 

washed them away.235 

 

 I used to understand this dream of my abuelita’s as a fear of snakes and I strongly 

associated with it because I feared snakes. I dreamt of them often from a very young age and was 

terrified of them. When I was pregnant with my elder son, I had a dream that I shared with my 

Cherokee father-in-law. He explained to me that the snakes I dreamt were connected to Cherokee 

knowledge about thunder and lightning. More recently, I saw a ceremony in my dreams that 

involved sea serpents and threads connecting them to the sky. Rather than fearing these dreams, I 

am now beginning to understand them as elements of Indigenous Knowledge. 

Medicine Way 

1. 1980-something. 

I place the pad on my tongue  

Suck the slimy innards out 

From the succulent on Abuelita’s shelf. 

 The women tell me, 

                                                           
235 Carmen Calderon Prieto was Margarita T. Prieto’s sister-in-law. The length, color, and thickness of Tia Carmen’s 

hair greatly impressed her. When she grew older, Carmen no longer wore her hair exposed to other’s eyes, but 

coiled on the top of her head and hidden beneath a scarf worn turban-style. 
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 Don’t touch the cactus on the bottom row. 

2. 1996. 

Earnie says,  

 Follow the rhythm of your heart, girl. 

So I do 

Up the mountains, beyond today 

Into the garden 

Where I stand side by side with my abuela. 

3. 2000. 

They drum and he dances 

Deep inside my womb 

So intense 

I have to lay down.  

 It takes my breath away.  

4. 2011. 

From somewhere far away 

Abuelita calls   

tewe     

and stands, 

above me 

behind me 

beside me.  

 

 Exploring and identifying elements of Indigenous Knowledge in the oral history, 

practices, and beliefs of the Tarango family is relevant to me for various reasons. The family, 

while aware of its Indigenous “roots,” has endured many of the cultural changes experienced by 

most Indigenous peoples of the Americas. Despite the centuries of attacks on Indigenous 

identity, elements of Indigenous Knowledge have not just remained, but persisted and continue 

to be central to our lives. We hold this knowledge important to our way of relating to the world 

and to ourselves. It is ours, it belongs to us, and we are reclaiming it. 

In the high deserts of Chihuahua, Mexico 

In the melancholy of my sleep 

I have breathed the thin air 

High above the ground. 

In memories disguised as dreams 

I have run  

along canyons and ravines. 
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As I let the universe carry me forward  

I see in the corner of my eye 

bright yellow discs, 

The center of the sun 

And the suggestion of flowers  

I don’t mean to crush with the arch of my foot. 

I follow you along narrow trails 

That course like veins  

And carry us like blood 

To the heart of the earth. 

As if by magic 

I am tied to you. 

Every footfall of yours 

Is one of mine 

And as my flesh touches the dirt and rocks 

Where your flesh once stepped, 

I am made whole again 

Healed by your being 

Of the lies and hypocrisies 

Of my waking world. 

In the winter of my life 

I will close my eyes 

and remember the air 

above the mountains of our homelands,  

a sweet desert taste, and 

the sound of our feet pounding  

as we run together. 
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CHAPTER 6: KNOWLEDGE BANNED IN THE BORDERLANDS 

It’s hundreds of years of history 

Chucked in a fire pit. 

It’s turning backs, closing ears 

And closing minds. 

It’s strike through and strike out 

It’s pitting you against me 

It’s wearing us down 

It’s wearing us out. 

It’s you telling me my stories don’t matter 

It’s you trying to forget your own stories. 

It’s Shakespeare, Silko and Cisneros 

Stacked, stuffed and shoved in a box. 

It’s humiliating and heartbreaking 

For us all. 

 

The impact of the educational system on the ways that Mexicanas and Chicanas maintain 

and share knowledge is critical. In the U.S., the educational system has traditionally exercised its 

power exclude minoritized students’ knowledge from classrooms. Only in the last few decades 

have educational researchers’ assertions of the importance of funds of knowledge, for example, 

been embraced in teacher training and curriculum development. It has been within an unjust 

oppressive institution where Spanish language and Mexican@ and Chican@ cultural wealth have 

struggled to persist. This chapter will consider how the concept of justice is experienced within 

the educational system in the U.S. I look to the removal of the book Suffer Smoke by Björkquist 

as an example of the ways that Chican@ knowledge has been unjustly banned from curriculum.  

 Educational scholar David Miller points out that justice is contextual, determined by the 

circumstances of a society.236 People in a society must have an agreed upon definition of the 

function and purpose of justice in order for it to work. In the U.S., this social agreement has not 

existed and ideas about what is justice have varied along a wide spectrum. The foundation of the 

                                                           
236 David Miller, Principles of Social Justice (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1999).  
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U.S. social system elevated white race, male gender, and economic privilege and rights for 

everyone else have essentially been “tacked on” to the constitution and body of law. If the 

framework for understanding, interpreting, and applying justice is based on a Western definition 

constructed to promote a democratic and capitalist society for the benefit of a few, is justice ever 

genuinely achieved for those for whom the system was not designed to protect—namely non-

Western origin, women, and people of color? How can Mexicana and Chicana knowledge persist 

within these systems?  

 Any study of social justice must include the study of the causes of harm that are 

inherently connected to the need for social justice.237 These harms are tied to the policies and 

practices rooted in racism, discrimination, and intolerance. William Wilson explains that 

inequities exist and persist, caused by policy and perpetuated by practice. Race and poverty are 

primary areas of focus, but sex and gender are also issues that fall into this category and, 

actually, can be tied to the colonial oppression.238 Racism, sexism, and heterosexualism all 

contribute to the promotion of colonial values and have been institutionalized in U.S. society. So, 

as with an injury or illness, the cause of the social injustice must be examined and treated, not 

just the visible symptoms. According to education scholar Beverly Daniel Tatum, racism and its 

impact begin early in life. 239 From the time people begin to interact, they are exposed to 

assumptions, preconceptions, and stereotypes about race. Such sustained “secondhand 

information,” “distortion of historical information,” and “omitted information” become known 

and familiar in daily life and all contribute to the development of prejudices. 240 These things 

                                                           
237 Loretta Capeheart and Dragan Milovanovic, Social Justice: Theories, Issues, and Movements (New Brunswick: 

Rutgers University Press, 2007).  
238 William Julius Wilson, “Being Poor, Black, and American: The Impact of Political, Economic, and Cultural 

Forces,” American Educator 35, no. 1(2011): 10-46. 
239 Beverly Daniel Tatum, “Can We Talk?” Readings for Diversity and Social Justice (Routledge: New York, 2013), 

63-69. 
240 Ibid., 65. 
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happen in all communities, regardless of ethnicity. However, in colonized societies like the U.S., 

for example, prejudices and racism believed by the dominant group become part of the dominant 

narrative that is the foundation of the hegemonic values of the society. In other words, racism 

and prejudices become both a part of daily life as well as inform institutional policies and 

laws,241 realized in a range of contexts from racially-offensive language (e.g. Indian giver, Jew 

down, and welfare queen) to racial profiling by law enforcement to hate crimes that injure or 

take lives. There are also long-lasting effects that culminate from institutionalized racism, 

including poorer physical and mental health, lower employment, and lower levels of education. 

Dealing with the types of obstacles and discriminations created by racism is the experiencing of 

violence directed at both the body and the spirit. Living under a constant threat is damaging to 

the health and well-being of minoritized people.242 Tatum asserts “the particular combination of 

racism and classism in many communities of color is life-threatening.” 243 Furthermore, the 

impact of racialized violence is not limited to the moment of an incident but perpetuated through 

conditions that sustain prejudice and racism.  

Because race and racism surround exist, people may fail to recognize them if they are 

conditioned to believe that we live in a post-racial society. Carmelita Castañeda and Ximena 

Zuñiga argue that it cannot claimed that the U.S. is a post-racial society as long as racial 

inequalities exist. 244 They explain that race is a sociopolitical construct that has no biological 

basis but is used to differentiate between groups of humans based on skin color and region of 

origination, historically in order to elevate people of “White” ancestry and subordinate everyone 

                                                           
241 Ibid., 68. 
242 Anna Ochoa O'Leary and Andrea Romero, "Chicano/a Students Respond to Arizona's Anti-Ethnic Studies Bill, 

SB 1108," Aztlan: A Journal of Chicano Studies 36, no. 1 (2011): 10-36. 
243 Tatum, “Can We Talk?,”68. 
244 Carmelita Castañeda and Ximena Zuñiga, “History of Racism,” Readings for Diversity and Social Justice 

(Routledge: New York, 2013):58. 
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else. 245 Racism, they argue, is the “set of institutional, cultural, and interpersonal patterns and 

practices that create advantages for people legally defined and socially constructed as “white,” 

and the corollary disadvantages for people defined as belonging to racial groups that were not 

considered White by the dominant power structure in the United States.”246 While Castañeda and 

Zuñiga focus on race in the U.S. here, the same argument can be applied to other societies in 

which White or European-descended peoples have constructed the dominant narrative. Race has 

been consistently used to order society in ways by which the dominant group remains dominant. 

This includes unequal access to resources, inequities in health care and education, and elevation 

of white perspectives, values, and religions. Race and racism are, perhaps, the largest factors 

contributing to the injustices experienced by people of color in the Americas.  

The report on social conditions in the sixty years since the Brown v Board of Education 

decision is very telling of the on-going impacts of racism and failure as a society to effectively 

address them in effort to achieve equity in public education. Gary Orfield et al. explain that in 

the years since the decision, segregation continues to impact minority populations in the U.S. via 

discriminatory practices that divide along lines of both race and poverty. 247 For example, 

although no longer a legal policy, segregation in suburban areas persists and is now higher 

among Latin@s than African Americans.248 Segregation results in unequal opportunity to access 

resources for social advancement. Orfield et al. recommend continued development of policy for 

equality and equity, local-level activism, and teacher advocacy for equality in education. These 

recommendations seem idealistic. In thinking about policies such as the No Child Left Behind 

                                                           
245 Ibid. 
246 Ibid., 58. 
247 Gary Orfield and Erica Frankenberg, with Jongyeon Ee and John Kuscera, “Brown at 60: Great Progress, a Long 

Retreat and an Uncertain Future” (The Civil Rights Project, 2014). 
248 Ibid.  
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Act of the 1990s or the recent Common Core movement, it is evident that even policy that is 

supposed to remediate equity issues is schools is not necessarily effective or applicable for all 

student populations and, consequently, often furthers the gap between achievement levels 

because it facilitates inaccessibility to resources necessary to support curriculum development, or 

fails to support the development of curricula that is culturally accessible to all populations. The 

continued slashing of funding for education in general and teachers’ salaries specifically also 

makes it difficult to imagine the ability or desire of local educators to advocate for either 

themselves or their students. As Tatum pointed out, these disparities in resources for minoritized 

communities are not only a consequence of racism, but can be understood as elements of a 

violent context.249 

Discussing racial issues and racism is difficult and often emotional, particularly for 

people for whom racism offers social, economic, or political benefits and especially in ways that 

are so common place that people tend to forget they are the result of racialized values and 

policies. It is fair to argue that for those people who are negatively impacted by race-based 

issues, there are few spaces in which to discuss racism that offer any sense of safety or respect. 

Researchers Zeus Leonardo and Ronald K. Porter argue that those spaces that are labeled “safe” 

places in which discourses about race may occur are, even with the best of intentions, a product 

of segregation.250 They are created out of response to racism that, first, isolates people of color to 

begin with and, second, caters to the fear of addressing race and racism on the part of white 

people. Leonardo and Porter argue that the participation in such space is an experience of 

violence in itself because they reflect the repression of expression, stifling of critical thought, and 

                                                           
249 Tatum, “Can We Talk?,” 68.  
250 Zeus Leonardo and Ronald K. Porter, “Pedagogy of Fear: Toward a Fanonian Theory of ‘Safety’ in Race 

Dialogue,” Race Ethnicity and Education, 13, no. 2 (2010): 139-157. 
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the silencing of voices and, therefore, create contexts permeated by violence and the need to 

resist violence and seek social justice. It is fair to argue that for those people who are negatively 

impacted by race-based issues, there are few spaces in which to discuss racism that offer any 

sense of safety or respect. Recognizing that discussion and engagement are critical to addressing 

and dispelling racism, we must be willing to be uncomfortable in order to affect change. 

Classrooms can serve as spaces where this growth can happen.  

  In this sense, action toward social justice may be considered an act of violence and a 

necessary one in the effort to achieve justice. Leonardo and Porter assert that violence is a 

necessary tool in the process of decolonization, the response to an opposing force, or an 

oppressive force, and functions beyond its hegemonic definitions. 251 Leonardo and Porter use as 

an example the violence of the ideologies of non-violence. Although they may call for a laying 

down of arms, they are engaging acts of resistance that compel change. They explain, “As a 

counter-hegemonic challenge to white supremacy, Gandhi and King’s methodology of the 

oppressed (Sandoval 2000)—indeed their violence—was an attempt to shift upward the 

standards of humanity, which whites would interpret as an assault on their way of life.”252 This 

suggests that violence is relevant in efforts to culture and identity in the face of attempts to 

subordinate or disappear them. Researcher Sherick Hughes might argue that such acts can be 

better understood through a lens of Critical Race Pedagogy of Hope.253 In this framework, hope 

is what sustains action and action in the face of racialized violence means resistance.  

                                                           
251 Leonardo and Porter, “Pedagogy of Fear,” 145. 
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The concept of hope as an element of action is reflective of Django Paris’ argument that 

culturally sustaining pedagogy has a valid place in education.254 Here, Paris expands on Gloria 

Ladson-Billings’ concept of cultural competency with this pedagogy that seeks to perpetuate and 

sustain linguistic, literature, cultural pluralism.255 It is more than promoting cultural pluralism or 

cultural appreciation. Culturally sustaining pedagogies look toward students’ cultures as 

resources for the classroom and for student learning, not as deficits. They also function to 

support student progression and movement forward with their cultural knowledge, not by leaving 

it behind. This is an important factor, for example, in language issues and language rights. The 

prevailing attitude about language in the U.S. policies and practices has been that English be 

treated as the rightfully dominate language in U.S. society. Rather than look at multilingualism 

as a benefit for individuals or society as a whole, it has been regarded as a deficit.256 Within a 

culturally sustaining pedagogy, language knowledge would be respected as part of an 

individual’s experience, valued for the benefits it can offer to society, and protected from loss.  

Similarly, educational researcher Julio Cammarota argue that students should be 

encouraged to engage in their cultural and social environments to promote investment in learning 

and serving community.257 The supporting of youth consciousness (self-community-global 

awareness) benefits the individual student and the school and local communities as well. These 

types of pedagogies look to students, their homes, and their communities as holders of valid and 

                                                           
254 Django Paris, “Culturally Sustainable Pedagogy: A Needed Change in Stance, Technology, and Practice,” 

Educational Researcher, 41, no. (1993).  
255 Gloria Ladson-Billings, “Qualitative Research in the Public Interest,” in N. Denzin and M. Giardina, eds. 

Qualitative Inquiry and Social Justice: Toward a Politics of Hope (Walnut Creek: Left Coast Press, 2009). 
256 There are numerous researches on the state of language and education. For a thorough review of language 

policies in Arizona see Mary Carol Combs “Everything on Its Head: How Arizona’s Structured English Immersion 

Policy Reinvents Theory and Practice,” Implementing Educational Language Policy in Arizona Multilingual Matters 
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valuable knowledge that should be utilized for student success in school and outside of it. 

Educational scholars Luis Moll, Cathy Amanti, D Neff, and Norma Gonzalez 258 have pointed 

out that in underserved, minority communities, foundational resources can be recognized as 

funds of knowledge, or a deposit of knowledge that informs the individual and should be looked 

towards as a source of valid information and skills to guide students toward academic 

achievement. This knowledge may include language skills, job skills, and cultural traditions and 

values, all resources that inform an individual’s orientation to world. The funds of knowledge 

theory can mean that, rather than considered deficient or insufficient in schools, knowledge 

generated in the private space is a valid and valuable resource for guiding children and families 

in their interactions in the public sphere. Funds of knowledge can empower students as they 

negotiate injustices they encounter. Students of color, then, can enact cultural knowledge 

(cultural capital) in tactics to survive.259  

According to Anderson, there are a number of tactics that are used to rationalize 

injustice.260 Victim-blaming is at the forefront. This consists of assertions that inequalities, 

failure to achieve, etc. are not due to unjust policies but because of shortcomings among 

individuals and families, shortcomings that are connected to culture or ethnicity (i.e. Mexicans 

don’t value education, therefore, Mexican American students have a low achievement rate). 

Social conditioning and cultural inheritance are equally damaging. They evidence the 

                                                           
258Luis C. Moll, C Amanti, D Neff, and N Gonzalez, "Funds of Knoweldge for Teaching: Using a Qualitative 

Approach to Connect Homes and Classrooms," Theory into Practice (1992): 132-141. 
259 Tara J. Yosso, “Whose culture has capital? A critical race theory discussion of community cultural wealth,” Race 
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invasiveness of the dominant structures, in this case, oppressive and unequal. The justifications 

emphasize difference among cultures as negatives, and use them to divide people, rather than 

recognizing similarities and using them to establish common grounds and strengthen 

interconnectedness for a common good. Instead, movements to perpetuate forms of separation 

continue, and not just those fueled by racism. For example, Orfield et. al point out that poverty is 

a factor in segregation and contributes to inequalities between schools. Students in poor schools 

in poor communities are unlikely to perform equally to those in schools and communities of 

higher economic standing because of the lack of resources and support.261 Moll’s discussion of 

the Mendez v Westminster case highlights these issues of resources and separation.262 The 

arguments motivating Mendez’ position were that segregation fosters inferiority and isolation; 

separate but equal cannot exist when segregation is mandated by racism and intolerance for 

others; segregation is unconstitutional, and segregation as it existed essentially did no more than 

preserve white privilege.  

There are long-lasting effects that culminate from institutionalized injustice, including 

poorer physical and mental health, lower employment, and lower levels of education. Dealing 

with the types of obstacles and discriminations created by racism is the experiencing of violence 

directed at both the body and the spirit. Living under a constant threat is damaging to the health 

and well-being of minoritized people.263 Tatum asserts “the particular combination of racism and 

classism in many communities of color is life-threatening.” 264 Furthermore, the impact of 

racialized violence is not limited to the moment of an incident but perpetuated through 
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conditions that sustain prejudice and racism. It is to the benefit of society to foster social justice 

in education and promote the development of student identities that are founded in pride in 

culture and community and value of social justice. 

Chican@ and Mexican@ Knowledge in the Schools  

In 1997, the Tucson Unified School District (TUSD) implemented the Mexican American 

Studies (MAS) program into its K-12 schools. MAS was intended to support the large Latino 

student population of the district by introducing students to Mexican American perspectives, 

particularly in history and literature. The program was highly successful in terms of student 

academic performance on state standardized tests and graduation rates.265  One of its most 

significant components was the inclusion of local history into curriculum and activities in 

alignment with the program goals of fostering the development of critical thinkers who are 

vested in their community.  

  Since 2004, the Arizona state legislature had attempted to pass at least two laws 

outlawing ethnic studies programs.266  In 2006 in the midst of this climate where Mexican and 

Mexican American communities were arguably targets of state-enacted intolerance, Dolores 

Huerta, co-founder of the United Farm Workers union, told Tucson Magnet High School 

students, “Republicans hate Latinos.”267  The backlash from her speech was almost immediate. 

Tom Horne, then-State Superintendent of Schools, initiated an investigation to determine if the 

program, faculty, curriculum or materials condoned or promoted values of separatism and racial 

division. In the meantime, he continued to work with members of the state legislature to establish 
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an anti-ethnic studies law and Arizona HB 2281 passed into legislation in December 2010. The 

law mandates that there shall be no state-funded educational program in Arizona public schools 

(K-12) that promotes ethnic solidarity, racial resentment, or unpatriotic sentiment.268  The MAS 

program was terminated in February 2012.  

When the MAS program closed, the classes were suspended, faculty reassigned or 

dismissed, and all curriculum and supplemental materials confiscated. The materials included at 

least eighty books, among them several award-winning titles and authors from many different 

ethnic and national backgrounds. According to the mandates of the law, these texts promote— 

or were taught in such a way that they seem to promote—unpatriotic values and racial dissent.269  

However, the supporters of MAS have long argued that the program fosters the development of 

critical thinking skills and social awareness. In a school district where over 60% of the student 

population is identified as Mexican American,270 the program offered multiple cultural 

perspectives and placed Mexican American ones at the center of the curriculum in order to help 

students understand that their community has a place in local, national, and international 

dialogues.271  Students, parents, educators, and civil rights activists continue to express their 

dismay at the closure of the MAS program and the seeming disregard for the TUSD Mexican 

American community by both the state and district administrators. Former students of MAS 

classes have been some of the most active supporters of MAS, staging public protests, walk-outs, 

and presentations both locally and nationally. Those students attest not only to the positive 

educational instruction they received, but how instruction that embraced and incorporated 

                                                           
268 49th Legislation, 2nd Regular Session, House Bill, Arizona State House of Representatives (2010). 
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diversity raised their own levels of community, cultural, and social awareness while giving them 

a sense of empowerment and pride.  

The educational and literary communities also responded immediately. A number of 

authors whose works were effectively banned from instruction have issued public statements.272  

Their comments reveal similar concerns about the threat that book-banning— as well as closure 

of ethnic studies programs like MAS— poses to freedom of expression, equality in education, 

and respect for diverse perspectives.273  But none of them spoke in depth to the circumstances.  

MAS curriculum materials 

The MAS program at TUSD was grounded in the theoretical framework of educational 

theorist Paulo Freire and drew largely from “critical pedagogy, popular education, and the 

related participatory action research.”274  Freire’s model proposes the concept of students as 

contributors to their own education and, as such, promotes an educational setting that nurtures 

partnerships rather than hierarchies in the classroom as students work towards academic, 

personal, and civic development. Freire argued that the ultimate goal of educational programs 

should be to stimulate students’ awareness of social responsibility.275  Towards this end, MAS 

implemented a transformative curriculum model through which “the Chicano/Latino voice, 

experience, perspective, and history are moved from the margin to the center of the 

curriculum.”276 The MAS curriculum model consisted of the following formula: 

Culturally & Historically Relevant 

+ 

Social Justice Centered 
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 + 

State Standard Aligned (Honors aligned in most cases) 

+ 

Academically Rigorous 

= 

Mexican American Studies 

The books that were utilized by the MAS curriculum included titles that have won 

prestigious awards and many that are considered foundational texts in various fields. In the 

categories of both non-fiction and fiction, they range from history books to novels to collections 

of poetry.277  Drawn from varied fields and genres, the texts have in common a representation of 

historical record as more complex and diverse than is presented in traditional educational texts.  

Suffer Smoke 

Suffer Smoke (1996) is a collection of short stories that take place in the mining 

community of Morenci, Arizona. The stories are set in the early and mid-1900s, prior to the 

expansion of the mine that essentially swallowed the heart of the community. The fictionalized 

experiences reflect the perspectives and experiences of the Mexican American/Chicano people in 

the community.278  Arizona mining towns were abundant in the late 19th and early 20th centuries 

and, most often, Mexican Americans and Mexican immigrants comprised the bulk of the labor 

force while Euro-American workers served in supervisory and administrative capacities. Similar 

to the agriculture sector, the laboring class in mining companies most often lived in substandard 

housing, received less quality services, and was also subject to racial prejudice and 

discrimination. Björkquist’s stories reveal the experiences of living in these circumstances, 
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including the development of worker’s unions, strikes, and lay-offs. The stories also speak to 

love, death, birth, hate, friendship, education, home and all elements of daily life in this 

community.  

  

Elena Diaz Björkquist, Suffer Smoke (El Paso: Arte Publico Press, 1996). The text is no longer in 

print through Arte Public Press, but it is now available via Amazon self-publication. 

 

Suffer Smoke historicizes the experiences of Chicanos in Arizona.279 These stories are 

often underrepresented or excluded from written historical record; hence, these experiences and 

perspectives rarely make it into classrooms. The inclusions of texts such as Suffer Smoke make 

school curricula more culturally and historically relevant for Arizona students, the importance of 

which is emphasized by the MAS program. Relevance is a key component in the ability to reach 

                                                           
279 Melinda Palacio, “When Your Book is Banned…Comunidad,” La Bloga, 

http://www.labloga.blogspot.com/2012/03 (accessed 20 March 2012). 

http://www.labloga.blogspot.com/2012/03
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students and cultivate greater interest in the curriculum, increasing the likelihood for academic 

success.280  The inclusion of the culturally relevant information helps foster things like pride in 

self, community and culture. This, in turn, yields students who are more likely to have a strong 

sense of ethnic identity. Scholars O’Leary and Romero argue that the development of a positive 

ethnic identity helps diminish the “negative effects of minority stress on mental health.”281  The 

barring of ethnic studies programs such as MAS, and curriculum materials such as Suffer Smoke 

jeopardize academic and personal well-being among Chicano students. Björkquist surmises that 

the banning of the program and its curriculum materials means that “These kids are being robbed 

of their right to know their heritage….once you learn your history, you’re proud.” 282   

In the following sections I include Björkquist’s historia, as she provided it in interview. I 

choose to present the transcript with minor editing in this way in order to maintain the spirit of 

historia and testimonio, in which the speaker determines how her story should be told and why. 

This method allows me to give the speaker authority over her story and storytelling process.  

 

Elena Diaz Björkquist 283 

                                                           
280 Tucson Unified School District Mexican American Student Services, “Mexican American Studies” (2012) 
281 O’Leary and Romero, “Chicano/a Students Respond,” 18. 
282 Palacio, “When Your Book is Banned.” 
283 Kurt Björkquist. Elena Diaz Björkquist. 2013 
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The Historia of Elena Díaz Björkquist 284 

The town, the town was haunting me 

 

It was, I think, 1990. I was going through a really bad depression and was on 

medical leave from my job teaching History and Spanish. As I’m recuperating, I started 

dreaming and the dreams were all taking place in Morenci. The town, the town was 

haunting me. My husband said, “Well, why don’t you start recording these dreams?” So I 

started writing dreams down. I also remembered that when I was a kid we had been living 

in a company house, a little adobe house, a living room, bedroom and kitchen that was it. 

The heater leaked gas and my dad woke up to see me foaming in the mouth. He got up to 

see what was wrong with me and just went down again. Then he figured out it must be 

gas cause it rises. He stayed down there where it was clear and just reached out and 

pulled me and dragged me; he crawled, dragged me outside and then went back in and 

got my mom and my brother. But that memory came back really strong because I died… 

I must have died. It was going through this darkness and then at the end of the darkness 

this light and it was my great-grandmother and she had been dead for a while. She was 

telling me that I had to come back, that I had to go back to write. That really came into 

focus for me; that I was to write. I was putting it together with my dreams about Morenci 

and I had to write about Morenci, those stories needed to be told. 

I started being haunted by other people. Like “The Hershey Bar Queen”—it’s 

been in, let’s see, five different collections. So it’s a very popular story about Reyna, 

who’s fat and what happens to her in the school system and then it gets kind of weird at 

the end, but that’s the way she wanted the story told. I had no idea about any of it; I just 

woke up one morning and, ‘Ah! This woman wants the story told this way ‘cause she 

came and told me this story’. So I wrote it down immediately so I wouldn’t forget it. The 

story is essentially the way that I heard it that morning. I always say she woke me up at 4 

o’clock in the morning to tell me her story. 

 

Suffer Smoke is like regaining my childhood 

 

When I was a kid I remember standing on the playground looking down at the 

road holding a chain linked fence thinking, ‘one of these days I’m going to be on that 

road that leads out of town and I’m never coming back here’. Though it was a very secure 

place, I knew my future was not there. I did not want to be a miner’s wife. That’s what 

the Chicanas were going to be because they encouraged us to take Home Ec—I never 

took Home Ec. I was going to go to college and not be a miner’s wife. That was the 

important thing. Though I loved Morenci it was just not as I saw my future, because I 

wanted more.  

Once I chose that goal of going to college I also realized I had to do well in 

school. If you were a Chicana or Chicano, you had to fight to get the classes that you 

wanted. There’s story in Suffer Smoke called “You don’t need College Prep” and that’s 

                                                           
284 Elena Diaz Björkquist, interview with author, Tucson, Arizona, March 25, 2012.  
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exactly what the men were told. The women weren’t even told, just kind of geared 

towards Home Ec. You learned to sew, you learned to cook, and take care of babies. The 

boys were geared towards things like Machine Shop, Wood Shop, Auto Shop and all 

those things that were trades for the mine to hire. 

What’s fascinating is that after Suffer Smoke came out we went back to do a 

reading in Morenci/Clifton. The Vice Principal took me on a tour of the high school and 

darn if they didn’t have the best Home Ec department! They had the whole thing set up 

so that there was a living room and there were kitchens and a sewing area! He was so 

proud of that and then he took me to the shops. They had this huge, big barn-like thing 

for all the different shops. I was just incredulous! Blown away. I didn’t say anything but 

they’re still training the people, the kids, to feed into this mining operation. 

 

That’s why it was selected by TUSD 

 

There have been books written about Morenci but not from the experience of the 

miners and their families. Suffer Smoke was the first in that sense. And that’s why it was 

selected by Tucson Unified School District Chicano Studies. When I moved here the guy 

that was the head of the program at that time and then another guy who was part of the 

TUSD administration, called me in for a meeting. He knew about the book and he said 

that he wanted [it].  

 

Stories of hope 

 

It comes back to my great-grandmother and the sense that I had to write those 

stories. Way back when it happened when I was a little girl we didn’t talk about it 

anymore. My mom said, “Oh, you were dreaming”, but my grandmother said, “Okay, 

mi’ja. You just remember what she said and it will come back to you someday.”  So I just 

put it away. But now, I could share it and my intent wasn’t to share it with the world but 

it was to share it with other Chicanos. There I was in Chicano Studies classes and doing 

these readings with MeCha and these other kids and I realized that they understood, they 

were going through what I had gone through, they were still going through it. The stories 

as I wrote them were stories of hope. It wasn’t this ‘hey, yeah, I’m gonna get back at 

those gringos or whoever wants to hold me down’. No, these were stories of hope and 

resilience of strong people, of people who just wanted to be respected for who they were.  

What’s really fascinating is that when I was doing readings, people would show 

up with connections to Morenci. I think it was in Mendocino and I was doing a reading 

on one of the worst stormy nights and the lights went out. There were two old ladies in 

the audience and tears streaming down their faces. . . They had been born in Morenci, 

they were in their late 80s and they were living in Fort Bragg, they were widows. They 

told me that their dad had been a supervisor in the mine and there had been people from 

New York out and they went into the mine and it collapsed. That’s what brought them to 

tears, they’d been thinking about their dad. They were white women. That was a defining 

moment for me, thinking that the gringos, the Anglos, would appreciate my stories. My 

stories are universal. They are capturing the human experience. It doesn’t matter what 

race or culture you’re from, it’s human. That’s what I had striven for, that they would be 

humanizing.  
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“It’s a dishonor to have that book banned.” 

 

Alice Walker, the author, was my neighbor in Anderson Valley. One time she told 

me, “Elena, you are the memory of Morenci.”   I collect and preserve the history of the 

people about this town that is not there anymore and that’s what the book is. My family, 

my grandparents and parents and aunts and uncles, we all came from this town that is not 

there anymore. The circumstances are not there, but those circumstances were prevalent 

throughout the Southwest. There were other towns in Arizona that learned about that 

when I would do the readings. People would come up and say, “You wrote about Bisbee, 

you wrote about Douglas, you wrote about Ray.”  I realized that I was giving voice to 

these people that had not been able to do it.  

It makes me feel very sad about the voices being silenced in TUSD, it makes me 

think about my cousins and the rest of the Chicanos that didn’t have opportunities in 

Morenci. There are other Chicanos who are not being given opportunities. Opportunity to 

see what a raza is capable of, what others have done to overcome barriers, and that’s 

what the book was about. It was about people who were not treated very well but had not 

lost the sense of who they were. And eventually I saw that was it, we wanted to have 

respect, we wanted to be honored. And it is a dishonor to have that book banned.  

 

Definitely a healing process 

 

I think I was coming into my own when I first started writing those stories and I 

put those two people together who were in me—Elena and Helen—and Elena won. I 

guess it started at Travis Air Force Base285. I could not go on being Helen anymore. I 

returned to being Elena, everything went back to Elena, my driver’s license, everything. 

Except my birth certificate, that stayed Helen, because that’s what they did back then in 

our town—they anglicized everything, but at home I was Elena and Cuci, that was my 

nick name. It definitely affected me. I remember there were these stairs. The school was 

at the bottom of the stairs and home at the top. By the time I made it to the top, I was 

Elena and Helen had stayed down there. It [writing Suffer Smoke] was like, bringing 

together those two. And Helen-- I’m not gonna throw her out. Helen has all those skills 

and it’s like she’s a bridge between two cultures. I’ve selected for myself who I am and 

it’s a mixture of both. Being able to say I understand where the Anglos are coming from 

and they’re scared—I think so many of them are scared because they’re seeing the 

menace of the so-called illegal aliens coming over, they’re running scared and  looking at 

us like “well, you look like them too” and that’s what’s causing all these stupid laws. 

That’s the only explanation I can think of. That’s the thing, books like Suffer Smoke 

break down those barriers and get people to see Chicanos and women. We have a 

perspective, we have validity, we have honor, the same as everybody else and we should 

be respected .  

 

The thing with change 

 

                                                           
285 Björkquist served 18 months in the U.S. Air Force. She was stationed at Travis Air Force Base, where she 

received training as a lab tech. She also met her husband, Kurt Björkquist at Travis. 
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The thing with change is you can’t just go in and say ‘Okay, now we’re going to 

do this, now we’re going to do that!’ You can’t treat people like what they’re thinking 

and doing is bad and wrong. If you go in there like that, you’re not going to affect any 

change… It’s working a little bit at a time to institute change, it’s not going to happen 

overnight. It’s just like with getting the books back into TUSD, it’s not going to happen 

overnight. You know, they’re relenting a little bit each time because they’re in the wrong 

and they know they’re in the wrong. But you can’t just go saying “You’re in the Wrong!” 

you were wrong you did such a stupid thing because it just entrenches them in what 

they’re doing. And you can’t go back and say you shouldn’t have done that. Now, we can 

only go forward, one step at a time. We can do what we have to. My parents raised a 

fighter, but you have to know when to let the ire come up. The other way you can’t 

institute change. You have to keep moving forward. 

 

Analysis 

Elena Díaz Björkquist carried her great-grandmother’s directive to write in her heart 

throughout her life and relied on it to guide her in her writing career. Those words called to her 

when the town of Morenci began to undergo the dramatic expansion of the Phelps Dodge mine in 

the 1960s and 70s. As the open pit mine was increased in size, the community was lost to the 

gaping hole in the earth. 

  

Historical Morenci, Arizona c1965. Photograph posted by Edward Gonzalez on YouTube.  286 

                                                           
286 Edward Gonzalez, Morenci, Arizona, 1965,  July 22, 2012, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7k1K2zc3KWI 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7k1K2zc3KWI
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Morenci Copper Mine, 21st Century. 287 

 

 Björkquist felt the urgency to record the stories of the people of Morenci and Suffer 

Smoke was born. Alicia Gaspar del Alba argues that many Chicana writers share this sense of 

responsibility and are “endowed with the ritual and spiritual responsibility to keep the culture, 

the memories, the rituals, the stories, superstitions, language, and the images of their (specifically 

Mexican) heritage.”288   Like Bonfil Batalla,289 Mora, 290 and Aurora Levins Morales,291 del 

Gaspar puts forth the concept that women (as mothers, poets, and historians, respectively) are the 

caretakers of cultural knowledge, responsible for its preservation and deliverance to future 

generations. As such, they are able to form and transform living and written historical record and 

the way that people relate to it. For the Chicano/a writer and reader, this means finding 

                                                           
287 Morenci Copper Mine,  http://www.colindaylinks.com/arizona/morenci1.html 
288 Alicia del Gaspar, “Literary Wetback”, The Massachusetts Review 29, no. 2, 242-246, quoted in Tey Diana 

Rebolledo, Women Singing in the Snow (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1995), 159. 
289 Bonfil Batalla, Mexico Profundo: Reclaiming a Civilization (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1996), 29. 
290 Pat Mora, “The Poet as Curandera”, Nepantla: Essays from the Land in the Middle (Albuquerque: University of 

New Mexico Press, 1993), 127.  
291 Aurora Levins Morales, “The Historian as Curandera,” JSRI Working Paper #40 (1997), 2. 
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themselves represented in story. Chicana poet and educator Andrea Mauk writes, “Elena Diaz 

Björkquist grounded her tales in the land of my grandparents//and Stella Pope Duarte showed 

stories set on the same ground I romped//over as a teenager. It was then I knew that my words, 

too, had possibilities.”292 The recognition of herself and her own history in works by Chicana 

authors allowed Mauk to imagine what Björkquist referred to as “Opportunity to see what a raza 

is capable of, what others have done to overcome barriers.” The ability to imagine such 

opportunity is, in itself, empowering because it permits the individual to see herself reflected in 

the history of the community, and to imagine her place in it. The MAS curriculum was 

developed with this very goal in mind, arguing that through such cultural and historical 

relevance, students are more able and willing to become invested in their education and engage 

as active participants in the classroom as they move towards academic and personal success.293 

As a transformed historical record of the Chicano/a experience, Björkquist’s Suffer 

Smoke becomes part of a healing process for Chicano/a readers (and even non-Chicano readers) 

because they are able to identify themselves, their families and their communities in the stories. 

While some of the experiences related in the stories may be painful and difficult to digest, they 

are grounded in real-life occurrences, from sexual abuse to anti-Mexican discrimination and 

access to education for Chicanas. For example, “Deliver us from Evil” relates the story of two 

young girls dealing with the trauma of sexual abuse. Björkquist captures the heartache and 

anguish the girls feel, an experience that is shared by a large number of women.294 Tey Diana 

Rebolledo asserts that, for Chicana writers:  “Oppression, pain, alienation, and disappointment 

                                                           
292 Andrea Mauk, “Este Poema Esta Dedicado a Las Mujeres con Las Palabras,” lines 59-61. 
293 Tucson Unified School District Mexican American Student Services, “Mexican American Studies Model,” 

(2012).  
294 According to the Rape, Abuse & Incest National Network (RAINN), one in five American women will 

experience sexual abuse (www.rainn.org). 
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are first suffered in silence, then expressed in language, and eventually transcended through 

writing.”295  Björkquist explains that the writing of Suffer Smoke became a healing process for 

her as she suffered from health issues, depression and the trauma of losing her homeland, as well 

as the experiences of her childhood and community. The book is able to provide this healing 

process, this transcendence of the hardships experienced, for both the author and the reader.  

The wide appeal of texts like Suffer Smoke is critical when they are utilized in classroom 

settings or for teaching purposes, but it is more than likability or relatability that is necessary. 

Through programs such as MAS, Suffer Smoke brought to the classroom stories that are often 

neglected or omitted by Western-oriented curriculum. It offers the experiences and perspectives 

of Chicanos, and how their lives were impacted by social issues, political events, laws, and 

policies that affect all people. Björkquist described an encounter with an “Anglo” member of the 

Morenci community. He went on to become an executive of Phelps Dodge. He explained that he 

had tried to read Suffer Smoke but had put it down because the experiences captured there were 

not his own and he felt that they were negatively biased towards another (Chicano) experience. 

Had he continued to read the book, he may have gained insight into the experiences of the 

Chicano people in his own community and tools to build better relationships with them. 

According to Björkquist, the most important theme of Suffer Smoke is its lesson of 

resiliency. The stories collected in the book, its creation, and the purpose it is able to serve as a 

process of healing are undergirded by the message that despite the difficulties of these particular 

experiences, the Chicanos of Morenci had a strong sense of who they were as Chicanos. 

Regardless of the barriers they might encounter they could survive and thrive. In fact, in all of 

the stories, the characters seek solutions or ways to overcome obstacles in their paths. The men 

                                                           
295 Rebolledo, Women Singing in the Snow, 128. 
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work to establish unions, one male student insists upon his right and ability to pursue college 

prep courses, and a young Chicana fights for her right to speak Spanish. Their stories center the 

Mexican American experience so that it may have a place in historical record. This message is 

the one that the curriculum at the MAS program sought to impart to its students. As of 2016, this 

book remains banned. 
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CHAPTER 7: LIVING IN THE BORDERLANDS 

Evolution of a Revolution 

1. 

In Arizona  

sorrows float with the sunlight.  

Their heat on our flesh  

is familiar.  

We shift, shrug  

ignore, accept  

these generations of disappointment  

too heavy to leave the atmosphere.  

2.  

In Arizona  

the fearful and hateful  

use power  

to further ignorance.  

 

But we stand up on the broken hearts  

of those who walked before us.  

Their songs of promise lift us:  

We shall overcome  

with peace  

We shall conquer  

with our humanity  

There will be justice  

because truth is ours.  

3.  

Nothing changes.  

 

We remain invisible  

unless driving brown  

or learning brown  

or thinking brown  

and then  

we are reasonably suspicious  

dissident  

illegal.  

4.  

517 years, 6 months, and 29 days (approximately)  

and we are done.  

Ya basta.  

 

Our children will not suffocate  

on our sorrows  

or your hate.  
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We rise in protest and wait,  

ready to consume you. 

 

 World-wide and particularly in patriarchal societies, the education of women is often 

riddled with controversy. Women are not afforded the same social value as men and, therefore, 

have not had equal access to social resources such as healthcare, education, employment, etc. In 

colonial societies, this same devaluing has applied to members of the non-dominant group. For 

example, formal, Western education, has, in many instances, been difficult for Mexicanas to 

attain. This final chapter will look at the historia of my mother, Alicia Margarita Tarango Prieto 

Hernández, in which she discusses her education in Western institutions and at home in order to 

explore her experiences as a Chican@/Mexicana in the borderlands, and how her floating 

borderlands served to sustain in her in the face of oppressions.  

Hernández explains that during her early childhood in Texas, the state did not require the 

education of Mexicanos until around 1950.296  

You can ask me things because I can’t always think…I would be forever talking. 

You know me, I have so many memories.  

Another thing I remember was being in the kitchen in the two story farmhouse in 

Barstow, which is where I was born. The kitchen was always filled with wonderful 

smells. One of the smells in the morning would be always coffee and many times 

Abuelita made yeast bread, so we would wake up to the smell of the bread behind the 

stove warm and rising; the sound of the people getting ready and going out to do farm 

chores; children, of course, anxious to have our breakfast and be outside. 297 At that time, 

we were not in school. I did not start school till I was 7 years old. It was not required by 

Texas law to educate Mexican Americans at that time, Hispanic people. Until I was 7. 

I’m not exactly sure what date it became law. So, Carolina was—if I was seven she must 

have been 12 or 13 when she started formal education in Pecos. At that time, we were 

farming; we had a farm and grew our own food as well as cotton. We planted, cultivated 

then harvested our own cotton. We had farm animals so we all had farm chores, from 

taking care of animals, to taking care of horses, pigs, and chickens. I have many 

memories related to the animals, the things that we did that we probably should not have 

done, that were not safe, but to us, nonetheless, the most exciting and fun things that 

                                                           
296 Alicia Hernandez, conversation, 10 March 2012. 
297 Hernandez’ mom, Margarita Tarango Prieto (1901-1987). 
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filled our days. Once we were mandated to go to school, Abuelito bought a lot in Pecos, 

which was about 15 miles away from Barstow and he proceeded to build a house. 298  

Which, incidentally, just last week we got word that the house is being sold in Pecos. It is 

leaving the hands of the family.  

He built the house and, initially, Olivia move into the house with Virginia, Raul, 

Carolina, Anita and Ismael so they could go school299. I was kept home, I was the 

youngest.  

  

Mexicana/o students at the Candelaria School, Candelaria, Texas. Taken in the early 1940s, this 

photo includes several of Hernández’ siblings. The school was segregated; white students would 

have attended a different facility.300 

 

Once she entered school at age seven, it was to a segregated school in which she and 

other Mexicanos were separated from the White students. Furthermore, the education they 

received included historical inaccuracies and cultural stereotypes intended to denigrate 

Mexicanos.  

AHH: How old was Tia Olivia? 

 

AMH: She would have been, 18 or so. She was working at the bus depot; I believe it was 

the Greyhound bus depot. So everyone would go to school during the day and she was 

supposedly in charge, she would feed them and make sure everything went well. It was 

probably another year before Abuelito and Abuelita and I moved to Pecos. And so during 

that time, Abuelito got to see what city life was like, even though Pecos was very small—

I should say town—what city life was like and he was uncomfortable with exposure to 

                                                           
298 Hernandez’ father, Manuel Calderon Prieto (1896-1984).  
299 Five of Alicia’s ten siblings.  
300 Students at the Candelaria School, Texas, c1940. Family Archives.  
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city life or habits. We had been very isolated before and he was not happy with the fact 

that we had to attend a segregated school. There were many times when they had to go to 

the school to see what problem had arisen, many times just from lack of communication 

with the teachers. Tio David would often be pulled aside or out of activities and it was 

simply that he could not communicate with the teachers. So, that was not a good 

situation. 301 

These types of experiences were shared by many ethnic groups in the U.S., including the Native 

American. Tribal communities in the U.S. suffered the forced removal of children and their 

placement in Spanish missions as a part of the process to indoctrinate them in Christian and 

colonial ideologies.302 Once in schools, children were forbidden from engaging in anything 

connected to tribal identity, including language, ceremony, and traditional roles.  

Similarly, Hernández was essentially renamed in American schools, often recorded as 

Elise or Alice rather than her given name of Alicia. She was forbidden from speaking Spanish 

and discouraged from expressing any other element of a Mexicana identity. But, she explains 

that it was the identity generated at home that sustained her, even from a very young age:  

The important part of my life was family, my family. And that was my safe haven. For 

instance, when I went to grade school, the teachers changed my name from Alicia to 

Alice. In one instance my grades were recorded under Elsie. They changed my name for 

their convenience. But I never felt that that was me when they would address me like 

that. I knew who I was, I knew that was my school work, I knew that was me in sports, 

playing in sports, I knew it belonged to me. And when I went home, it was reinforced. 

That was my work, it was me, and I was Alicia. And it didn’t matter what the outside 

world called me. I just felt comfortable. It didn’t, at no point do I remember thinking, 

who am I? I always felt, and I’m sure if you asked me, probably as young as 2, if you 

asked me, I would say, ‘Yo soy Alicia Margarita Tarango Prieto’. And I would have said, 

or maybe I would have said, ‘Losoya Calderon Tercero’ because I was aware of who my 

forefathers were and it was part of the conversation and those were the people who were 

always there. 

 

                                                           
301 Hernandez’ brother 
302 Victoria Brady, Sarah Crome, and Lyn Reese, “Resist Survival Tactics of Indian Women,” California History, 

63, no. 2 (1984): 142.  
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Although school proved itself over and over again to be a tool of oppression and assimilation, 

Hernández was imbued by a strong sense of who she was from the knowledge generated in her 

home space.  

The use of the educational system to force assimilation and not necessarily provide 

academic training or nurture a love for learning in non-Westerners is further evidenced by 

Hernández’ experience in the eighth grade. Then, she was informed by her teacher that although 

she had earned the position of class salutatorian, it was felt that the title should be awarded to a 

White student because Hernández, as a Mexicana, was unlikely to go to or finish high school.303 

The title would be more beneficial to the career of the White student, who would at least finish 

high school.  

One of the things I remember about my elementary education…my 8th grade teacher was 

Mr. Laidlaw. I was a good student, I had good grades. When it came time for our 

promotion I had the second highest grade average of the two classes. He told me, 

ordinarily, I should be salutatorian but he said that, 

You probably will not go to high school, or finish high school so will you pass your title 

to Brenda Ross because she will go to high school, finish high school and it will look 

good on her record? I was a quiet, shy person. I said I would like to think about. I 

thought about it and the next day I told him I wanted to keep my title. I wrote my speech 

and presented it on promotion night. I was extremely nervous. I thought the platform that 

I was standing on was visibly shaking! I’m sure that people could see that I was nervous 

but I delivered it.  

AHH: Did Abuelito and Abuelita advise you? 

AMH: I talked to them and they felt that I had earned it, but that it was up to me if I 

wanted to do it or not. So they said, ‘It is an honor you have earned, no matter what you 

do, for the rest of your life’. I believe that was the deciding factor, right there.  

                                                           
303 In this context, White implies someone of European-American heritage. 
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Alicia P. Hernández at her eighth grade graduation ceremony, Stanfield, Arizona, 1959.304  

The injustices that Hernández experienced in the American school system are such that 

they could have forever damaged her sense of self-worth. However, she attributes the strong 

educational foundation established during her home life for her ability to overcome such barriers. 

While her education included the written tradition (both her parents were literate in written 

Spanish and taught their children to read and write), her education was primarily via an oral 

tradition that served to instill knowledge of place, ceremony, language, and sacred histories. 

Chumash elder Pilulaw Khus refers to these elements as critical precisely because they 

contribute to the maintenance of a relationship with ancestors and ancestral knowledge and serve 

as tools for survival. She explains,  

How else did we survive? How else did we continue to exist? To a large degree, we 

continued to survive by closing in within ourselves as families and clans. We came 

together and continued to talk with each other within our families. The tools of Indian 

                                                           
304 Alicia P. Hernandez, Stanfield, Arizona, 1959. Family archives.  
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survival include remember, storytelling, and ceremony. We continued to tell each other 

the stories, to pass the stories down, to pass down the ability to different things, like 

maybe make baskets; maybe be able to recognize certain plants.305 

 

Similar components shaped Hernández’ identity by providing her with an understanding of who 

she is, which enabled her to face the challenges head on and prevail. The traditions of 

storytelling continued within the family, and the emphasis was on persistence.  

A sense of self-worth is a trait that Hernández learned via her education in the oral 

tradition, in which her primary educators were women. This role of women in the education of 

children has been vital for the persistence of knowledge among Indigenous communities and 

especially within communities that honor women’s authority in the development and 

maintenance of social structure. Yaqui-Chicana scholar Yolanda Broyles-Gonzales illustrates the 

authority of mothers and grandmothers in the process of transmitting Indigenous Knowledge in 

“Indianizing Catholicism.” Here, the author offers examples of how women have historically 

maintained knowledge and shared it from one generation to the next. She says, “Mujeres are the 

chief transmitters of spiritual practices in the home.” 306 Speaking here about the role that 

Indigenous (Yaqui) women have assumed as mediators of Catholicism in the home, Broyles-

Gonzales illustrates that women intentionally use oral traditions to maintain knowledge and 

shape its relevance in their homes and communities. Hernández’s experiences mirror this 

knowledge sharing: 

While we were in Barstow and I was still around the age of 4 or 5, I remember Abuelita 

making clothes for us all, particularly dresses; I remember she would make dresses for all 

of us girls. Sometimes some of the aunts would also be there so we would get to hear all 

of the female conversations that went on. A lot of them had to do with family living, 

child bearing and illness, how they took care of illnesses, what presses they used, what 

herbs and barks they used. So, it was a natural thing for me to feel that we could find 

whatever we needed in our surroundings and it would be useful for us in taking care of 

                                                           
305 Yolanda Broyles-Gonzales and Pilulaw Khus, Earth Wisdom (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 2010), 73. 
306 Broyles-Gonzales, “Indianizing Catholicism,” 117. 
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either a cut or stomach ache. And it just felt comfortable to feel that it was that simple. 

We didn’t have introduction to doctors until we went to school. But we enjoyed the 

conversations and we learned a lot also about child care, it was a common thing for us to 

hold a child or change their diaper. It was assumed that we would not harm the child, or 

drop him, even as young as we were. I know that they were watching, but it was 

surprising how much trust they had in our skills, the idea that we would do the right 

thing. And it was so much fun trying on the clothes they were making for us, trying them 

on and seeing them come together, with their skill. At that time, there was no sewing 

machine; it was all done by hand. Abuelita also made our matching bloomers for our 

dresses and she also made shirts for the boys. But it was a fun time to hear all the 

women’s voices and laughter and conversations. They would take breaks to fix lunches 

and things like that and then return to their task.  

  

Alicia P. Hernández, Texas, c.1945. 307 

The role of women as transmitters of knowledge is evidenced in many Indigenous 

communities. Bonfil Batalla argues, that this is the case because in their domestic roles as 

mothers and caretakers, women are able to more effectively maintain knowledge and share it 

with their children. However, scholar Paloma Martinez-Cruz asserts that while women may 

empower their communities, she does not consider the functions of this work as necessarily 

gendered, and not confined to private spaces 

                                                           
307 Hernandez, c.1945. Family archives. 
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[…] I view Mesoamerican women thinkers as people who empower their community 

members through the performance of healing, which is not necessarily private, employing 

techniques that are not always gender-specific, and frequently these are not ritualized or 

repeated to the degree that I would risk discussing theirs as a repertoire of 

performances.308  

 

Martinez-Cruz’ questions the gendering of knowledge-keeping and sharing, but acknowledges 

the important part that women play in these processes.  

Similarly, scholar Linda Tohe explains that in her Diné upbringing, she learned from the 

example of the women in her life and ancestry to have courage, be strong, and assume roles of 

leadership.  

As long as I can remember, the Diné (or Navajo, as we are also referred to) women in my 

life have always shown courage, determination, strength, persistence, and endurance in 

their own special way. My female relatives lived their lives within the Diné matrilineal 

culture that valued, honored, and respected them. These women passed on to their 

daughters not only their strength, but the expectation to assume responsibility for the 

family, and therefore were expected to act as leaders for the family and the tribe. Despite 

five hundred years of Western patriarchal intrusion, this practice continues. 309 

 

Hernández experiences mirror these examples that reinforce the concept of women’s significance 

as being innate in cultural thought and social structure in specific Indigenous and Indigenous-

based societies, just as the Mexicano society in which Hernández’ was raised. Their roles are not 

limited by child rearing or care-taking responsibilities because, in fact, those responsibilities 

carry great authority and value. Hernández’ explains, for example, that when the state of Texas 

required that the children begin attending school, her parents asked their oldest daughter to take 

charge of some the youngest children. Olivia Tarango Prieto (Zagone), just nineteen years old at 

the time, moved into a home with five of the children. While their parents remained on the ranch 

outside of town, Zagone and the children moved into a family-owned home in the small town. 

                                                           
308 Paloma Martinez-Cruz, Women and Knowledge in Mesoamerica: From East L.A. to Anahuac (Tucson: 

University of Arizona, 2008), 2.  
309 Linda Tohe, “There is No Word for Feminism in My Language,” WicazoSa Review 15, no.2 (2000). 
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They would stay together there during the week, with occasional visits from their parents. 

Extended family lived nearby, but living about fifteen miles away from their parents, Zagone 

was responsible for ensuring the education, spiritual development and daily care of the 

children.310 She did not have male supervision and these responsibilities were not considered less 

valuable. These “traditional” care-taking roles were highly valued by her family and it was a 

testament to her character that she was entrusted with the welfare of the children.  

  

Olivia P. Zagone, Texas, c.1940. In addition to caring for her younger siblings while they lived 

away from their parents, Zagone was responsible for many aspects of the family’s spiritual life. 

As the eldest daughter, she led the blessing of the fields. She also took on the task of 

Catholicizing her siblings as their parents did not attend church. 311 

 

Hernández was not among the children raised by Zagone as she was not quite school age 

then. Remaining at home with her parents, aunts, uncles, and younger cousins, her education 

would be provided by the family. Hernández’ mother played a significant part in her education. 

                                                           
310 Hernandez, conversación, 10 March 2012.  
311 Olivia T. Prieto (Zagone). Texas, c1940, Family archives. 
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In fact, her education within the oral tradition is defined by the role of the women as storytellers. 

Some of her earliest memories are of the gatherings of the women—her grandmothers, her 

mother and her tias. During those gatherings, the women would share with each other and with 

the children information and instruction about medicinal practices, child rearing, and family 

history. 

While we were in Barstow and I was still around the age of 4 or 5, I remember 

Abuelita making clothes for us all, particularly dresses; I remember she would make 

dresses for all of us girls. Sometimes some of the aunts would also be there so we would 

get to hear all of the female conversations that went on. A lot of them had to do with 

family living, child bearing and illness, how they took care of illnesses, what presses they 

used, what herbs and barks they used. So, it was a natural thing for me to feel that we 

could find whatever we needed in our surroundings and it would be useful for us in 

taking care of either a cut or stomach ache. And it just felt comfortable to feel that it was 

that simple. We didn’t have introduction to doctors until we went to school. But we 

enjoyed the conversations and we learned a lot also about child care, it was a common 

thing for us to hold a child or change their diaper. It was assumed that we would not harm 

the child, or drop him, even as young as we were. I know that they were watching, but it 

was surprising how much trust they had in our skills, the idea that we would do the right 

thing […] But it was a fun time to hear all the women’s voices and laughter and 

conversations. 312  

Being in the presence of the women of the family, learning important information about a wide 

variety of things was important to Hernández for a number of reasons. It created a feeling of 

comfort and security not only about her position in the family or in the storytelling context, but it 

also gave her knowledge that she could apply to her well-being and that of her family.  

  Another element that the women considered especially important to impart was 

knowledge of place. While Hernández was born in Texas and primarily raised in Arizona, both 

her maternal and paternal families originated in Chihuahua, Mexico, though they also considered 

the southwestern parts of Texas part of their ancestral homelands. She says:  

And that makes me think of further back, in the history of the family, long before we 

came on the scene, and that was my parent’s childhood that was between Chihuahua and 

                                                           
312 Hernandez, conversation, 10 March 2012. 
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Candelaria. The Rio Grande divides these two areas, one being in Mexico and the other 

being part of the U.S. Candelaria is part of the U.S. I’m sure if you go back hundreds of 

years, both families had been in the area for probably hundreds of years. They had always 

lived that way. They came north of the Rio Grande, probably in the summer time. They 

had what they called temporales, so they grew certain crops in Candelaria. And they 

brought certain animals, probably to graze them or maybe just to feed them. 

 

This type of knowledge is fundamental to their identity and survival because it provided 

them with an understanding of not only their origins, but also how they were connected with and 

should interact with their surroundings. Khus explains that connection to place is significant 

because, “It makes it easier for us to connect with our ancestors and with our spiritual 

self….even if we are displaced, we are still on the same continent and the same body of land”.313 

So, although Hernández herself has never been to San Antonio del Bravo where her mother was 

born, or Vado de Piedra where her grandmother was born, because of the education guided by 

the women of her family, she knows the land, the plants, the animals and the spirits of those 

places as if she was born there herself.  

One of the most significant lessons that Hernández learned through the oral tradition was 

a story rooted in Mexico during her mother’s childhood, probably around 1910 during the 

Mexican Revolution. Alone together at home with the children, the women warded off a group 

of unidentified men. Under the leadership of her great-grandmother Paula Garcia, the women of 

the family retreated to the protection of the house, where they had only one rifle. 

One story that I always wanted to pass along to you, particularly you girls was-- and this 

was during the revolution. Mamá Paula was still alive and the men had gone to probably 

round up cattle and bring them in so they had asked all the women to stay together in one 

house, so they did. I don’t remember whose house it was they stayed in but I would 

imagine it was Papá Nicolas. So the women were gathered there and they heard horses 

come up and headed for the barn. They knew that they were probably going to take the 

harnesses, and probably feed the horses, looking for hay and things like that. Mamá Paula 

figured that they were going to come up to the house, in fact they could hear the men 

walking around the house. So Mamá Paula started telling the women, just shouting out 

orders in an authoritative voice. They had one weapon, one rifle that didn’t work but they 
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could still pull back and make it sound like they were loading the rifle. So she kept using 

the same rifle over and over and say, ‘You cover that window!’ She was giving them 

men’s names, ‘Tu Reymundo, ven aque en ventana’ and they would cock the weapon to 

make the sound. So she would assign all of these imaginary men with these imaginary 

weapons to the windows. She would shout orders and ask, “Y los vec’, can you see them? 

‘Si, aqui me tiene en mi vista’, making their voices as rough and gruff as they could, they 

caught on to what she was trying to do. I believe Abuelita was probably 9 or 10at the 

time. 314 She said that, after a while, the noise stopped and the men left, so they didn’t 

bother them. They were afraid they would come and make them cook, and whatever.  

I’ve always thought; just remember what you’re made of, these strong women, 

particularly Mamá Paula. Abuelita would say, ‘No acovarben’, tell us, ‘Don’t cowardice, 

don’t be cowards, you be strong, face whatever is out there for you’. So, I do remember 

that, when things get rough for me, I always remember that. And I always remind Tia 

Anita, no matter what we’re facing, no somos covardes, somos fuertes. And not just 

fuertes, but she was very resourceful in figuring out what might keep the men away. So 

you don’t have to just be strong, you have to resourceful to save yourself.  

 

In addition to highlighting the strength and courage of women during tumultuous times, 

the story also evidences the fact that, as historian Elizabeth Salas points out, women had varied 

and often unheralded roles during the Mexican Revolution. 315  

Although Paula Garcia and the women of the families were not soldaderas in the 

traditional sense, they were indeed engaged in a battle for their lives. Had they been unable to 

deceive them, they would surely have suffered a great deal in the men’s hands. The story is also 

reminiscent of one discussed by Salas in which the women of Parral, Chihuahua organized to 

defend their community against American troops, actions which may not have been part of their 

traditional roles, but were warranted by the circumstances. These adaptations of women’s roles 

enabled women to better fight for their own survival and for their community’s survival. 

Hernández explains that the retelling of Mamá Paula’s story was important to her mother and, 

                                                           
314 Margarita Tercero Tarango (Prieto) was born in 1901. Mamá Paula was her grandmother, Paula Garcia, probably 

born around 1850. 
315 Elizabeth Salas, “The Soldadera in the Mexican Revolution: War and Men’s Illusions” in Women of the Mexican 

Countryside, 1850-1990, ed. Heather Fowler-Salamini and Mary Kay Vaughn (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 

1994), 184.  
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consequently, important to her because it did speak to the strength, courage, and resourcefulness 

of their female ancestors and these traits were, consequently, traits they perceived in themselves.   

Hernández’ grandmother, Dominga Garcia Tercero Tarango was in the house during the 

stand-off in San Antonio del Bravo. It was Tarango’s mother, Paula Garcia, who led the women 

in fooling the unknown intruders.  There are various stories in the family that point to Tarango 

allegiance with social revolutionaries in the borderlands. For example, family knowledge says 

that Chiricahua Apache leader Geronimo visited the family in the late 1800s and Tarango 

prepared meals for him and his group.  

Hernández understood her grandmother’s stories of resistance as lessons that these 

women understood their value and considered themselves worthy of protection. This sentiment is 

one that also motivated Hernández to participate in the Civil Rights Movement during the 1960s 

and 70s. Then, she volunteered with the United Farm Workers, partly because she herself had 

been a farm laborer as a young woman and understood the injustices of that experience. But she 

also lent her support to the movements pertaining more specifically to Black Americans and 

Native Americans. She considered these communities hers as well, recognizing in their struggles 

the experiences of her own family and other Mexicanos. 

I guess because of that [experiences with discrimination], when the Civil Rights 

movements and the farm worker’s struggle came to light, it was just an easy thing. That’s 

what I’m part of, that’s the identity that I hold, but that’s not reflected from the people 

around me. It was not a scary thing. I know some people were afraid. They were afraid of 

being arrested, being in the open where you put yourself out there and you hear insults 

and all kinds of language used against you, actually hurled at you-- a lot of people said, ‘I 

can’t be part of that. I will print out pamphlets and help that way but I cannot march, I 

cannot speak out openly’. And to me, as well as your dad, that part was not frightening.  

We boycotted Safeway in Phoenix and, of course, your dad marched in California, he 

was more involved physically that way. I identified with the farm workers because I did 

that, I migrated, I knew the labor that we did and how little we were paid and no benefits. 

There still are no benefits for farm workers other than in California. So, even though we 

have schools named after Cesar Chavez, streets named after Cesar Chavez, the impact 

was not so great as it should have been. The hope was that it would change everyone’s 
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view […] So, I don’t see that it was that it reached all that it should have reached. It was a 

beginning. I’m glad that it happened, but I’m still frustrated that it impacted such a small 

part of this country and that we still have the same situation today, 50 years later. ‘No, 

you can’t pay them!’ In fact, Arizona wants to lower the minimum wage.  

But all that time, all the years that the farm workers struggled to get some rights, I think it 

strengthened those of us that felt that we are worthy individuals, I see myself as a worthy 

individual. Why do you not see me? The fault is not with me, the fault is with you.  

So that, as a woman, because there were many women involved in the huelgas, not just 

protesting but in giving support in many ways, so it took strong individuals to do that and 

people with a vision, a vision of themselves and a vision for their children, that was the 

important thing to us then. We wanted our children to be able to go school easier than the 

struggle we had had. 316  

She wasn’t afraid during that time because her experience and the experiences of her 

family had prepared her to face challenges such as discrimination with dignity and pride. 

Hernández recognized the rights of her community and herself and, with her ancestors standing 

beside her, felt strong enough to fight for them.  

This motivation to engage in social action seems to be strong among Mexicanas. In her 

discussion of the women of the Mothers of East L.A. (MELA) movement, social activist Mary 

Pardo explains that despite stereotypes of Mexicanas as passive and unwilling to become 

involved in social action, the women of groups such as MELA have shown that Mexicanas are 

deeply concerned about social justice because they are traditionally the caretakers of the 

children, family and community, and that those concepts extend beyond biological relationships: 

Part of a mother's "traditional" responsibility includes over- seeing her child's progress in 

school, interacting with school staff, and supporting school activities. In these processes, 

women meet other mothers and begin developing a network of acquaintanceships and 

friendships based on mutual concern for the welfare of their children. 317  

 

                                                           
316 Hernandez, conversation, 10 March 2012. 
317 Mary Pardo, “Mexican American Women Grassroots Community Activistas: Mothers of East Los Angeles,” 

Frontiers: A Journal of Women Studies 11, no. 1 (1990), 1-7. 
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More significantly, they have a sense of cultural responsibility and pride that gives them strength 

to pursue justice even in the face of great opposition. One contributing factor to this strength is 

partnerships within the community, or a sense of belonging to something greater than self.  

This idea of collective belonging is a recurring element in Hernández’ historia. 

Throughout this particular historia, she used most often the pronoun “we” when discussing her 

childhood, her experiences with the oral tradition, her family, and her involvement in social 

resistance. Hernández identifies this sense of “we” as a regard for herself as belonging to 

something larger than herself. 318  

 I just felt “we”. I was always with Carolina, Anita, Ismael [her three immediately elder 

siblings]. And another recollection I have was, and I’m not sure if this is of them telling 

me or do I really—but I do see it in my mind. When we were in Barstow in that 2 story 

farmhouse we had a big porch, or veranda, whatever, it was part of the house. Suspended 

from one of the rafters was this box. It was a rectangle wooden frame and attached to it 

was this canvas and it was hooked onto the rafter with a rope and it was a cradle and they 

would put me in it and rock me. I remember that I can see it in my mind, vividly, that’s 

where they would put me and rock me to sleep. They were always there, Anita, Ismael, 

and Carolina. For the longest time, I insisted that I was a triplet because Anita and Ismael 

were twins and I felt such a part of them I would tell people we were triplets! I wanted to 

dress like them! We moved so much like a unit, when we were putting the fruit out for 

drying, they were always there with me. Playing, we would make little caballeros de 

barro, you know little mud ponies, and we would make little horses from wire, rusty wire 

that we would shape into little horses. They could actually stand and so we would play 

with those things. So, they were just there. They were constant.  

 

                                                           
318 Hernandez, conversation, 10 March 2012. 
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Alicia, Anita, Carolina, Ismael, Pecos or Barstow, Texas, c1950, probably someone’s first 

communion. 319 

As far as the teachings, were always taught to be hermanables, which means 

brotherly. I think that’s probably the strongest connection to “we”, the brotherliness. We 

had to speak kindly to one another. We never asked, ‘What?!” to one another. That’s 

strictly an American term. We would always say, ‘Mande.” Which means, command me, 

at your service, here I am. Even to one another as children. We always spoke that way to 

one another. A lot of the Spanish phrases are kind. I know now it has changed, I hear the 

younger Mexican people speak just as rudely in both languages, English and Spanish. But 

the phrases that I grew up with were kinder than they are now. And that gives you more 

of a feeling not of I-ism but of collective. You’re part of a group, a family and you just 

don’t speak that way to one another. That’s probably where the collective we comes 

from. In fact, I know that that me-ism was really looked down on growing up.  

Her identity as an individual is bound to her identity as a member of a group. Pilulah 

Khus alludes to this type of collective understanding of identity as a recognition of the link 

between the individual, our relatives, our ancestors, and the Earth itself. Hernández does 

                                                           
319 Alicia P. Hernandez, Anita P. McNiel, Carolina P. Sanchez, Ismael T. Prieto, Pecos or Barstow, Texas, c.1950. 

Family archives.  
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illustrate through her historia that “we” alternately includes her immediate family, extended 

family, and the Mexicano community.  

Hernández’ education via the oral tradition is one that clearly had great impact on her 

development of self-identity and sense of self-worth. She notes that of great significance to the 

oral tradition is its ability to capture histories. She recognizes that as a Mexicana, her stories have 

been largely omitted from or misrepresented in written historical record. Several scholars argue 

this point as well, that the history of Mexicanas/os has been inaccurately perpetuated through the 

historical documents written by non-Mexicanas/os.320 Antonia Castañeda argues that historical 

record must be decolonized, deconstructed, and reconstructed in order that it may more 

accurately represent the true, complex nature of the experiences of women of color.321  Chicana 

writer Cherríe Moraga argues that decolonization identity must include the decolonization of 

nationhood, the acknowledgement of pre-colonial history, knowledge based in the oral tradition, 

and Indigenous ideologies because the Western framework for social organization has failed in 

the Americas and our salvation is a return to an Indigenous cosmology that places value on all 

peoples and the Earth. She says, “Nevertheless, the present day values and organized struggles of 

traditional Native communities throughout the Americas represent real hope for halting the 

quickly accelerating level of destruction affecting all life on this continent.” 322 This, she 

explains, is how we will survive. I assert that Hernández’ story evidences this function of the oral 

tradition. As she performs her story, she is also performing the stories of her ancestors, and 

descendants as well. And, while she is serving in the capacity of performer, she was initially an 

audience member. She explained about her storytelling: “And so those were the stories I heard. I 

                                                           
320 Perez, the Decolonial Imaginary, 4; Anzaldúa, Borderlands/La Frontera, 82. 
321 Castañeda, “Women of Color,” 503. 
322 Moraga, “Queer Aztlan,” 223. 
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know that I’m undoubtedly lacking in facts in some of them but we can always check with Olivia 

and Elidia and get better information from them.” 323  The roles of storyteller and audience are 

not interchangeable, but interlinked. 

Hernández also recognizes the significance of the writing tradition. She alludes to the fact 

that “our histories” are not preserved in “their” literature, meaning historical record created and 

upheld by the dominant society.324  

Now, I know that in having gone to a segregated school and knowing that we were 

disliked because some of the curriculum, some of the material we were handed as 

children spoke about Mexicans as greasers; some of the reading assignments actually had 

those words in it. And so, it as hurtful, but only while I was in the classroom. Once I left, 

it was like, that’s not me. In a sense, that’s how I felt. 

 

This history, however, is present in “our” literature. She acknowledges the differences 

between records maintained by the dominant society and those created by the marginalized. This 

awareness certainly contributes to the context that influences the telling of her historia. 

Understanding the significance of storytelling and how it can be used as an informational or 

educational tool, Hernández carefully selects what information she wants historicized in this oral 

performance that she knows will be transformed into written record. This strategic approach to 

the telling of her historia is not outside the boundaries of the oral tradition. She does not present 

her story as the only story, or the official story, rather as her experiences that are just as valid as 

anyone else’s. The performance of historia in this way allows both the performer and the 

audience to relive, reflect, revise and retain historical knowledge as personal—and community—

knowledge.  

                                                           
323 Hernandez’ two eldest sisters.  
324 Hernandez, conversation, 10 March 2012. 
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 Hernández’ performance of her historia serves to preserve her experiences for historical 

record. However, she is also performing in the tradition of her mother and her mother before 

that, and her mother before that, and back through mothers indefinitely. She is acting in her role 

as a keeper of their stories and a transmitter of their knowledge. In this particular performance, 

she emphasizes and models the use of the oral tradition to educate the women of the family and, 

specifically, to imbue us with the message that we are strong. The notion of strength as the 

common thread apparent throughout her historia serves to tie together the experiences of 

discrimination, difficulty and hardship of her life and extending beyond her life. Hernández 

emphasized the importance of this lesson in today’s social and political climate, referring 

specifically to discriminatory legislation in Arizona and to what seems to be an accepted 

resurgence of prejudicial attitudes within American society in general. She observes that; “It 

looks like we have gone backwards”.325 She fears for the future of her children and 

grandchildren, and the generations to come. The most important thing she can offer is the 

knowledge that no somos covardes, somos fuertes. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
325 Alicia Hernandez, interview by author, 10 March 2012. 
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CHAPTER 8: THIS IS WHAT I LEARN 

This is what I learn 

 

We were born 

From the sun 

From the son 

From the earth 

From the mother 

We have come to light 

We have known 

We have forgotten 

We have remembered 

We belong 

In love 

In respect 

In peace 

Because we were born 

For this time 

And this place 

 

This is what I learn 

From my parents who learned 

From their parents who learned 

From theirs 

In the kitchens 

In the gardens 

In all the spaces 

Where parents teach children 

How to be 

Who to be 

And why. 

This is what I learn: 

We are not invisible 

I am not invisible 

Though they may not envision me; 

We are not disposable 

I am not disposable 

Though they may wish to throw me away; 

We are not despicable 

I am not despicable 

Though they may despise me. 

This is what I learn: 

We were born 

I was born 

For the sun. 
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For the son. 

For the earth. 

For the mother. 

And we belong 

I belong 

In love 

In respect 

In peace 

Because we were born 

I was born 

for this time 

and this place. 

 

Using the borderland framework of floating borderlands to explore Chicana and 

Mexicana experiences illustrates the significance of storytelling and oral traditions to maintain 

knowledge and relationships that sustain a dynamic and evolving identity that keeps them rooted 

to significant knowledge bases while, at the same time, enables them to better maneuver new 

environments and circumstances. The theoretical foundation of the floating borderlands is multi- 

and inter-disciplinary. It reflects the complex and multi-dimensional experiences of the 

borderlands. Recognizing the intersections among experiences, scholarship from disciplines 

including Chicana and Chicano Studies, American Indian Studies, Gender and Women’s Studies, 

and Queer Studies are all important to this work. I look toward the works of scholars from these 

fields, for example, as I explore definitions and interpretations of borders and borderlands, 

identity, feminism, and colonialism. I draw heavily upon the work of Gloria Anzaldúa in 

Borderlands/La Frontera and Cherríe Moraga in A Xicana Codex to center storytelling and its 

significance as a tool of resistance and power. This interdisciplinary theoretical approach points 

to the commonality of the dynamics of exclusion– whether it be exclusion by race or gender– 

that forces people to resist and to actively engage in building relationships to survive.  

In this dissertation I explored this phenomenon in regards to two groups of women who 

identify as Chicana and Mexicana. First, I illustrated how knowledge has been sustained by 
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women in the Tarango family as they experienced movement between physical and social 

borders. This knowledge includes regional knowledge that allowed for continued understanding 

of specific physical environments in Mexico, yet enabled survival in new settings of Texas and 

Arizona. Participation in oral traditions was key to the maintenance of this knowledge, but 

applying the floating borderlands framework revealed that the use of storytelling has expanded to 

written traditions such as writing letters, autobiographies, and genealogies as well as drawing 

maps. The documentation of the family knowledge, both in written and oral forms, evidences the 

concerted efforts of Tarango mujeres to keep that knowledge alive. They weave their lived 

experiences with the experiences and rememberings of the generations before them, and pass 

them all on to new audiences now and future. The knowledge is shared not just to maintain a 

chronology of events or a family genealogy, but to serve as a tool for resistance and 

sustainability. It serves to help orient family members to the world around them, to the earth 

itself, and to one another. When challenged with obstacles to survivance, Tarango family 

members can turn to our family knowledge to guide us. When my niece was hospitalized to 

remove a life-threatening tumor, my sister called me and told me that she needed something to 

help. In particular, she wanted to make sure that her daughter’s dreams were not invaded by the 

dark energies being purged from her body by chemotherapy and radiation. Relying on stories 

that come to me from my tias, I was able to provide a remedy that could be implemented in the 

hospital where Western medical knowledge is the dominant narrative. Using prayer-rituals, we 

made ways to allow our ancestral knowledge to persist not in opposition to the dominant 

narrative, but alongside it or maybe even regardless of what it was doing.  

Our concern was to meet my niece’s particular needs, which we knew the Western 

medicine could not. But, the survival of this knowledge and such traditions is not guaranteed. 
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The loss of both Indigenous and Spanish languages within the Tarango family means that certain 

information does not survive, or survives only in part, between generations. For example, when 

my elder uncle passed in 2015, I participated in our family traditions surrounding death as a 

bystander, limited by inabilities in Spanish. The women of the family convened nightly by his 

side during his last days—in person and by phone—to sing songs that they learned from their 

mom and the women in the Tarango family. Even they struggled to remember the traditions that 

have not been practiced since my grandparent’s generation passed in the 1990s. They replaced 

songs they could not remember with hymnals and even corridos that came to mind. I stood by—

silent—because I have not received those songs. But, we are not giving up easily. Realizing the 

gravity of the loss of those traditions, Hernández and her sisters immediately began a process to 

educate the younger generations through story and example.  

The recognition of the urgency to sustain knowledge is also apparent from the interview 

with Elena Diaz Björkquist. Her historia allowed me the opportunity to explore how storytelling 

serves to maintain her relationship with family knowledge and place. Björkquist intentionally 

uses writing to document the experiences of living in Morenci, and by doing so, ensures that the 

knowledge is inserted into the dominant literary narrative. Applying a floating borderlands 

framework reveals that the storying creates and recreates place and the ways to be imagined 

there. That storying is especially significant for Chican@ communities as we consistently face 

efforts to erase or minimize our historical presence in North America. Björkquist’s stories 

document the physical spaces in Arizona where Chican@s have been rooted, and uprooted.  

 Björkquist’s experiences regarding the banning of her book from the Tucson Unified 

School District (TUSD) further indicates how state processes often target Chican@ knowledge 

and attempt to erase it from public spaces. While there were several books and materials 
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removed from MAS classrooms, hers was the only book written by a Chicana and specifically 

about an Arizona Chican@ community. It has not been restored to the TUSD curriculum, hence, 

the knowledge about this community is now absent from the general education being transmitted 

to students. The absence of this book denies students opportunity to learn about the communities 

and, more significantly, denies Chican@s access to knowledge that could be used to help them 

maneuver the challenges they encounter and that may be reflected in the lived experiences of 

Chican@s before them.  

Finally, I considered the testimonio of Alicia Margarita Tarango Prieto Hernández to gain 

an understanding of the types of oppressive experiences that Chicanas and Mexicanas have faced 

living in the U.S.-Mexico borderlands. This examination illustrates the power of story to keep 

individuals connected with components of identity that will offer them the internal strength to 

deal with and overcome external obstacles. Her story intersects by the stories of the other 

Tarango family members and is placed in both the present and the past, in Arizona, Texas, and 

Mexico. Her historia perhaps best represents the concept of floating borderlands because it 

illustrates those spaces where knowledge of place and relationships convene to create story that 

facilitates sense of self and community, sense of belonging to place, and understanding of an 

ability to survive + resist (survivance).  

My exploration of the floating borderlands through these cases helps to establish the 

importance of understanding how relationships to knowledge and place impact Chicanas and 

Mexicanas experiences in the borderlands. Floating borderlands highlights how migration and 

movement between spaces and across both physical and conceptual borders can be traumatic and 

challenging to identity as well as a sense of belonging to a place and people, but that stories can 

serve to create sustainability for individuals and communities. Hence, floating borderlands is 
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applicable to many and varied individual and community experiences and contexts. It 

acknowledges that all borders pose a challenge to the physical and mental health and well-being 

of individuals and communities and offers a way to resist such impacts. The ability to engage 

floating borderlands—essentially float the borderlands—is something that continues to be 

imperative for Chicanas and Mexicanos today. In addition to the challenges encountered by 

youth within the educational system, there is a violence boiling in the borderlands that may 

challenge the levels of even early colonial eras. The increased militarization of the U.S-Mexico 

border, combined with the growing number of legislation and regulation set on punishing 

migrants (particularly Mexican), has generated a climate of tolerance for intolerance, and even 

an apathy toward the violence enacted against Mexican@s by the U.S government and citizens. 

State legislation such as Arizona SB1070 that authorizes the strict policing of migrant and brown 

bodies inspired the adoption of at least 16 such laws across the nation. 326 Reports about the U.S 

Border Patrol affirm an unprecedented level of violence toward suspects and detainees. In a 

three-part investigation conducted by reporters of the Arizona Republic, reporters Bob Ortega 

and Rob O’Dell found that:  

Of the 42 use-of-force fatalities, some — such as the five cases in which agents shot and 

killed people who fired at them first — provoked little dispute. 

But in nine of the 24 use-of-force deaths since 2010, agents’ accounts were contradicted 

by other witnesses or by other law-enforcement officers. In three cases, widely 

distributed videos conflicted with agents’ reports of what happened. 

[..] 

Often, records were heavily redacted and incomplete. For example, The Republic 

documented, through other sources, four deaths at the hands of agents that were not 

                                                           
326 Seth Freed Wissler, “Bills Modeled after Arizona's SB 1070 Spread Through States,” (Colorlines 

http://www.colorlines.com/content/bills-modeled-after-arizonas-sb-1070-spread-through-states), March 2, 2011. 

http://www.colorlines.com/content/bills-modeled-after-arizonas-sb-1070-spread-through-states
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included in CBP’s nearly 1,600 use-of-force incident reports. In many reports, the 

information is so incomplete that it’s impossible to determine what happened. 327 

 

The lack of documentation and release of adequate reports to the public are suggest that the 

actual rates of unprovoked violence against immigrations may be higher than these initial 

findings. We also know that the above are incidents reported by Border Patrol agents and do not 

account for the likelihood of many other, unreported cases. At any rate, it is clear that 

Mexican@s in the borderlands continue to be subject to violence at the hands of the state.  

While no space seems to be safe from the reaches of the multiple and various 

departments involved in the management of border issues, homes appear to be direct targets. 

Home raids conducted by the Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) have become a 

common practice. According to the Center for Criminal Justice Rights, law enforcement is not 

required to have a warrant to conduct a home search related to immigration status. The raids are 

often well-orchestrated events that involve heavily armed agents and happen in the middle of the 

night, when individuals and their families least expect the violent interruption. The center 

reports, “Public information is not available regarding who is targeted for home raids and how 

these individuals are selected; how many individuals have been apprehended, arrested, and/or 

detained from home raids….” 328 But other reports state differently. According to Albert Sabat, 

“In 2012, Fugitive Operations made more than 37,000 arrests that contributed to an agency-wide 

total of 409,000 deportations. The number of fugitive cases dropped by 10,616 to 469,157 in 

                                                           
327 Bob Ortega and Rob O’Dell, “Deadly Border Agent Incidents Cloaked in Silence” (Arizona Republic, 

http://www.azcentral.com/news/politics/articles/20131212arizona-border-patrol-deadly-force-investigation.html 

): December 6, 2013.  
328 Center for Criminal Justice Rights, “Human Rights Groups Sue Over Home Immigration Raids” 

(http://ccrjustice.org/home/press-center/press-releases/human-rights-groups-sue-over-home-immigration-raids) 

August 5, 2014.  

http://www.ice.gov/news/library/factsheets/fugops.htm
http://www.azcentral.com/news/politics/articles/20131212arizona-border-patrol-deadly-force-investigation.html
http://ccrjustice.org/home/press-center/press-releases/human-rights-groups-sue-over-home-immigration-raids
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total.” 329 While the focus on workplaces during immigration raids is not new (as evidenced, for 

example, by Maricopa County Sheriff Joe Arpaio’s infamous raids in Maricopa County, 

Arizona), the focus on home spaces seems to be increasing in recent years. Are homes being 

specifically targeted because of an understanding of their importance to Mexican@ identity and 

sense of belonging? Are policies and practices being guided by a common perception of home as 

resource and, therefore, a prime target for destabilization of migrant identity? Whatever the 

motivation, the end result is that the growing emphasis on home invasions renders them unsafe 

spaces for migrants or for anyone whose rights may be questioned by the state.  

The heightened levels of violence directed at migrants, and in turn at Chican@s and 

Mexican@s, substantiates the argument that floating borderlands is crucial for these 

communities. As members of these communities continue to face obstacles constructed by the 

state, as well as to be forcibly removed from home spaces, knowledge that can facilitate 

survivance is critical. Through floating borderlands, individuals and communities can story 

histories of survival and ways of resisting oppressive forces that come their way. 

The women of the Tarango family sustain me, our family, and our communities with 

story. Their efforts to keep knowledge of the experiences of the family alive from generation to 

generation inspired me to ask why.  Mexicanas and Chicanas worked to maintain knowledge 

despite their displacement from ancestral lands and languages. The journey required an 

untangling of knowledge, ideas, structures, and systems in order to see more clearly what 

knowledge Chicanas have preserved. This process re-visualizes storytelling, activism, and 

agency, and perhaps most importantly, borders. This exploration of Chicana and Mexicana 

knowledge-keeping in the U.S.-Mexico borderlands has reinforced that the nature of borders and 

                                                           
329  Albert Sabat, “An Ice Home Raid Explainer,” http://abcnews.go.com/ABC_Univision/News/ice-home-

raid/story?id=18896252 April 10, 2013. 

http://abcnews.go.com/ABC_Univision/News/ice-home-raid/story?id=18896252
http://abcnews.go.com/ABC_Univision/News/ice-home-raid/story?id=18896252
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borderlands is illusive and that knowledge and traditions are fluid. Chicanas and Mexicanas 

challenge the ways that societal forces attempt to restrict knowledge and, in doing so, have 

sustained their families and communities with knowledge that builds identity and facilitates 

survivance of difficult obstacles.  
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APPENDIX A: “RECOVERING THE RAIN” 
 

ANDREA HERNÁNDEZ HOLM, CHICANA/LATINA STUDIES 12:2 SPRING 2013  

On the path between life and death 

We collect the bones of our ancestors 

And suck their huesos clean to feed our hunger. (1) 

 

This paper explores how elements of Indigenous Knowledge have been maintained and 

have informed identity in my family across generations despite loss of original language and 

place. Although my maternal grandmother’s family is Indigenous (Rarámuri), from Northern 

Chihuahua, Mexico, and the region along the Texas-Mexico border, a number of generations 

have passed since we have lived in a recognized tribal community. However, Indigenous 

Knowledge is lived and persists. This paper explores knowledge specific to rain and rainy 

weather (i.e. windstorms, thunderstorms, rain) as part of my process to identify and understand 

our Indigenous identity. Rain (water) is a basic, necessary element and a part of daily life; 

knowledge about it remains relevant despite location and is reflected in oral traditions. Elements 

of thought surrounding rain and rainy weather evidence components of an oral tradition that has 

served to preserve cultural identity and, specifically, Indigenous Knowledge, for my family. 

 

Key Words: Indigenous Knowledge, identity, oral tradition, displacement, Rarámuri, Nahua 
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Necesito una map  

to get me to the homelands de mis mexicanos. 

Necesito un interpreter  

por que hablo solamente  

un poquito español y mas malo tambien.  

I don’t speak Rarámuri or Nahuatl at all.  

Necesito a quick lesson in the rosary  

so that I may pray to la Virgen de Guadalupe  

to protect me on my way. 

Necesito the permission  

of two governments  

to cross the border  

even though mis antepasados  

were here, and there, before there was a border. 

Necesito estar donde mis parientes estaban, 

 a mirar el cielo como lo hicieron  

to understand their love for their Mexico  

and let it become my own.  

Pero lo unico que tengo  

son mis palabras rotas  

calabacitas nopalitos frijoles tortillas de maiz,  

momentos de intenso dolor,  

lagrimas de agradecimiento, 

y una fotografia de la princesa de la independencia,  

la hija del pueblo. 
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A celebration of September 16 in San Antonio del Bravo, Chihuahua, Mexico, c1915. Margarita 

T. Prieto is in the back row, 2nd from the left. The majority of the participants here are members 

of her extended family. According to family knowledge, the festivities included selection of a 

princess, crown and all.330  

 

I have never been there, that place in Chihuahua, Mexico, where my abuela drew her first 

breath from the adobe walls, those mud walls constructed by the hands of her father and uncles. I 

have never been there, on that land where her feet padded along paths well worn by generations 

of her family, there where she promised her heart to my grandfather and conceived their first 

child. I have not seen the hills rise or the river course or the plants sway as she did, nor have I 

heard the birds sing or the clouds thunder or the rain pound on the earth. Yet, I have been there. I 

have been transported to these places through the words of my familia, the stories told and sung 

and whispered again and again at kitchen tables and under summer shade trees. For all my life, I 

have heard about the frogs living in the creek, the tia blessing the corn fields, the abuela who 

could call snakes from their hiding places, the mamá who cured with herbs, the papá struck by 

lightning. Although some details have diluted over time and distance, these cuentos, and many 

others, have survived.  

This information belongs to the entire family, not just me, my mom, or even my 

grandmother. It has been a part of our knowledge, shared from generation to generation for 

countless number of years. I identify this process and these kernels of thought as components of 

an oral tradition that has served to preserve cultural identity and, specifically, Indigenous 

Knowledge, for my family. These stories, sayings, words, and concepts contain more than just 

memories of places and times past. They embody living knowledge about relationships between 

our people and the world in which they lived in Chihuahua. And although we may no longer live 

                                                           
330 September 16 Celebration, San Antonio del Bravo, Ojinaga, Chihuahua, c1915. Family archives.  
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in those physical spaces, because this knowledge remains with us, it allows us to position 

ourselves in the world we live in now. 

Mexican anthropologist Guillermo Bonfil Batalla argues for the persistence of Indigenous 

Knowledge (1996). He maintains that traditions and customs that helped to maintain identity in 

the past now serve to generate new forms of identity based on past and perhaps unrecognized 

tenets of cultural practices. Indigenous Knowledge is the knowledge system(s) of peoples who 

are native (Indigenous) to an area and implies a world perspective that is counter to the 

traditional Western European system maintained by colonial institutions (Rÿser 2011). 

Unfortunately, across most of the Americas, state and federal governments have assumed the 

authority to assign markers that determine who may and may not be identified as Indigenous and, 

furthermore, to what rights an Indigenous identity entitles an individual or community. This 

disempowers Indigenous people. On many levels, it is an affront to national and personal 

sovereignty that limits people’s access to many things, including sacred lands, which in turn 

affects ability to practice language and ceremony and maintain Indigenous Knowledge. This 

process of measuring Indigenous identity is a tangent of colonialism and serves to reduce identity 

to a category in the lowest rungs of the Western hierarchy. The struggle to maintain identity, 

then, is transgressive because it is an act of self-determination as well as resistance against 

colonization. 

Bonfil Batalla further explains that knowledge of traditions and customs is transmitted 

primarily by women in the domestic realm. This persistence of Indigenous Knowledge is most 

visible and viable when connected to all elements of daily life: cooking, gardening, healing, and 

dreaming. The oral traditions of my family confirm the vitality of these practices and they have 

informed our identity as individuals and as a family and community. Furthermore, my own 
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writing tradition (poetry, nonfiction, fiction) is informed by this oral tradition and, consequently, 

serves to restore Indigenous Knowledge. Writer and activist Demetria Martinez says of Chicana 

writers that when they write from the heart, they are writing from more than an individual 

experience, they are writing for the community and are surrounded by “ancestral voices” (Ikas 

2000). My ancestral voices speak from my family’s oral history. But the delivery of knowledge 

also takes place through dreams, and even from the pages of academic research.  

Generally, we are taught that writing is a personal and private experience. Along this 

vein, we learn that the process is an individual experience. I acknowledge that writing is often 

cathartic or expressive and through writing, one may discover self, but I also offer the possibility 

that writing is a tool for healing. Cherríe Moraga (2011) points to an understanding of writing 

that makes room for more than the individual. The act of writing, for Moraga, is bound to 

memory. Particularly for Chicana writers and writers of color, writing can be an extension of the 

act of remembering and the two inform and are formed by one another. It is an act of re-

centering ancestral memory in our conscious knowledge. This notion of writing allows us to 

understand it as not confined to the experience of the individual writer, but as inclusive of those 

energies that affect her, especially ancestral energies. This unearthing of self is also the process 

of unveiling others. The visibility of others is also the creation or re-creation of self. In this way, 

writing is part of the community, because it entails reuniting or re-membering a collective 

ancestral knowledge and individual knowledge. According to Moraga, to remember is a rite, to 

remember is to story; to write is to remember beyond oneself (2011). To equate writing to ritual 

reinforces the notion of writing as an act of remembering, putting things back together again. It is 

a ritual of healing, through which the writer’s relationship to her or his ancestral knowledge can 

be reconciled.  
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Healing as ritual is a concept that is itself rooted in Indigenous Knowledge. It recognizes 

that to be unhealthy is to be un-whole or unbalanced and the means to return to balance is 

through ritual that involves body and spirit of the individual, the community, and the land. 

Writing is an extension of this process and through it, we can continue to heal, to remember, and 

be remembered. Gloria E. Anzaldúa (1987) also pointed to writing as ritual. She argued that 

through writing, the writer wields a shamanistic power, a ritual power to both heal and destroy. 

With our writing, we can create and re-create. It can restore us and carry us forward into the 

future. Through our writing, we become storied—part of the ancestral story that informs our 

collective knowledge. Anzaldúa asserts that we originate in our ancestral Indigenous Knowledge 

(1987). It is this knowledge that clarifies our connection to the land, and to the energies—earthly 

and spiritual realms—that help us to rediscover who we are. This re-pairing of ourselves with our 

ancestral Indigenous Knowledge enables us to restore our relationship to values and ideals that 

can strengthen us and, as Moraga (2011) argues, provides us with a means to survive. My writing 

is this process of reparation and healing. Through it, I remember and reaffirm the values and 

traditions of my ancestors not only for my own survival, but for future generations of my family 

as well. 

Abuelita 

Abuelita,  

Abuelita,  

I cry for you,  

watching the sun rise in the eastern skies   

that you often stretched towards. 

I remember that you held English words  

on your tongue as if they were fragile,   

offering them to me cautiously  

as I stood barefoot on the cool tile floor 

  of your kitchen. 

I remember the many Spanish cuentas  

you drew from deep  

within the petaquilla in your bedroom.  
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Giving me the language of our ancestry,  

you filled me with the stories of who I am. 

Years have softened the touch  

of your rough brown palms on my cheeks, 

 but your voice has grown stronger. 

I remember you in my dreams.  

“Mija,” you say. 

 “Do not forget.”  

Abuelita, I promise, I won’t. 

 

Language and Oral Tradition  

Language is a key to the transmission of knowledge because it embodies, reflects, and 

expresses worldview and orientation. Lexicon, syntax, and morphology, for example, represent 

not only linguistic components but also the intricacies in which a language is connected to its 

speakers and the way that the speakers perceive themselves in this world (Cajete 2000). It is also 

a means to maintain relationships to specific knowledge and can ensure the transmission of that 

knowledge from one generation to another (Momaday 1979). Loss of original language, its 

replacement by another language, means not only a change in the mode of verbal 

communication, but a disruption to the relationship that a people has to their worldview. This 

worldview, or cosmology, encompasses the relationships to the natural, human, and spiritual 

energies, and includes everything from annual ceremonies to everyday practices. Rarámuri 

scholar Enrique Salmon (2000) explains that among the Rarámuri, this way of thought is 

reflected in the kincentric relationship between the people and all things in the natural 

environment and beyond. Salmon asserts that this cultural understanding emerges from language 

and thought. Likewise, the components of Indigenous identity—language, land, ceremony, and 

ritual—are intricately intertwined and interdependent (Holm, Pearson, and Chavis 2003). 

Consequently, what happens to one, impacts the others. Removal from a land base or 

interruption of ceremonial practice affects, or is affected, by loss of language or ritual.  
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But change to language does not necessarily mean total loss of cultural tradition and thought. 

Holm, Pearson, and Chavis (2003) point out that among several North American Indigenous 

groups, the English language was adapted for community needs. Linguists also point out that 

among speakers of the Yaqui language, both Spanish and English have been assimilated into the 

lexicon (Dozier 1956). In these incidences, elements of non-Indigenous languages have been 

adopted by Indigenous language speakers and modified to accommodate Indigenous language 

and culture. In this way, these adaptations have allowed Indigenous languages to persist even 

when knowledge of original language has been interrupted by displacement from ancestral lands 

or interference in traditional customs and practices. 

In my family, language loss has been a part of the process of colonization and 

assimilation experienced by many peoples in the Americas. My maternal grandmother’s paternal 

family, the Tarangos, originate in northern Chihuahua, Mexico. Our oral history tells us that our 

grandfathers were Tarahumara (Rarámuri) who came from the mountains of Chihuahua. 

Documented baptismal records in the early 1800s verify that Juan Tarango, my great-great-great 

grandfather was “un indio” from the areas around Satévo and Babonoyaba in the mountains of 

the Sierra Madres, spaces that have been home to the Rarámuri people.  

Our history of contact, servitude, intercultural relationships, and migration has resulted in 

a mestizo heritage of mixed languages, traditions, and beliefs that have been maintained and 

transmitted through our oral tradition. Among the Rarámuri, the term mestizo is applied to 

Rarámuri people who live primarily within the Mexican population and who participate in the 

contemporary Mexican culture, including through marriage. They may maintain Rarámuri 

language, traditions, and customs, but not at the same level of proficiency as in traditional 

communities (Kennedy 1978).  
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The Rarámuri language belongs to the southern Uto-Azteca language group, which also 

includes Nahua, Yaqui, Hopi, Cahita, and several other language groups. Although they are not 

necessarily mutually-intelligible now, many do share a common linguistic ancestor and, 

therefore, a common cultural ancestor as well (Schmal 2003). However, it is important to 

recognize that each of these groups has its own origin stories, social values, world perspectives 

and bodies of knowledge. And while the Rarámuri heritage of the Tarango family is my focus 

here, my oral tradition acknowledges Spanish and Nahua ancestry and documented records also 

point to Apache and mulatta ancestors as well.  

Given our legacy, what has developed is an identity informed by many experiences but 

has persisted in words, concepts, and terms that we hold and even cling to in order to retain 

Indigenous Knowledge and identity. Every story, memory, and bit of information speaks to the 

experiences of our community, our family. For example, my mom tells me, “Cuando llueve con 

el sol alumbrado le estan pagando a los tracaleros.” As I reflect on the notion that when it rains 

while the sun is shining they are paying the tracaleros, I ask mom who the tracaleros are. She 

tells me that she does not know, exactly, but thinks that these are rain gods. I ask her where she 

learned this and she tells me from her mom. 

The oral tradition establishes a framework for maintaining history as living knowledge—

a knowledge that is transmitted through performance of songs, stories, poems, etc. Participants in 

the oral tradition are perceived as facilitators of knowledge—they are performers and receptors 

because, in both roles, they actively construct or re-construct information shared. Moreover, each 

performance ensures the transmission of knowledge in effective and appropriate ways for the 

particular context. In this framework, history is an element of living knowledge. It is preserved 

not as a static representation of past events but as relived individual accounts of those events. 
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The framework of the oral tradition places responsibility for maintenance of knowledge with all 

participants, granting them authority over information shared and autonomy in the process of its 

transmission.  

The oral tradition affords participants a greater and different type of authority than the 

written tradition. The written tradition, when upheld as official record of history, seems to freeze 

people and events in specific contexts, and limits the understanding of that context to the 

perspective through which it is recorded. The official record, then, is often one-dimensional. In 

their studies of historical records, historian Antonia Castañeda (1992) and Chicana scholar 

Emma Perez (1999) point to the use of historical record by Euro-Americans to maintain colonial 

dogma in the Americas. The historical records held as authoritative accounts treat colonial 

experiences from the perspective of the colonizer. Other voices are effectively silenced by 

disregard or total omission. This type of historical record ultimately serves to delegitimize non-

Western stories. Stories that do not fit within the recognized perspective live outside the margins 

of this record as mythologies and just stories of peoples and worldviews that are subordinate in 

the hierarchy of Western societies. Perez, in The Decolonial Imaginary (1999), makes the point 

that those marginalized stories can be recovered from written records when we change the lens 

through which we look for them. If we can imagine that they even exist, we can begin to identify 

those stories as subtexts within the records and bring them to the center of understanding and 

knowledge about history. But my oral tradition does not require this decolonial imaginary as it 

already, innately, allows for multiple perspectives to contribute to the maintenance of knowledge 

about any particular thing. And through my writing, I am able to engage in the process of making 

whole what was once fragmented.  

Rain and Rainy Weather  
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The importance of rain for sustenance is the foundation for a relationship between 

community members and the elements of rain (rain, wind, thunder, lightning). Rain/fresh water 

is necessary nourishment for the human body and the natural environment. In contemporary 

Rarámuri communities, rain remains the primary source of water for humans, crops, and 

livestock (Kennedy 1978). In the most remote areas, there is no plumbing or irrigation and in the 

mountainous areas, wells for ground water are difficult to develop. Currently, like many areas of 

northern Mexico and the southwestern United States, Chihuahua is suffering an extended 

drought. It weighs particularly heavy on Rarámuri communities that rely on natural water 

resources. But the connection between rain and humans is more complex than a dependency on 

the natural world and is only one component of an entire system of relationships. The 

significance of rain for communities with strong relationships to the natural world is represented 

in many aspects of culture, from ceremonial life to daily life. For Indigenous communities, this 

significance is part of Indigenous Knowledge and apparent in ceremony, custom, language, 

beliefs, etc. 

Wind is also an important component of rainy weather, but is equally significant in 

Indigenous communities for its association with the human soul. Among many Indigenous 

peoples, the life of the soul (or souls) is understood, in its simplest definition, as an animated and 

animating energy that exists within a complex system of relationships between the body, the 

environment, and the cosmos. Cultural arts scholar Jill Furst describes how the soul manifests in 

Nahua thought, examining the natures of the yolia, tonali, aires, and ihiyotl (1995). Furst 

identifies the yolia as the animating force of flesh, associated with movement and sometimes 

referred to as the “heart soul.” The tonali is explained as “[a] life force felt and transmitted as 

heat.” Aires are spirits embodied in the wind and the ihiyotl as spirits/vapors of the human body. 
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According to Furst, the soul is intricately connected to the element of air—that in the human 

body as well as the physical environment. The soul may be in breath, gas, fog, wind, etc. This 

knowledge I know, too, from my oral tradition. I learned of aires del corazon and of the energies 

that are carried by the winds.  

The Rarámuri have a complex system of beliefs regarding the human soul(s). The 

Rarámuri of Rejogochi, for example, know the human soul(s) as ariwá and iwigá, both terms for 

souls and breadth. They believe that all living entities have souls and the human body actually 

has several souls interrelated and related to one another. The behavior, condition and state of 

these souls determine a person’s mental, physical, and spiritual well-being (Merrill 1988). These 

souls may enter or exit entities as breath, airs, and wind. The restless, lost or troubled Rarámuri 

souls, in particular, may travel in whirlwinds and dust devils (Ratt and Janečeck 1996). They 

must be avoided and, in some cases, dealt with by a holy person (Merrill 1988). I, too, was 

taught that dust devils and wind gusts contained something perhaps not evil, but certainly 

unsettled and somewhat negative. They needed to be diverted so as not to cross our paths, and 

my abuelita and my mom instructed us to say prayers to send them away. There was not a 

specific prayer, but an understanding that a prayer needed to be sent. This instance exemplifies 

the displacement of my family from Indigenous language and place, but also confirms the 

retention of a fundamentally Indigenous orientation to the world. 

Another element of Indigenous Knowledge that is apparent in my family’s understanding 

of rain and rainy weather is the relationship to lightning. The primary areas where my Tarangos 

have lived (Northern Chihuahua, West Texas, and Central Arizona) all experience dramatic 

monsoon seasons that include intense electrical storms and lightning. The lightning contact ratio 

in northern Chihuahua is one of the highest in North American (Guido 2008). This region is rich 
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with mineral resources, particularly silver and copper. There has been speculation that the 

minerals serve as conduits for electricity, beaconing lightning to Earth’s surface. But perhaps the 

lightning comes because the people have neglected to pay rightful homage to the spiritual 

energies (deities) and, consequently, those spirits have unleashed the wrath of storms upon the 

Earth.  

My mom and tia tell the story of the wedding of a Tarango cousin. Held in San Antonio 

del Bravo, in Ojinaga, Chihuahua, the wedding day was a happy occasion, celebrated with family 

members who came from far and wide. At the end of the day, the family held a traditional game, 

a sort of hide-and-seek. Every family member hid from the groom, including the new bride. The 

point was for the groom to find her and they would begin their life as a married couple. As the 

sun began to set, he had found everyone except his bride. The search turned frantic as night 

settled but she was nowhere to be found. The search continued into the night, everyone calling 

for her, looking all over the rancho and into the surrounding desert. The morning came, and they 

finally had to call off the search. The bride was never found and never seen again. Family 

members speculated about her disappearance, questioning whether she had been stolen by a 

wayward band of Federales, or rebels, or if she had simply run off. My abuelita always 

wondered if the spirits had taken her as their own. 

Making It Rain  

The idea of the spirits claiming their own is prevalent in my oral history. Papá Jose was 

struck by lightning (the number of times ranges from one to three times, depending on who is 

telling the story). According to my abuelita, his color changed—not the color of this skin or hair, 

but the color of his energy, or his aura. In addition, as he grew older, he became determined to 

dig holes in the earth. At one point, Papá Jose began to dig a very large and deep hole. He dug a 
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hole deep enough to lower a ladder, and then a chair, into it. He spent his days sitting in that 

chair, watching the ant colony his digging had exposed. I ask my mom why he did this and she 

says that it was to be close to the ants and when I ask if he was ever bit, she explains that of 

course not: that he belonged with the ants, that he was theirs. I recognize the association of this 

thought with the Indigenous Knowledge of ants as our ancestors, similar to Nahua and Rarámuri 

beliefs that non-human spirits are intimately connected to our human spirits (Gonzales 2011). 

Papá Jose had been claimed by both the energies of the lightning and the ancestors. 

Pobrecita   

La tierra remembers the monsoon lightning  

that calls creatures from the depths of her embrace  

and she sighs with great relief and sorrow as they depart.                  

La tierra listens as, awakened from sweltering dreams, 

 toads call to one another desperate for summer love  

and passion in the puddles.  

Their songs are almost comical, 

 except for the longing in their voices.  

La tierra knows tarantulas step cautiously 

 fearfully out of their holes  

shy of the thunder searching for safety.  

Pobrecita uvar,  

my grandmother would say, so timid  

she doesn’t realize her strength.  

Doesn’t she know who she is? 

 

Among cultures of the Uto-Azteca language group, the relationships between humans and 

the natural elements are apparent in ceremonies and many of those share common elements. 

Lightning is a vital, moving life force connected to land and body. The souls of people connected 

to lightning (struck) are thought to be changed, to become holy in the sense that a power or 

energy has been transmitted to them. A person may abuse this relationship to cause harm to 

others or choose to honor this power by engaging it in a respected and respectful relationship 

called upon to benefit the community, such as in promoting rain and health for the crops (Rivera 

1966).  
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In Mexico and the United States, the Tarangos have been ranchers or farmers and 

depended greatly on rain to sustain their crops and livestock. Unfortunately, in all of these areas, 

and particularly Texas and Arizona, drought is common. The ability to bring rain, therefore, is 

honored. My oral tradition identifies at least one practice to bring rain. According to my mom, 

when rain was needed, my grandparents would send the children outside to “cut the clouds.” 

They would raise sharp sticks (or knives, if they were old enough to be trusted with knives) to 

the sky, offer prayers, and make cutting motions in order to invoke rain. Indigenous Knowledge 

about making rain abounds in the Uto-Aztecan group. Among the Nahua and Hopi, practices 

lead by ceremonial leaders guided community members in elaborate rituals that included 

festivities, sacrifice (of items such as paper, flowers, food, bloodletting, and crying), and dance. 

In both cultures, children played a key role in these ceremonies (James 2002). 

Drought  

A single drop rains down   

Lands upon my arm   

And I am rendered speechless  

Motionless  

For a moment before running to the house  

Fumbling for children and copal  

Fumbling with English words   

Of Spanish memories  

For Rarámuri prayers  

To welcome rain  

Bless rain 

 Be thankful for rain. 

 

Another component connected to rain in the Nahua and Hopi cultures are serpents. In 

Nahua iconography, Tlaloc and Chalchiutlicue (two deities connected to rain and rainy weather) 

hold a serpent in one hand and a staff in the other. The Rarámuri also relate serpents to rain—

spiritual leaders can invoke the rain by shooting an arrow into a sacred body of water where 

serpents dwell (Levi 1998). Once disturbed, the serpents will begin to move, swirl, and stir the 
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water. Their motions stimulate movement in the clouds in the sky and rain will come. This 

relationship between rain and serpents is further evident in my oral tradition. Throughout her life, 

my abuelita had a recurring dream that involved snakes flooding into a house. This dream was 

significant to her and became a part of our oral history and of my writing tradition:  

Margarita’s Visions 

She dreamt that they came 

 coiled around one another  

like the night black strands  

of the wrist-thick snakes  

that slithered over the delicate curve  

of Carmen Calderon’s back. (2) 

They came in waves,  

swimming on the currents of her dreams.  

The soft color of their underbellies  

stained the adobe floors  

long after the floods washed them away. 

 

I used to understand this dream of my abuelita’s as a fear of snakes and I strongly 

associated with it because I feared snakes. I dreamt of them often from a very young age and was 

terrified of them. When I was pregnant with my elder son, I had a dream that I shared with my 

Cherokee father-in-law. He explained to me that the snakes I dreamt were connected to Cherokee 

knowledge about thunder and lightning. More recently, I saw a ceremony in my dreams that 

involved sea serpents and threads connecting them to the sky. Rather than fearing these dreams, I 

am now beginning to understand them as elements of Indigenous Knowledge. 

Medicine Way  

1.  

1980-something.  

I place the pad on my tongue  

Suck the slimy innards out  

From the succulent on Abuelita’s shelf. . .  

The women tell me,   

Don’t touch the cactus on the bottom row. 
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2. 1996.  

Earnie says,    

Follow the rhythm of your heart,    

girl.  

So I do  

Up the mountains,  

beyond today  

Into the garden  

Where I stand side by side with my abuela.  

3. 2000.  

They drum and he dances  

Deep inside my womb  

So intense I have to lay down. . .  

It takes my breath away. 

4. 2011.  

From somewhere far away  

Abuelita calls     

tewe and stands,  

above me behind me beside me. 

 

Conclusion  

Exploring and identifying elements of Indigenous Knowledge in the oral history, 

practices, and beliefs of my family is relevant to me for various reasons. My Tarango family, 

while aware of our Indigenous “roots,” has endured many of the cultural changes experienced by 

most Indigenous peoples of the Americas. At the hands of Spanish, Mexican, and American 

societies, our identity as Indigenous has, historically, been attacked, undermined, and challenged 

even to the point of being denied in order to further the success of colonial practices. In 

Chihuahua, the Rarámuri continue to suffer the attempts of government and society to usurp 

ancestral lands and replace Indigenous identity with the Spanish language and Catholic faith. My 

family experienced loss of land and indoctrination in Mexican society and customs early on. In 

the United States, my family was not recognized as Indigenous but as members of a homogenous 

Mexican population. Again, their claims to land were ignored or denied, and their language and 

customs were undermined through the American educational system and by social policies 
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founded on the concept that the Euro-American ways are the right ones. Despite the centuries of 

attacks on Indigenous identity, elements of Indigenous Knowledge have not just remained but 

persisted, and continue to be central to our lives. We hold this knowledge important to our way 

of relating to the world and to ourselves. It is ours, it belongs to us, and we are reclaiming it. 

In the high deserts of Chihuahua,  

Mexico In the melancholy of my sleep 

 I have breathed the thin air  

High above the ground.  

In memories disguised as dreams  

I have run  along canyons and ravines.  

As I let the universe carry me forward   

I see in the corner of my eye bright yellow discs,  

The center of the sun  

And the suggestion of flowers   

I don’t mean to crush with the arch of my foot.  

I follow you along narrow trails  

That course like veins   

And carry us like blood  

To the heart of the earth.  

As if by magic I am tied to you.  

Every footfall of yours  

Is one of mine  

And as my flesh touches the dirt and rocks  

Where your flesh once stepped,  

I am made whole again  

Healed by your being  

Of the lies and hypocrisies  

Of my waking world.  

 In the winter of my life  

I will close my eyes  

and remember the air above the mountains of our homelands,   

a sweet desert taste,  

and the sound of our feet pounding  

 as we run together 
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Notes  

1 All poems are my original work and I retain all publication rights. 

2 Carmen Calderon Prieto was my abuelita’s sister-in-law. The length, color, and thickness of 

Tia Carmen’s hair greatly impressed her. When she grew older, Carmen no longer wore her hair 

exposed to other’s eyes, but coiled on the top of her head and hidden beneath a scarf worn 

turban-style. 
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APPENDIX B:  “WRITING FROM THE HEART: HISTORIA OF A 

BANNED BOOK” 

ANDREA HERNÁNDEZ HOLM Arizona Journal of Interdisciplinary Studies, 2 (Spring 2013) 

 

In 1997, the Tucson Unified School District (TUSD) implemented the Mexican American 

Studies (MAS) program into its K-12 schools. MAS was intended to support the large Latino 

student population of the district by introducing students to Mexican American perspectives, 

particularly in history and literature. The program was highly successful in terms of student 

academic performance on state standardized tests and graduation rates (Frenel 2012). One of its 

most significant components was the inclusion of local history into curriculum and activities in 

alignment with the program goals of fostering the development of critical thinkers who are 

vested in their community.  

  Since 2004, the Arizona state legislature had attempted to pass at least two laws 

outlawing ethnic studies programs (O’Leary & Romero 2011). In 2006 in the midst ofthis 

climate where Mexican and Mexican American communities were arguably targets of state-

enacted intolerance, Dolores Huerta, co-founder of the United Farm Workers union, told Tucson 

Magnet High School students, “Republicans hate Latinos” (Duda 2010). The backlash from her 

speech was almost immediate. Tom Horne, then-State Superintendent of Schools, initiated an 

investigation to determine if the program, faculty, curriculum or materials condoned or promoted 

values of separatism and racial division. In the meantime, he continued to work with members of 

the state legislature to establish an anti-ethnic studies law and Arizona HB 2281 passed into 

legislation in December 2010. The law mandates that there shall be no state-funded educational 

program in Arizona public schools (K-12) that promotes ethnic solidarity, racial resentment, or 
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unpatriotic sentiment (Arizona House Bill 2281). The MAS program was terminated in February 

2012.  

When the MAS program closed, the classes were suspended, faculty reassigned or 

dismissed, and all curriculum and supplemental materials confiscated. The materials included at 

least eighty books, among them several award-winning titles and authors from many different 

ethnic and national backgrounds. According to the mandates of the law, these texts promote— 

or were taught in such a way that they seem to promote—unpatriotic values and racial dissent 

(Duda 2010). However, the supporters of MAS have long argued that the program fosters the 

development of critical thinking skills and social awareness. In a school district where over 60% 

of the student population identifies as Mexican American331, the program offered multiple 

cultural perspectives and placed Mexican American ones at the center of the curriculum in order 

to help students understand that that their community has a place in local, national, and 

international dialogues (Cammarota 2012). Students, parents, educators, and civil rights activists 

continue to express their dismay at the closure of the MAS program and the seeming disregard 

for the TUSD Mexican American community by both the state and district administrators. 

Former students of MAS classes have been some of the most active supporters of MAS, staging 

public protests, walk-outs, and presentations both locally and nationally. Those students speak 

not only to the positive educational instruction they received, but how that instruction that 

embraces and incorporates diversity raised their own levels of community, cultural, and social 

awareness while giving them a sense of empowerment and pride.  

                                                           
331 TUSD is the largest school district in Tucson with over 51,000 students enrolled in 2012. The majority of the 

students are Mexican American , at almost 62% (Department of Accountability and Research, 2012). 
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   The educational and literary communities also responded immediately. A number of authors 

whose works were effectively banned from instruction have issued public statements332. Their 

comments reveal similar concerns about the threat that book-banning— as well as closure of 

ethnic studies programs like MAS— poses to freedom of expression, equality in education, and 

respect for diverse perspectives (Reese 2012). But none of them spoke in depth to the 

circumstances. This research will attempt to understand the significant role that literature in the 

MAS curriculum can have for students and the Chicano community by examining the experience 

of Elena Díaz Björkquist, an author whose work has been determined to be inappropriate for 

instruction through a Mexican American Studies educational framework under Arizona HB 

2281. Björkquist’s work has been guided by her belief in the values of cultural awareness, self-

awareness, and community participation. Her goals have been to inform and educate, certainly, 

but to also provide opportunities for growth and healing. This research project explores 

Björkquist’s historia through her own telling in order to better understand the impact of the 

banning of her book on her as a native-Arizonan, Chicana writer whose primary work in 

question, Suffer Smoke, centers the Arizona Mexican American experiences in historical record.  

In order to gather Björkquist’s story, I chose to collect it as a historia. Historia is a 

combination of history and story, and is a form of personal testimony that is rooted in the oral 

tradition. The telling of a historia is a process in which the storyteller has great agency in 

determining the form and purpose of the storytelling (Broyles-Gonzales 2001).The performance 

of historia is based in the oral tradition and defined by the interconnected roles of the performer, 

audience, and context. The performer is in charge of how a story is told, why it is told, and what 

is told about it. While a historia may be prompted through questions (such as through an 

                                                           
332Sherman Alexie; Luis Alberto Urrea; Sandra Cisneros; Bill Bigelow; and Rudy Acuña. 
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interview), ultimately, it is the performer who “writes” the story. I chose to utilize the historia 

format because it would enable Björkquist to frame her story, to determine what information to 

provide and how to relate it.  

MAS curriculum materials 

The MAS program at TUSD was grounded in the theoretical framework of educational 

theorist Paulo Freire and drew largely from “critical pedagogy, popular education, and the 

related participatory action research” (Mexican American Student Services 2012). Freire’s model 

proposes the concept of students as contributors to their own education and, as such, promotes  

an educational setting that nurtures partnerships rather than hierarchies in the classroom as 

students work towards academic, personal, and civic development. Freire argued that the 

ultimate goal of educational programs should be to stimulate students’ awareness of social 

responsibility (Freire 2009). Towards this end, MAS implemented a transformative curriculum 

model through which “the Chicano/Latino voice, experience, perspective, and history are moved 

from the margin to the center of the curriculum” (Mexican American Student Services 2012). 

The MAS curriculum model consists of the following formula: 

Culturally & Historically Relevant 

+ 

Social Justice Centered 

+ 

State Standard Aligned (Honors aligned in most cases) 

+ 

Academically Rigorous 

= 

Mexican American Studies 

The books that were utilized by the MAS curriculum included titles that have won 

prestigious awards and many that are considered foundational texts in various fields. In the 
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categories of both non-fiction and fiction, they range from history books to novels to collections 

of poetry333. Drawn from varied fields and genres, the texts have in common a representation of 

historical record as more complex and diverse than is presented in traditional educational texts.  

Suffer Smoke 

Suffer Smoke (1996) is a collection of short stories that take place in the mining 

community of Morenci, Arizona. The stories are set in the early and mid-1900s, prior to the 

expansion of the mine that essentially swallowed the heart of the community. . . The fictionalized 

experiences reflect the perspectives and experiences of the Mexican American/Chicano334 people 

in the community. Arizona mining towns were abundant in the late 19th and early 20thcenturies 

and, most often, Mexican Americans and Mexican immigrants comprised the bulk of the labor 

force while Euro-American workers served in supervisory and administrative capacities. Similar 

to the agriculture sector, the laboring class in mining companies most often lived in substandard 

housing, received less quality services, and was also subject to racial prejudice and 

discrimination. Björkquist’s stories reveal the experiences of living in these circumstances, 

including the development of worker’s unions, strikes, and lay-offs. . . The stories also speak to 

love, death, birth, hate, friendship, education, home and all elements of daily life in this 

community.  

Suffer Smoke historicizes the experiences of Chicanos in Arizona (Palacio 2012). These 

stories are often underrepresented or excluded from written historical record; hence, these 

experiences and perspectives rarely make it into classrooms. The inclusion of texts such as Suffer 

                                                           
333 Some of the most recognized titles include 500 Años del Pueblo Chicano/500 Years of Chicano History in 

Pictures by E.S. Martinez; Bless me Ultima by Rudolfo Anaya; Civil Disobedience by Henry David Thoreau; The 

Devil’s Highway by Luis Alberto Urrea; House on Mango Street by Sandra Cisneros; The Lone Ranger and Tonto 

Fist Fight in Heaven by Sherman Alexie; Occupied America by Rudy Acuña; Pedagogy of the Oppressed by Paulo 

Freire; and The Tempest by William Shakespeare.  
334Björkquist identifies herself and her community as Chicano. I use the terms Mexican American and Chicano 

interchangeably.  
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Smoke in school curricula can fill gaps for Chicano students, making them more culturally and 

historically relevant, the importance of which is emphasized by the MAS program. Relevance is 

a key component in the ability to reach students and cultivate greater interest in the curriculum, 

increasing the likelihood for academic success (Mexican American Student Services 2012). The 

inclusion of the culturally relevant information helps foster things like pride in self, community 

and culture. This, in turn, yields students who are more likely to have a strong sense of ethnic 

identity. Scholars O’Leary and Romero argue that the development of a positive ethnic identity 

helps diminish the “negative effects of minority stress on mental health” (O’Leary & Romero 

2011, 18). The barring of ethnic studies programs such as MAS, and curriculum materials such 

as Suffer Smoke, jeopardize academic and personal well-being among Chicano students. 

Björkquist surmises that the banning of the program and its curriculum materials means that 

“These kids are being robbed of their right to know their heritage….once you learn your history, 

you’re proud” (Palacio 2012).  

The Historia of Elena Díaz Björkquist 

The town, the town was haunting me 

It was, I think, 1990. I was going through a really bad depression and was on medical 

leave from my job teaching History and Spanish. As I’m recuperating, I started dreaming and the 

dreams were all taking place in Morenci. The town, the town was haunting me. My husband said, 

“Well, why don’t you start recording these dreams?” So I started writing dreams down. I also 

remembered that when I was a kid we had been living in a company house, a little adobe house, 

a living room, bedroom and kitchen, that was it. The heater leaked gas and my dad woke up to 

see me foaming in the mouth. He got up to see what was wrong with me and just went down 

again. Then he figured out it must be gas cause it rises. He stayed down there where it was clear 
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and just reached out and pulled me and dragged me, he crawled, dragged me outside and then 

went back in and got my mom and my brother. But that memory came back really strong because 

I died… I must have died. It was going through this darkness and then at the end of the darkness 

this light and it was my great-grandmother and she had been dead for awhile. She was telling me 

that I had to come back, that I had to go back to write. That really came into focus for me; that I 

was to write. I was putting it together with my dreams about Morenci and I had to write about 

Morenci, those stories needed to be told. 

 I started being haunted by other people. Like “The Hershey Bar Queen”—it’s been in, 

let’s see, five different collections. So it’s a very popular story about Reyna, who’s fat and what 

happens to her in the school system and then it gets kind of weird at the end, but that’s the way 

she wanted the story told. I had no idea about any of it; I just woke up one morning and, ‘Ah! 

This woman wants the story told this way ‘cause she came and told me this story’. So I wrote it 

down immediately so I wouldn’t forget it. The story is essentially the way that I heard it that 

morning. I always say she woke me up at 4 o’clock in the morning to tell me her story. 

Suffer Smoke is like regaining my childhood 

When I was a kid I remember standing on the playground looking down at the road 

holding a chain linked fence thinking, ‘one of these days I’m going to be on that road that leads 

out of town and I’m never coming back here’. Though it was a very secure place, I knew my 

future was not there. I did not want to be a miner’s wife. That’s what the Chicanas were going to 

be because they encouraged us to take Home Ec—I never took Home Ec. I was going to go to 

college and not be a miner’s wife. That was the important thing. Though I loved Morenci it was 

just not as I saw my future, because I wanted more.  
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Once I chose that goal of going to college I also realized I had to do well in school. If you 

were a Chicana or Chicano, you had to fight to get the classes that you wanted. There’s story in 

Suffer Smoke called “You don’t need College Prep” and that’s exactly what the men were told. 

The women weren’t even told, just kind of geared towards Home Ec. You learned to sew, you 

learned to cook, and take care of babies. The boys were geared towards things like Machine 

Shop, Wood Shop, Auto Shop and all those things that were trades for the mine to hire. 

What’s fascinating is that after Suffer Smoke came out we went back to do a reading in 

Morenci/Clifton. The Vice Principal took me on a tour of the high school and darn if they didn’t 

have the best Home Ec department! They had the whole thing set up so that there was a living 

room and there were kitchens and a sewing area! He was so proud of that and then he took me to 

the shops. They had this huge, big barn-like thing for all the different shops. I was just 

incredulous! Blown away. I didn’t say anything but they’re still training the people, the kids, to 

feed into this mining operation. 

That’s why it was selected by TUSD 

There have been books written about Morenci but not from the experience of the miners 

and their families. Suffer Smoke was the first in that sense. And that’s why it was selected by 

Tucson Unified School District Chicano Studies. When I moved here the guy that was the head 

of the program at that time and then another guy who was part of the TUSD administration, 

called me in for a meeting. He knew about the book and he said that he wanted the book.  

Stories of hope 

It comes back to my great-grandmother and the sense that I had to write those stories. 

Way back when it happened when I was a little girl we didn’t talk about it anymore. My mom 

said, “Oh, you were dreaming”, but my grandmother said, “Okay, mi’ja. You just remember 
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what she said and it will come back to you someday”. So I just put it away. But now, I could 

share it and my intent wasn’t to share it with the world but it was to share it with other Chicanos. 

There I was in Chicano Studies classes and doing these readings with MeCha and these other 

kids and I realized that they understood, they were going through what I had gone through, they 

were still going through it. The stories as I wrote them were stories of hope. It wasn’t this ‘hey, 

yeah, I’m gonna get back at those gringos or whoever wants to hold me down’. No, these were 

stories of hope and resilience of strong people, of people who just wanted to be respected for 

who they were.  

What’s really fascinating is that when I was doing readings, people would show up with 

connections to Morenci. I think it was in Mendocino and I was doing a reading on one of the 

worst stormy nights and the lights went out. There were two old ladies in the audience and tears 

streaming down their faces. . . They had been born in Morenci, they were in their late 80s and 

they were living in Fort Bragg, they were widows. They told me that their dad had been a 

supervisor in the mine and there had been people from New York out and they went into the 

mine and it collapsed. That’s what brought them to tears, they’d been thinking about their dad. 

They were white women. That was a defining moment for me, thinking that the gringos, the 

Anglos, would appreciate my stories. My stories are universal. They are capturing the human 

experience. It doesn’t matter what race or culture you’re from, it’s human. That’s what I had 

striven for, that they would be humanizing.  

“It’s a dishonor to have that book banned.” 

Alice Walker, the author, was my neighbor in Anderson Valley. One time she told me, 

“Elena, you are the memory of Morenci”. . . I collect and preserve the history of the people about 

this town that is not there anymore and that’s what the book is. My family, my grandparents and 
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parents and aunts and uncles, we all came from this town that is not there anymore. The 

circumstances are not there, but those circumstances were prevalent throughout the Southwest. 

There were other towns in Arizona that learned about that when I would do the readings. People 

would come up and say, “You wrote about Bisbee, you wrote about Douglas, you wrote about 

Ray”. I realized that I was giving voice to these people that had not been able to do it.  

It makes me feel very sad about the voices being silenced in TUSD, it makes me think 

about my cousins and the rest of the Chicanos that didn’t have opportunities in Morenci. There 

are other Chicanos who are not being given opportunities. Opportunity to see what a raza is 

capable of, what others have done to overcome barriers, and that’s what the book was about. It 

was about people who were not treated very well but had not lost the sense of who they were. 

And eventually I saw that was it, we wanted to have respect, we wanted to be honored. And it is 

a dishonor to have that book banned.  

Definitely a healing process 

It was definitely a healing process. I think I was coming into my own when I first started 

writing those stories and I put those two people together who were in me—Elena and Helen—

and Elena won. I guess it started at Travis Air Force Base335. I could not go on being Helen 

anymore. I returned to being Elena, everything went back to Elena, my driver’s license, 

everything. Except my birth certificate, that stayed Helen, because that’s what they did back then 

in our town—they anglicized everything, but at home I was Elena and Cuci, that was my nick 

name. It definitely affected me. I remember there were these stairs. The school was at the bottom 

of the stairs and home at the top. By the time I made it to the top, I was Elena and Helen had 

stayed down there. It [writing Suffer Smoke] was like, bringing together those two. And Helen, 

                                                           
335Björkquist served 18 months in the U.S. Air Force. She was stationed at Travis Air Force Base, where she 

received training as a lab tech. She also met her husband, Kurt Björkquist at Travis. 
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I’m not gonna throw her out. Helen has all those skills and it’s like she’s a bridge between two 

cultures. I’ve selected for myself who I am and it’s a mixture of both. Being able to say I 

understand where the Anglos are coming from and they’re scared—I think so many of them are 

scared because they’re seeing the menace of the so-called illegal aliens coming over, they’re 

running scared and  looking at us like “well, you look like them too” and that’s what’s causing 

all these stupid laws. That’s the only explanation I can think of. That’s the thing, books like 

Suffer Smoke break down those barriers and get people to see Chicanos and women. We have a 

perspective, we have validity, we have honor, the same as everybody else and we should be 

respected. . .  

The thing with change 

The thing with change is you can’t just go in and say ‘Okay, now we’re going to do this, 

now we’re going to do that!’ You can’t treat people like what they’re thinking and doing is bad 

and wrong. If you go in there like that, you’re not going to affect any change… It’s working a 

little bit at a time to institute change, it’s not going to happen overnight. It’s just like with getting 

the books back into TUSD, it’s not going to happen overnight. You know, they’re relenting a 

little bit each time because they’re in the wrong and they know they’re in the wrong. But you 

can’t just go saying “You’re in the Wrong!” you were wrong you did such a stupid thing because 

it just entrenches them in what they’re doing. And you can’t go back and say you shouldn’t have 

done that. Now, we can only go forward, one step at a time. We can do what we have to. My 

parents raised a fighter, but you have to know when to let the ire come up. The other way you 

can’t institute change. You have to keep moving forward. 

Conclusion 
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Elena Díaz Björkquist carried her great-grandmother’s directive to write in her heart 

throughout her life and relied on it to guide her in her writing career. Those words called to her 

when the town of Morenci began to undergo the dramatic expansion of the Phelps Dodge mine in 

the 1960s and 70s. As the open pit mine was increased in size, the community was lost to the 

gaping hole in the earth. . . Björkquist felt the urgency to record the stories of the people of 

Morenci and Suffer Smoke was born. Alicia Gaspar del Alba argues that many Chicana writers 

share this sense of responsibility and are “endowed with the ritual and spiritual responsibility to 

keep the culture, the memories, the rituals, the stories, superstitions, language, and the images of 

their (specifically Mexican) heritage” (as cited in Rebolledo, 1995, 159). Like Guillermo Bonfil 

Batalla, Pat Mora, and Aurora Levins Morales336, del Gaspar puts forth the concept that women 

(as mothers, poets, and historians, respectively) are the caretakers of cultural knowledge, 

responsible for its preservation and deliverance to future generations. As such, they are able to 

form and transform living and written historical record and the way that we relate to it. For the 

Chicano/a writer and reader, this means finding themselves represented in story. . . Chicana poet 

and educator Andrea Mauk writes, “Elena Diaz Bjorkquist grounded her tales in the land of my 

grandparents//and Stella Pope Duarte showed stories set on the same ground I romped//over as a 

teenager. It was then I knew that my words, too, had possibilities” (59-61).The recognition of 

herself and her own history in works by Chicana authors allowed Mauk to imagine what 

Björkquist referred to as “Opportunity to see what a raza is capable of, what others have done to 

overcome barriers.” The ability to imagine such opportunity is, in itself, empowering because it 

permits the individual to see herself reflected in the history of the community, and to imagine her 

place in it. The MAS curriculum was developed with this very goal in mind, arguing that through 

                                                           
336Guillermo Bonfil Batalla, Mexico Profundo; Pat Mora, “The Poet as Curandera”; and Aurora Levins Morales, 

“The Historian as Curandera”. 
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such cultural and historical relevance, students are more able and willing to become invested in 

their education and engage as active participants in the classroom as they move towards 

academic and personal success (Mexican American Student Services 2012).  

As a transformed historical record of the Chicano/a experience, Björkquist’s Suffer 

Smoke becomes part of a healing process for Chicano/a readers (and even non-Chicano readers) 

because they are able to identify themselves, their families and their communities in the stories. 

While some of the experiences related in the stories may be painful and difficult to digest, they 

are grounded in real-life occurrences, from sexual abuse to anti-Mexican discrimination and 

access to education for Chicanas. For example, “Deliver us from Evil” relates the story of two 

young girls dealing with the trauma of sexual abuse. Björkquist captures the heartache and 

anguish the girls feel, an experience that is shared by a large number of women (Rape, Abuse, & 

Incest National Network 2012). Tey Diana Rebolledo asserts that, for Chicana writers:  

“Oppression, pain, alienation, and disappointment are first suffered in silence, then expressed in 

language, and eventually transcended through writing” (Rebolledo 1995, 128). Björkquist 

explains that the writing of Suffer Smoke became a healing process for her as she suffered from 

health issues, depression and the trauma of losing her homeland, as well as the experiences of her 

childhood and community. The book is able to provide this healing process, this transcendence 

of the hardships experienced, for both the author and the reader.  

The wide appeal of texts like Suffer Smoke is critical when they are utilized in classroom 

settings or for teaching purposes, but it is more than likability or relatability that is necessary. 

Through programs such as MAS, Suffer Smoke brings to the classroom stories that are often 

neglected or omitted by Western-oriented curriculum. It offers the experiences and perspectives 

of Chicanos, and how their lives were impacted by social issues, political events, laws, and 
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policies that affect all people. Björkquist describes an encounter with an “Anglo” member of the 

Morenci community. He went on to become an executive of the Phelps Dodge Southwestern 

region. He explained that he had tried to read Suffer Smoke but had put it down because the 

experiences captured there were not his own and he felt that they were negatively biased towards 

another (Chicano) experience. Had he continued to read the book, he may have gained insight 

into the experiences of the Chicano people in his own community and tools to build better 

relationships with them. 

According to Björkquist, the most important theme of Suffer Smoke is its lesson of 

resiliency. The stories collected in the book, its creation, and the purpose it is able to serve as a 

process of healing are undergirded by the message that despite the difficulties of these particular 

experiences, the Chicanos of Morenci had a strong sense of who they were as Chicanos. 

Regardless of the barriers they might encounter they could survive and thrive. In fact, in all of 

the stories, the characters seek solutions or ways to overcome obstacles in their paths. The men 

work to establish unions, one male student insists upon his right and ability to pursue college 

prep courses, and a young Chicana fights for her right to speak Spanish. Their stories do not 

attempt to criticize or explain the position of Euro-American society, rather they center the 

Mexican American experience so that it may have a place in historical record. This message is 

the one that the curriculum at the MAS program sought to impart to its students, not any anti-

American sentiments or instructions to nurture racial strife. The banning of the program and the 

curriculum materials such as Suffer Smoke only cheats the students of these empowering lessons. 
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